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Vandalism,
fights mean
square patrols

3

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Laker, Tiger
golfers face
Heath at Oaks
Page 2B
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

WASH DAY: Dorothy Orten of Murray uses Wednesday's warm weather to dry her laundry outside.

Cuba report:
Fidel fine
MIAMI (AP) — The Cuban
government says Fidel Castro
is in "excellent health" despite
a flurry of unsubstantiated reports that the 71-year-old dictator had died or was ailing.
The rumors touched off
much discussion Wednesday
on Spanish-language radio and
television stations as well as at
streetside cafeterias in Miami's
Little Havana, wnere bumper
stickers declaring "No Castro,
no problem" are common.
Ninoska Perez, a spokeswoman for the anti-Castro Cuban
American National Foundation,
said the reports that Castro
was ill started coming from the
island weeks ago. They arose
because Castro wasn't looking
well and hadn't been making
many public appearances. For
example, he didn't speak at the
closing of a large youth festival
earlier this month.
Responding to the reports,
the Cuban Interests Section in
Washington issued a statement
denying that Castro was in
poor health. The office, the Cuban government's voice in United States, rarely issues statements to the media.
"These are just rumors. We
have no information from Cuba
indicating the president is sick.
As far as we know, the president is in excellent health," the
statement said.

WEATHER
Today...Partly
sunny...Warm and humid. A
30 percent chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. High around
90. West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight and Friday...Partly
cloudy with a continued 30
percent chance of thunderstorms both periods. Light
wind tonight. Low tonight around 70. High Friday around
90.
Labor
Day
Weekend...Panly sunny. Overall dry through the period.
Lows mainly in the 60s. Highs
mainly in the 80s.
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Chandler: He'll fight
insurance rate increases
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Ben Chandler
said a health-care plan released
by the state insurance commissioner could "remove public
scrutiny" of large rate increases
sought by health insurers.
Chandler told a Louisville
group Wednesday that he will

fight to retain the right to intervene as the public's advocate
when health-insurance companies
seek such rate increases.
Chandler criticized part of a
plan released by Insurance Commissioner George Nichols HI that
essentially would allow Nichols'
department to decide when the at-

torney general could intervene to
oppose rate increases.
'
;'The proposal ... by the insurance commissioner concerns me
deeply,' Chandler told the
Louisville Kiwanis Club "By
111

See Page 2

Economy
grew by
3.6%

Fights, litter and vandalism are
just a few of the problems
prompting officials to keep a
closer watch on those who "hang
out" around the city's court
square.
In recent weeks, police have
responded to an average of two
fights per weekend night on the
court square, some within hours
of each other.
Last weekend, Murray ambulance personnel were called to the
square to treat two people injured
in a fight. According to police records, the injuries occurred when
one of the combatants was
thrown through the front window
of the New Life Christian Bookstore, causing more than $500 in
damage.
Each Monday, merchants say
they can count on finding broken
beer bottles, graffiti on the
sidewalks and trash in front of
their stores.
But is this a new problem? No,
according to police and merchants of the area, but incidents
like these are increasing.
"Lt sometimes looks like a
ghetto," said Sue McCoan, owner
of Yours, Mine & Ours.

You can't just run
people off the square.
It's a public area and
they have a right to be
there as long as they
don't cause trouble."
Bill Cherry
Murray Mayor

Last year, McCoart's front
window was broken out on a
weekend night. And two weeks
ago, Martha Alls, owner of The
Bookmark, called police after
finding her newly-installed awning vandalized.
"We just installed this awning
and someone came along and
hung on all the ribs that hold it
up and bent them," she said. "It
looked like they went from one to
the other and hung on them until
they bent. We (downtown 'rnerchatns) are putting a lot of money
into our stores and it's not fair to
us."

•See Page 2

Pledge's death
gives lesson in
alcohol's dangers

By DAVE SKIDMORE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's economy grew at a robust 3.6 percent annual rate in the
April-June quarter, scarcely
slackening from the torrid pace
set early this year.
Today's Commerce Department report on the gross domestic
product, the sum of all goods and
services produced within U.S.
borders, marks a substantial
change from a month-old estimate showing the economy expanding at a sedate 2.2 percent
rate in the second quarter.
The revision, the largest in 3Y2
years, nearly wipes out what economists had viewed as a welcome, inflation-calming respite
from the rapid 4.9 percent growth
rate in the first three months of
the year.
"Here we thought we were
pausing and we weren't, We were
doing better than we thought,"
said economist Robert G. Dederick of Northern Trust Co. in
Chicago. "Once again economists are searching for
superlatives."
Separately, the Labor Department said first-time claims for
unemployment benefits fell last
week by a larger-than-expected
16,000 to 323,000.
SCOTT NANNEYtedger & T "es photo
Financial markets had been exREFLECTIONS OF: Kevin Newman of Murray spent much of
pecting the strong GDP report,
his time Wednesday washing and waxing his car at his home on
but showed a mixed reaction in
Fourth Street
early trading. The Dow Jones.average of industrial stocks fell 58
points to 7,729.
But bond prices rose. Yields,
which move in the opposite direction from prices, slipped to
6.63 percent from 6.65 percent on
30-year Treasury bonds, a benThe federal grand jury indictWASHINGTON (AP) — Presichmark for consumer and busiment returned Wednesday poragriculture
Clinton's
dent
first
ness borrowing costs.
trayed Espy as an official who
secretary, Mike Espy, stands acIn the week after last month's
persistently sought and accepted
cused in a criminal indictment of
favors from large companies regrepeatedly lying to investigators
ulated by his agency, including
to conceal the fact that he illegally accepted lavish gifts of trips. agribusiness giants Tyson Foods
O See Page 2
Inc. and Sun -Diamond Growers
sports tickets and other favors.

By LESLIE ZGANJAR
Associated Press Writer
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
Each fall, Louisiana State University holds a seminar to warn
students about the effects of alcohol on the body and explain the
college's policy on drinking.
Two dozen students attended
the program Wednesday night,
nearly two days after classmate
Benjamin Wynne drank himself
to death — a more palpable lesson than any workshop about the
hazards of too much alcohol.
"I think students will think
twice when they go out," Jacob
Braud, 20, of New Orleans, said
as he left the seminar. "They
know now there's a point when
too much is too much.
"This is a horrible thing that
has happened and it will affect
this campus for some time."
Wynne, 20, of Covington, La.,
died early Tuesday of alcohol
poisoning after an evening spent
celebrating fraternity pledge
week. Preliminary autopsy results
showed he had a blood alcohol
content of 0.588 percent —
nearly six times the legal limit
for automobile drivers in
Lou isana.
To reach that blood alcohol
level, Wynne would have had to
consume more than two dozen
drinks, according to officials at
the state Alcoholic Beverage
Contrd7 board.

They know now
there's a point when too
much is too much."
Jacob Braud
New Orleans resident
Funeral services were held
Wednesday in Metairie, outside
New Orleans.
His death left the campus shaken. Braud was one of the few
students at the voluntary seminar
who would talk to reporters afterward. Many fraternity houses
posted signs saying they would
not talk to the media.
During the seminar, university
officials said no policy could
have prevented Wynne's death —
only people could.
"People are going to do dumb
things and we need to rely on
others to stop us," said Tom
Risch, dean of students. "I've
talked to (Wynne's) family. What
keeps ringing in my cars is the
parents's plea: `Please, please,
please do what you can to make
sure our son didn't die in vain.'
We have got to take care of each
other.
The— state's legal drinking age
is 21. The university and the state

• See Page 2

Espy accused of taking illegal gifts

•
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"

of California.
But Espy's Washington attorney, Reid Weingarten, said independent counsel Donald C.
Smaltz had taken "trivial, personal and entirely benign activities and attempted to distort them
into criminal acts."

Espy, 43, the highest ranking
Clinton administration official to
be accused of a crime, is scheduled to appear Sept. 10 for arraignment before U.S. District
Judge Ricardo Urbina.
Weingarten said he welcomed
a trial.
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Search warrant leads to one MI Vandalism...
While court square has tradiFROM
arrest for drug possession
tionally been a haven for teenBecause no arrests were
PAGE 1

ever

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Murray police executed a
search warrant Wednesday which
led to the arrest of an individual
for drug possession.
According to a MPD press release, officers seized several bottles of assorted prescription drugs
along_ with an undisclosed quanof cocaine, marijuana and
tity 7
drug paraphernalia at a residence
at 5054 S. 7th St.
Rebecca Ails, 28, of Murray,
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was taken into custody and
charged with one count of firstdegree possession of a controlled
substance - cocaine, one count of
possession of marijuana, one
count of possession of drug paraphernalia and 44 counts of possession of prescription drugs not
in the proper container.
The arrest stems from an ongoing investigation by MPD Detective Jim Osborne and officers
with the Jackson Purchase Drug
Task Force.

made in either incident, McCoart
and Ails had to pay for repairs.
But some merchants see the
problems on the square as a neccessary evil.
"1 find a little trash out there
on Mondays, but they really haven't done anything to my store,"
said Tommy Alexander, owner of
Ward Elkins. "These kids have to
have somewhere to go and I
don't mind them being up here. I
just hold my breath each
weekend and hope that nothing
will happen to my store."

•Chandler...
FROM PAGE 1
appearing to allow insurance
companies to circumvent rate
hearings in some instances, the
proposal has the potential to remove public scrutiny from the
process."
In 1996 the General Assembly
passed a law requiring a public
rate hearing in cases where an insurer proposes to increase its
rate-s more than 3 percentage
points above the medical inflation
rate. The attorney general's office
was charged with representing
the public at those hearings.
The insurance industry argues
that it amounts to needless duplication of the role of the Department of Insurance, which regulates insurance companies.
Nichols released the proposal
Tuesday to make big changes in
the health-insurance laws passed
in 1994 and 1996.
Gov. Paul Patton has not endorsed the proposal, but he called
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it a starting point for a debate on
whether he should call a special
legislative session on health insurance this fall.
Part of Nichols' proposal
would remove the attorney general's authority to automatically
intervene in certain rate cases.
Under Nichols' proposal, the attorney general's office would
have to ask the Insurance Department for permission to intervene
in cases and document that the
proposed increase may be excessive. Nichols said the ratehearing process under the 1996
law is complicated and is one of
the factors cited by 45 companies
that stopped selling individual insurance policies in Kentucky in
recent years.
Although Chandler said he
doesn't have all the answers to
the health -insurance issue,
"What I do knowja that we have
a better chance at success in the
health-care debate if we inject
and keep openness, disclosure
and consumer voice in the
process.''
Chandler said the 1996 law has
worked. He said 74 percent of the
rate increases requested since the
law took effect were below the
threshold at which the attorney
general could intervene, and 24
percent of the requests were originally above the threshold but
were subsequently lowered so
that no rate hearings would be
required.
Only two rate requests required
a hearing, and both cases are on
hold due to litigation over disclosure of information by the company, Chandler said.

agers, a growing number of
young adults are starting to "hang
out" there.
Both individuals involved in
last weekend's fight were both 20
years old. The fight took place
while two Murray police officers
were on the square conducting
foot patrols.
"The officers are telling me
they're starting to see people
anywhere from 16 years old to 40
years old up there on the
weekends," said Mayor Bill
Cherry.
In fact, the owners of the New
Life Christian Bookstore don't
lay blame for the incident. Karen
and Mark Welch feel that 90 percent of the people who gather on
the square do not cause problems.
Both said the majority of the
problems on the square are being
caused by those "out of high
school."

"Things have accelerated down
here. Where we used to see trash
and things like that, we're now
seeing a general disregard for
property," Karen Welch said.
"But, we're not angry. We were
not singled out. They didn't rob
us, they just broke the window.
And I don't think running them
off is the answer. They have to
have someplace to go."
Officials are trying to balance
patrol of the area with the civil
rights of those who gather there.
"You can't just run people off
the square," Cherry said. "It's a
public area and they have a right
to be there as long as they don't
cause trouble."
Cherry said the problem is not
confined to the court square. Police are also receiving more calls
for vandalism in other areas of
the city, like the city park and the
city cemetery.
Cherry said between now and

winter, police presence will be
increased on the square and other
places. MPD Chief David Smith
said the problems usually subside
when it gets cold.
"This is something we deal
with every summer, and it usually
slows down when it gets colder,"
Smith said. "The best thing we
can do is to have a higher (police) presence and we're looking
at ways to increase that."
Mark Welch said he is also
looking at ways to curb the problem without running "kids" off
the square.
"I'm going to go talk to some
of the churches around here to
see if there is anything we can
do. I really don't mind them being down here. Court square has
always been the place for them to
hang out and I don't think the
majority of the kids down here
are causing trouble. It's just a
few bad apples."
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•Economy...
FROM PAGE 1
initial estimate of second-quarter
GDP, the stock market soared to
record highs. Traders believed
the slowdown meant Federal Reserve policy-makers had no reason to quell inflationary pressures
by engineering still -slower
growth.
But since then, inflation jitters
have sent stocks on a rollercoaster ride and the market's
value, as measured by the Dow
average, has dropped about 6 percent over the past three weeks.
The Fed hasn't touched short-

term interest rates since March,
but some analysts are looking for
an increase as early as the end of
September, when policy-makers
meet next.
Higher interest rates would be
a threat to corporate profits,
which rose 1.2 percent to a record seasonally adjusted annual
rate of $473 billion in the second
quarter following a 2.9 percent
increase in the first.
Most of the GDP revision was
attributed to faster growth in exports as well as an inventory
buildup at wholesalers. But con-

Dederick said the inflation
concerns raised by more rapid
growth were counterbalanced by
the inventory accumulation,
which was caused in part by sluggish auto sales.
"There could be some constraint on production growth as
we push ahead. But there's nothing wrong with that. It's sort of
reassuring," he said.

its national chapter. The fraternity has 130 members and
pledges at LSU.
Wynne, a transfer student from
Southeastern Louisiana University, was drinking at an offcampus party and at a bar called
Murphy's, where fraternity president Jason Griffin was working
as a bartender that night. It was
not known whether Griffin served
Wynne or members of his group.
Witnesses said a dozen people
at Murphy's were so drunk that
they had to be carried to cars in
shopping carts, by their arms and
legs, or held up by others.

The Wynne group ordered
pitcher after pitcher of a highpowered concoction called Three
Wise Men, made from 151-proof
rum, Crown Royal whiskey and
the liqeur Jagermeister, The New
York Times reported today.
LSU was ranked the nation's
10th-best "party school" a week
ago in a guide for high school seniors issued by the Princeton
Review.
The Times said it is estimated
that as many as 30,000 people
show up at LSU tailgate parties
on football Saturdays but never
set foot inside the stadium.

sumer spending, production of
housing and business investment
in new equipment all looked
slightly stronger as well.

•Pledges...
FROM PAGE 1
plan to investigate how Wynne
got alcohol.
—this young man made a mistake. We all make mistakes. He
paid dearly for it," said John
Kennedy, secretary of the state
Department of Revenue and Taxation, which, oversees the alcohol
control board. "If someone assisted him in making that mistake
and brbke the law, they're going
to answer for it."
LSU's chapter of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, which Wynne had
pledged, has been suspended by
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It's 7:00 Friday
Night And You
Have A 103° Fever...
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COOKOUT
ONE Tuna
DAY 59'
Star Kist

6' oz. Can
Water or Oil

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct printing errors.
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Store Hours
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R-52-013
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Sugar

4 Lb. Bag 794
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R-52-08
STORE COUPON
9-10 oz. Assorted Varieties

Totino s Pizza

59'

10th & Chestnut

Limit i reh coupon and Si1 or more food purchase. Line one
coupon per larridy Coupon good Fri. Aug. 29 only.

Prices Effective: FRIDAY, AUGUST 29, 1997 ONLY!

Watermelons Pepsi Products
20 Lk. Avg.

12 oz. - 12 Pk. Cans

But you don't have to make an
expensive trip to the emergency
room because now there's...
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Care Amin Nounsski
If you're like most people, illnesses don't hit you or your family at a
"convenient" time.
That's why Primary Care Medical Center has AFTER HOURS.
With extended office hours, you can
see a doctor for urgent care.. or take
advantage of the convenience for
medical care ranging from an annual physical to a routine gynecological checkup.

With five physicians representing specialists in family practice,
internal medicine and pediatrics,
we provide treatment for patients of
all ages.
Walk-ins are welcome,or you can
schedule an appointment by calling
(502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122.

8 a.m.-8 p.m.—Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-Noon Saturday

-

Bryan Sliced

Bologna
12 oz.

79°

Robert Hughes, M.D. • Family Practice
Hollis Clark M.D. • Internal Medicine
Joyce Hughes M.D. • Pediatrics
Michael Adams M.D. • Family Practice
Daniel Butler M.D. • Family Practice
Marsha Adams, PA-C
Lisa Buford, PA-C
Renee Ridley, ARNP

Pr
MEDICAL CENTER
RanityProsier•frstirnalAildiehe•Fitiketics

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 300 South 8th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
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Kentucky insurers show little interest
in tax-deferred medical savings accounts
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Small businesses and selfemployed Kentuckians still can't
open tax-deferred medical savings accounts which Congress authorized eight months ago.
State insurers have shown little
interest in handling the accounts.
In fact, MSAs have not become
popular nationally the way industry experts and lawmakers
expected.
The federal law, effective Jan.
1, offers a tax exemption to eligible people who set aside money
for future care. If not used for
health care, the money piles up as
a tax-deferred nest egg.
But to qualify, account holders
must also buy a high-deductible
insurance policy as a backstop.
And currently, no insurer in Kentucky sells a policy meeting the
federal law's guidelines.
At first, Kentucky's 1994 reform law was to blame. That law
said insurers could sell only stan-

dard benefit packages defined by
the state — and •none of those
packages matched the federal
law's guidelines for high deductibles and other items.
Last December, state Insurance
Commissioner George Nichols III
approved a new standard plan
that met federal requirements.
But state insurers weren't
interested.

mind. No other insurers have requested state approval to sell the
policies, the Department of Insurance said.
Humana spokesman Greg Donaldson said Tuesday that the
company was discontinuing MSA
policies nationwide because they
aren't selling well.
But Jim Hillenbrand, owner of
AV Concepts — an industrialsecurity company — views the
accounts as a good way to provide health coverage for his 10
employees while earning a tax
deduction.
"It's a win-win situation," he
said. "I'd do it — if I could."
Fearing a rush to grab the tax
exemption, Congress authorized
its use by only 750,000 people
and said enrollments would have
to end if half that number had
signed up by April 30. But by
that date, only 9,720 accounts
had been opened, the Internal Revenue Service said.

A main reason was a shortage
of insurance providers. Forty-two
insurers pulled out of the state after the 1994 reforms, which forbade them to base premiums on a
policyholder's health.
For example, Golden Rule Insurance Co. of Indianapolis, the
nation's leading MSA seller, no
longer operates in Kentucky.
One insurer, Louisville-based
Humana Inc., said in January that
it planned to sell an MSA policy
in Kentucky but later changed its

Back
To
School
Save Now On
GE Appliances

$30 Rebate
SUper(

look forward to continuing my
representation," said the attorney, who has been on McVeigh's
team for 2,4 years.
Nigh said he expected Richard
Burr, a death penalty expert also
on McVeigh's team, to join him
in 'handling the appeal. He said
they plan to review the appeal as
outlined by Jones to see if any
changes are necessary.
"It will depend upon our view
of the records and any new issue
that may arise," he said.
Nigh declined to comment on
the dispute between Jones and
McVeigh. Prosecutors also declined to comment on the change
in attorneys.
McVeigh, 29, was sentenced to
die for the April 19, 1995, bombing that killed 168 people and injured more than 500 others.
After he was convicted in June,
McVeigh wrote to U.S. District
Judge Richard Matsch, saying he
would prefer that Nigh, Burr and
Randall Coyne handle his appeal.
All three were part of the defense
team led by Jones.
.
Co-defendant Terry Nichols is
scheduled to stand trial Sept. 29

on identical charges of murder
and conspiracy.
His lawyer, Michael Tigar,
filed another motion in U.S. District Court seeking to remove
U.S. Attorney Patrick Ryan of
western Oklahoma from the Nichols's case.
On Aug. 14, the day after
Matsch refused to remove Ryan
from the case, Tigar said Ryan
hired attorney Randal Sengel of
Norman, Okla., from a private
law firm that has been involved
in representing bombing victims
and planning memorial activities.
Tigar requested a new hearing
on the motion.
Matsch was to hold a hearing
today to consider whether prosecutors may seek the death penalty
against Nichols. Matsch has twice
denied Tigar's requests to prohibit the death penalty.
Matsch also planned to hear
defense motions to throw out evidence of a robbery allegedly
committed to finance the bombing, a burglary in which bomb
components were stolen and the
testimony of Michael and Lori
Fortier — friends of McVeigh.
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Quietest
Dishwasher You Can
Buy At This Price'•
Largest
Capacity Washer
You Can Buy'

Profile'

Profile
wps03120
• Auto HandWash'" cycle for fine
washables.
•3 wash/spin speed combinations.
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• Profile sound package.
•6-hour delay start.
•6 cycles including Potscrubber
cvrip
Closeout
Price

The shooting happened on the
Hickman-Graves county line, about a half-mile from the hog facility site. The shooting occurred
after Spivey and Blount allegedly
got into a fist fight.

•
•
•
•
•

Recessed door handles.
Adjustable shelves.
Large vegetable/fruit crisper.
Tall bottle door storage
Equipped for optional icemaker.

0.'459

•Fleted by consumers quietest among leecnng wands
in the wash cycle
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Turntable Nticrow,Re
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• 1.2 cu. ft. oven cavity, 900 watts.
• Turntable provides even
cooking.
• Electronic digital display with
clock and timer.
• One touch convenience cooking
controls including Popcorn.
Fi`v l'..1112rANVY
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• Large 1.3 cu. ft. oven cavity,
850 watts.
• Interactive crolling display
conveniently provides
step-by-step instructions.
• One touch cooking controls.
• Full-view cooktop light and
hi-capacity, 2-speed exhaust
system.

..„s379

FREE DELIVERY
Free Pick Up On Old Appliances
Free Normal Installation
In-Store Service and Parts Department

Hurry-Limited Time Offer!

Laundry Special!
Heavy Duty Laundry Pair

More charges in hog farm scuffle
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Both
men allegedly involved in an altercation near a controversial hog
farrowing operation are now facing assault charges.
Kentucky State Police charged
Malcolm Blount, 51, of Dublin,
with fourth-degree assault Tuesday in connection with the Aug.
14 altercation.
Henry Spivey is charged with
first-degree assault in the scuffle
after he allegedly shot Blount
four times.
Spivey, 45, of Mayfield, is
construction/land manager for the
5,760-sow breeding operation being built by Buckman Farms Inc.
Blount has been an opponent of
the western Kentucky hog
operation.
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McVeigh gets new attorney
DENVER (AP) — Timothy
McVcigh has gotten the change
in lawyers he requested, with Stephen Jones replaced os lead attorney by another member of the defense team to appeal McVeigh's
conviction in the Oklahoma City
bombing.
McVeigh claimed Jones lied to
him and "screwed up badly" and
Jones, while denying the accusations, said last week he wanted
off the case. He said McVeigh
had become so angry and selfdestructive he could no longer
represent him.
The 10th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals on Wednesday said
Robert Nigh Jr. would handle
McVeigh's appeal.
"An enormous professional responsibility and burden has been
lifted from me and, for the first
time in 2Y2 years, my life is
again my own and I have returned, as I said I would, to the
practice of law in Oklahoma,"
Jones said in a statement issued
by his office in Enid, Okla.
In a telephone interview today
from Tulsa, Okla., Nigh said he
was pleased i9 the decision. "I
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Extra Large Capacity Washer
•2 speeds and 8 wash cycles including
Power Wash.
• Built-in bleach and fabric softener
dispensers.

Blount suffered gunshot
wounds in the shoulder and neck
and was hospitalized for a time at
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. He
is scheduled to appear in Graves
District Court on Sept. 10.
-
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lapacir\
2-C‘cle Heavy

GENERAL • MICHELIN
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2
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Open Saturdays Until Noon

DIA ri

•Automatic
Dry Control.

..$279

Washer WJXR2080T
Dryer DVLR223ET

Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5606

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH
QiiickClean 30" Range
with Self-Cleaning () en
_
•
• ••

25.2 Cu. Ft. Cap,i( it
1)ispenser Ref ni

TURN A HOUSE THAT HAS
GOTTEN TOO BIG INTO A COZY
HOME AND ADDITIONAL INCOME
WITHOUT A CAPITAL GAINS TAX.
HDA900)<BA

Friday, September 5, 1997
12 Noon
Commonwealth Room, Curris Center

Frankie McNutt of Kopperud Realty is teaming
up with Betty Boston and Tom Ewing of Hilliard
Lyons to help you learn how to benefit from the new
tax law.

•3-level Power Wash system
with self-cleaning filter.
•6 cycles including Pots & Pans
and Water Saver cycles.
• Heated Wash, Heated Dry and
Energy Saver options.

'459

Seating is limited.
Please call Jeanie at 753-3366 for reservations.

feel

L

e/ter ynerin ‘hotec

• Dispenses crushed ice, cubes
and chilled water.
• Modular door bins store gallon
containers.

'1099

ONLY

MURRAY APPLIANCE & TV

HIWARD LYONS
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• Upswept, recessed cooktop
designed to contain spills.
• Auto oven shut-off turns the
oven off after 12 hours.
• Frameless black glass oven
door with window.

753-1222
-tint- -

"Your GE, Jenn Air, & Hotpoint Dealer"
212 E. Main St.

753-158E

1997 Racer Football Tonight 6:30 p.m. Racers vs Indiana State
RACERS
Murray State
University

••••••

Tailgating at Stewart Stadium starts at 5 o'clock!
CALL 762-4895 FOR GAME/TICKET INFO
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's score is
bogey of a problem
By WALTER R. NEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton can't seem to avoid
hassles and haggling over his reported golf scores, at least the good
ones, like 79. That's the score he announced and wound up defending against skeptics who doubted he'd played by all the rules.
Clinton said his playing companions in Martha's Vineyard on the
day of the noted 79 would vouch for his scoring, and of course one
of them did. Nobody in his foursome was going to argue with his
numbers, or say he'd bent rules.
OK, so he does take mulligans, the golfers' term for a substitute
shot when the first one goes awry. And it is reasonable to assume
that his golfing companions concede him longer putts than he:d get
if his address weren't the White House.
He's got company. There aren't many golfers who haven't hit an
extra drive, or picked up a close but testy putt for par. And fewer
presidents.
Harmless enough. These are not tournament scores. When
Dwight D. Eisenhower was president, the caddies at his club were
said to make bets among themselves on his matches. It is told that
when one of Eisenhower's opponents conceded him a long putt, the
caddy who stood to lose his bet against the president complained
that it was too far from the hole to be given.
Too late. Presidential putts often are a given.
Nobody argued about Eisenhower's golf scores, although Democrats tried to make an issue of the time he spent at the game, one
accusing him of governing on "green fairways of indifference."
Presidents usually have kept their numbers to themselves. Some
even kept their games to themselves. John F. Kennedy probably
was the best of golfing presidents, but played off camera. Just before his 1960 campaign, he slipped away to Cypress Point in California and almost made a hole in one. As the ball rolled toward the
hole, his partner shouted for it to go in, and Kennedy urged it to
stay out. It did. Kennedy said that if it hadn't, his political career
would have been dented by word that another golfer was trying to
get into the White House.
Gerald R. Ford was a solid player, although his best-remembered
shots were the ones that hit spectators at tournaments. He played in
one with George Bush and Clinton in Palm Springs in 1995, and
both Republicans hit people in the galleries. Clinton didn't, but did
spray an errant shot into somebody's back yard. His announced
score that day was 93, which was not disputed despite assorted
mulligans and pick-up putts.
Nor were there questions about the 86 he reported at Martha's
Vineyard the day after his good round.
He might do better to play his game and keep the numbers to
himself and his foursome. Ford usually did, and so did Bush after
the high-speed golf he used to play.
But as any average golfer knows, it is hard to keep quiet about
breaking 80. Even if wasn't quite by the book.
So he boasted playing 18 holes at 7 over par, at the Farm Neck
Golf Club in Martha's Vineyard, on Aug. 18. He'd hit three balls
off the first tee, a drive followed by two mulligans, and wound up
in a sand bunker anyhow.
Clinton said it was his third round under 80. He said he'd hit the
extra tee shots for lack of warmup time on the driving range, and
that his partners would attest to his score.
"Yeah, I witnessed it," said Vernon Jordan, a Washington lawyer who often golfs withi/Clinton. Just as another golfing friend
affirmed the 39 Clinton reported for nine holes at the same course
on an earlier vacation.
Leave it to skeptical, and bored, reporters, or to Republicans, to
raise questions about how many times he actually hit the ball.
After Clinton said he had scored 83 during a 1996 campaign respite in Albuquerque, N.M., Gov. Gary Johnson said he doubted it.
That led Bob Dole, the Republican presidential nominee, to raise it
as a credibility matter in a campaign speech there.
"I don't know whether he shot an 83 or a 283 or a 483," Dole
said. "You'll never really know."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years. He shot 77
recently — really.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not,be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. Wc reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed WhiVield
2021225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Staffers b come bonus babies
By PHILIP BRASHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Win
or lose, working for a member of
Congress can bring big rewards.
After their bitter campaign last
fall, South Dakota Sen. Larry
Pressler and the Democratic congressman who defeated him, Tim
Johnson, both handed out big
raises to their staffs, according to
an Associated Press analysis of
congressional payroll records.
After the election, nearly all of
Johnson's 22 congressional aides
got $3,000 in extra pay. For some
low-level aides, that was two or
three times their monthly pay for
October.
Pressler, a Republican, doubled
the average monthly pay of his
Senate staff and put his campaign
manager on the taxpayer-funded
Senate payroll for his last four
weeks in office.
Pressler's December payroll
was higher than any other U.S.
senator's and nearly $100,000
over the average.
"Like Hollywood game shows,
Washington offices offer generous parting gifts," said Pete
Sepp, a spokesman for the National Taxpayers Union, a watchdog group.
Pressler's and Johnson's' postelection generosity is the latest,
and one of the more striking, examples of how departing senators
and House members often use
taxpayer dollars to reward loyal

year, Johnson gave aides $1,350
in additional pay for November
and $1,650 extra for December,
relatively huge sums for many of
aides got from Pressler is impos- them.
Johnson's personnel expenses
sible to tell because of the way
the Senate reports personnel ex- in November and December were
penses. It is clear, however, that up more than 50 percent from the
the raises were substantial, and last two months of 1995.
Among Johnson's staffers, lethe largest ones generally went to
aides who had also worked on his gislative assistant Jon Hanson
was paid S2,463 in October,
campaign.
Lane was paid $21,327 be- $3,813 for November and $4,113
tween October and December, 88 in December. Susan Miller, a
percent of her April-September caseworker, saw her monthly pay
balloon from $1,833 in October
Pay.
Altogether, Pressler's payroll to $3,483 in December.
"Senator Johnson may argue
expenses soared from $113,081
last October to $222,514 in that this is merit pay, but nobody
gives merit pay to their whole
December.
Karen Dvorak, Pressler's cam- staff," said Ruskin of the Conpaign manager, was paid $8,055 gressional Accountability Project.
as a "special assistant" on his "It can't be merit pay. It's someSenate staff from' Dec. 4 to Jan. thing else.'i
Johnson's generosity did not
2. Pressler said he hired her to
stop
in December. After he
help shut down his South Dakota
moved
to the Senate in January,
offices. Dvorak, who once was a
field representative for Pressler, he took advantage of the larger
did not return repeated telephone spending allowances accorded to
senators and gave aides substancalls.
tial raises over what they were
Johnson intended his end-ofmaking in the House before the
the year raises as merit pay, said
election.
Top-level members of
Steve JArding, his deputy chief of
staff. "He's done it almost every Johnson's House staff got raises
year, whether it's an election year averaging more than 40 percent.
or not," said Jarding.
Not like he did it last year,
EDITOR'S NOTE: Philip
however.
Brasher is a Washington-based
In 1995, a non-election year,
regional reporter for Minnesota
Johnson aides were given an exand the Dakotas for The Assotra $500 each in December. Last
ciated Press.

ommentary
aides. Congressional critics have
been pushing for years to curb
the practice.
"It's not their money. It's our
money," said Gary Ruskin of the
Ralph Nader-founded Congressional Accountability Project.
Lawmakers have wide discretion in hiring and compensating
staff members within overall
spending allowances. Technically
they cannot give bonuses, but departing lawmakers frequently
give end-of-the-year raises to reward loyal staff members, officials say.
Pressler said the raises were
compensation for extra time his
staff had to put in sorting files
and packing his Senate offices after the Nov. 5 election. "We had
a very intense period of time of
about a month to be out of our
office," he said.
But Pressler's former office
manager, Danna Lane, contradicted him.
"You've heard of use-or-loseit?" she asked a reporter, an apparentsreference to the fact that a
senator's unspent money would
stay in the U.S. treasury. She
added, "It was not overtime pay.
It was not bonuses either." She
refused to elaborate and hung up
the telephone.
The exact size of the pay raises
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JFK Jr. needs to reconsider fate
Most of the press reaction to John
F. Kennedy Jr.'s George magazine
essay on temptation focused on a
paragraph in which he criticizes two
cousins for behaving badly, one
with a wife and the other with a
baby-sitter. But there's more to the
essay, and it is a testament to a
generation that believed it could
escape the consequences of discarding societal and moral norms.
The person People magazine
once called the sexiest man alive
writes that recent (recent?) experiences with temptation in his family
has reminded him of "the possible
perils of succumbing to what's forbidden." Such forbidding, in his
mind, "only makes (temptation)
more alluring." Forbidden by
whom?
JFK Jr. says he is "playing Hamlet with my willpower (should I or
shouldn't I?)." Wonder how that
makes the wife feel — any wife?
Women had better check with the
priest, pastor or rabbi and avoid any
sermons on adultery,lest their Hamlets be predisposed to engage in the
practice after being reminded it is
forbidden.
-Then he writes about the "safety

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated colaunnist
of the middle path." God didn't
speak from the mountain, but the
middle of the road? And those
tablets of stone. Should they have
been inscribed in such a way that we
can invoke a line-item veto if we
don't like one or more of the
commandments?
After toying with the possibility
of relativistic standards, JFK Jr.
asks us to consider an immutable
standard. Citing an unnamed article
he recently read, he recommends we
consider a life "governed by conventional norms of proper behavior." Governed? Conventional?
Norms? Proper? Kennedy was a
child wen such things wore rejected by the baby boomers, who
declared God dead (Time magazine
said so). Now they arc beginning to

have expected better logic from a
man to whom so much has been
given, but apparently not enough in
the categories that count.
"Since when does someone need
to apologize on television for getting divorced?" he asks. He's right.
Better to apologize to the children
who didn't ask to be brought into the
world and deserve better from those
who helped bring them here.
realize they can't live without Him,
As for the middle path, JFK Jr.
but they don't want the original should be reminded that the middle
because that God requires repen- of the road is a dangerous place to
tance as the first step toward restora- stand,especially when naked (as he
tion. Just give them a god who will appears in his magazine). If this man
accompany them on long walks. ever contemplated a future in politics, about the only place he has a
like a dog, but demands nothing
other than contributions to their chance of being elected is in Massachusetts, where much does not
self-esteem.
Kennedy cites Mike Tyson (!) as appear to be required from those
whose unquenchable desires also
an example of what happens when
we "give in to (our) deepest long- include politics.
Perhaps he should reconsider
ings." But in the next bite he says
that our only alternative is to "con- Hamlet's fate. The Prince of Denform utterly and endure a poten- mark was deaf to a higher, nobler,
tially dispiriting, suffocating life." holy and eternal voice. The avoidHow sad. So it's a choice between able disaster he experienced was a
the cloistered life or tbe life of a lesson to all who refuse to hear the
rogue, is that it? "To whom much is Author of the moral law and recoggiven, much is expected," he pla- nize that within its boundaries is not
giarizes from Scripture. One might a boring life, but an abundant one.
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Recollections XInow
in first writing stage
The Honors English IV/ A.P. classes under
the direction of Mrs.
Lynda Coleman at Calloway County High
School are now in the process of writing the 1998 edition of
Recollections.
The hardbound book is written about people,
places and interesting
issues concerning the history of Calloway
County.
This year's edition will include the following
topics:
PEOPLE — J.B. and Jo Burkeen, Vergil Grogan,
Dot Mason, Billy
Mitchell, and Dr. Harry Sparks.
PLACES — Hardee's Restaurant, Hih-Burger
Restaurant, K & N
Rootbeer, Little Golden Pond, History of Pine
Bluff Shores, Newberg,
and Swann's Grocery Store.
ISSUES — Home Remedies, Murder of Police
Chief Novel McReynolds, Tappan Strike, Tornado of 1964, and
Strange Sightings.
The students request that anyone having
information on any of the
proposed topics get in contact with Mrs. Coleman
at 753-5479 (extension 189) or write to her at Calloway County
High School, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
The books will be available for sale by
mid-December.

Pep bus will go to Calloway game
Calloway County Touchdown Club will take a pep bus to the Calloway County High School Lakers and Graves County High School
Eagles football game on Friday, Aug. 29, at Graves County. The bus
will leave from the Calloway High School gym entrance at 6:15 p.m.
There is no charge for riding the bus. All adults, children and students are welcome to take the bus to the opening game of the Laker
football team's scheduled.

Cavitt reunion on Saturday
The annual Cavitt family reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 30, from
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Community Building at Benton City Park. A
potluck meal will be served. All family members and friends are invited. For more information call 1-502-527-8479.

Charlton reunion on Saturday

Eg96.44:1 Sewing Machine Co.

The annual Charlton family reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 30, at
Purycar Community Center, Puryear, Tenn. A potluck meal will be
served at noon. All family members and friends are invited. For
more information call Betty Cameron, 1-901-247-5531, or Oina
Reeves, 492-8454.

"We Sell The Best And Service The Rest"
'Bring This Ad And Receive'
I 50C Off Each Pair Of I
I Scissors We Sharpen For I
You.
a

FHA Chapter plans car wash
Calloway County High School Chapter of Future Homemakers of
America will have a free car wash on Saturday, Aug. 30, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Part of the proceeds will go to the
FHA Scholarship Fund. Donations will be accepted.

Children's Crusade scheduled
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church of God, 2645 Hwy. 641
South, Murray, have a Children's Crusade starting Monday, Sept. 1,
and continuing through Friday, Sept. 5, from 7 to 8:30 p.m. each
evening. For more information call 753-7389.

Independence plans singing
The Faithmen Quartet from Beach Bluff, Tenn., will be special
guests at a gospel singing at Independence United Methodist Church
on Sunday, Aug. 31, at 6 p.m. The church is located off Highway
464 east of Almo. The public is invited.

Revival planned at Hilltop
Hilltop Baptist Church will have revival services starting Monday,
Sept. I. The Rev. Max Anderson will be the speaker for services at 7
p.m. with prayer service at 6:30 p.m. each evening. Clarence Uzzle
will direct the music with Cora Uzzle as pianist. The public is
invited.

Oak Grove will hear Smotherman
The Rev. Max Smotherman will be guest speaker at 6:30 p.m. service at Oak Grove Baptist Church on Sunday, Aug. 31. He is the son
of the late Rev. and Mrs. Harold Smotherman. The Rev. H.D. Hudson, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service.

Hospital retirees to meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Aug. 30, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Shoney's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottic Brandon at 753-3517.

Girl Scouts register today
Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout registration will be today
(Thursday), anytime between 5 to 8 p.m., at Calloway County Public
Library. Girl Scouts are divided into five age levels: Daisy, Brownie, Junior, Cadette, and Senior Girl Scouts from ages 5 to 18. Leaders may also register at this time. There will be no registration at the
individual schools.

Weigh Down orientation tonight
Weigh Down, a Bible-based weight loss program orientation, will
be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Christian Community Church, located at the corner of South 16th Street and Glendale Road. There is
no charge for the orientation. The 12-week series will begin Thursday, Sept. 11, at the same location and time. The seminar uses videotapes, audiocassettes, student guides and group discussions. For
more information or to register for the program, call Jessie Bryant at
753-7520.

Murray BPW will meet tonight
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet tonight
(Thursday) at 6 p.m. at Seafood Express. All interested women are
invited. For more information call Faye Rogers

Mr. and Mrs. Scott Wallis

MHS Class of 1987 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1987 will have its 10-year high
school reunion on Saturday, Aug. 30, at Murray Country Club. Any
member planning to attend or needing more information contact
Amy Long McDowell, 753-6940, or Melissa Gray, 767-0907.

Hazel Celebration scheduled
Hazel will have its annual celebration on Saturday, Oct. 4. Applications are being accepted for vendor spaces for arts and crafts, flea
markets, etc.. The cost will be $20 per space and $25 with electricity. For information call Jeff Harris or Terry McKinney at RetroWares, 492-8164.
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'Consultation & Review of Prescriptions
•Computerized Records
/Age Accept Most insurance Plans
'Health & Beauty Items
'Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-12 Sat.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.PH.

109 S. 4th.St. • 753-1462

•

502-898-7301 • 800-599-USEW

Houston-Wallis vows
solemnized at church

Hwy 68 Reldland Near 1-24 Exit #16

we will he releasing

our latest shipment of

Beanie Babies by Ty, Inc.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Houston of Murray announce the marriage
of
their daughter, Mandy Houston, to Scott Wallis, son of Mr. and
Mrs.
Kim Wallis of Murray.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mrs. Marie Houston of
Murray.
The groom is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Williams
and
Mrs. Pete Neale, all of Murray.
The private ceremony was conducted by the groom's grandfathe
r,
Wayne Williams, on Monday, Aug. 11, 1997, at 5 p.m. at
University
Church of Christ.
Deneshia Wood, sister of the bride, was matron of honor. The
groom's father served as best man.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Wallis are residing on Rt. 3, Murray.
Ladies of the University Church of Christ will host a shower for
the
couple on Sunday, Sept. 7, at 2 p.m. at the church. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend.

Lit) Sat U rday,

August 30th at 10:00 am
\X", appreciate the tremendous support our cust•miers
have given to us. V'e tlianL everyone for their patience
during our Beanie Bah), Day events, as we try to
accommodate the overwhelming demand for this product.
$5.50 each

Vifltaje

Bridal Registry
111 S,,atit 4th Sit-co "i5()-2I00

Finer Gilts &

*•7

Rose

Ork.n Mon-Sat it):oo-5:th)
/14.-",n Murray's Court Square

Wedding on Saturday
Plans have been completed for
the wedding of Meredith Leigh
Howe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar L. Howe Jr. of Murray,
and Irvin Daniel (Rey) Lewis III,
son of Mrs. lone Lewis and Dan
Lewis of Hendersonville, Tenn.
The marriage celebration will
be Saturday, Aug. 30, 1997, at 5
p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Dr. Terry Ellis will officiate.
Music will be presented by Mrs.
Janet Finch, pianist, Mrs. Margaret Wilkins, organist, and Brandon Conger, vocalist.
Jennifer Howe, sister of the
bride-elect, will be maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Bethany Lawrence, Tisha Federico, Holly Brown, and Renee
Lively, sister of the groom -elect.
Flower girls . will be Kensley
Lively and Katie Lively, nieces
of the groom-elect.
Dan Lewis will be best man for
his son. Groomsmen will be Gary
Grisham, Frank Slapikas, Gary
Hale, and Kenny Lively, brotherin-law of the groom-elect.

Items needed for soccer sale
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association is accepting donated
doccer items such as used balls, soccer shoes, shin guards, jerseys,
etc., for a sale tentatively set for Saturday, Sept. 6. More details will
be announced. Donated items will be accepted at registration at the
Murray-Calloway Park office or at Wee Care Child Development
Center through Friday, Aug. 29. All proceeds will go to the MCCA.

VP

Guthrie baby
boy is born
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Guthrie of
Benton are the parents of a son,
Ethan Christopher Guthrie, born
on Friday, Aug. 15, 1997, at 6:05
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed five pounds
seven ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Tina Nelson.
Grandparents are Wayne and
Linda Nelson of Benton, and the
late Herman and Jeritza Guthrie
of Hazel.

Ushers will be David Snow
and John Key, cousins of the
bride-elect, and Jim DeMoss and
David DeMoss, cousins of the
groom-elect.
Carter Lively, nephew of the
groom -elect, will be ringbearcr.
Registry attendants will be
Kelli Massey and Heather Key,
cousin of the bride-elect. Recessional attendants will be Megan
Snow and Taylor Crittenden.
Wedding coordinator will be
Mrs. Jean S. Hurt.
A reception will follow immediately at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

BOOK REVIEW
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Plum bland
by Nelson Demi&
1, John Corey by name, convalescing cop
by
profession, was sitting on my uncles back porch,
deep
in a wicker chair with shallow thoughts
running
through my mind. It occurredd to me that the
problem
with doing nothing is not knowing when
you're
finished."
Taking the best elements from two of his
most
outstanding bestsellers, The Gold Coast and
The
General's Daughter, Nelson Demi& combines
the
breathless suspasse of an expertly wrought
murder
mystery with his wry perspective an a
peculiarly
American social scene to deliver an enthralling
and
compelling story.
Wounded in the tine of duty. NYPD homicide
detective John Cony convalesces in tels long
Island
township of Southold, home to fanners,
fisbermen—and at least one killer. Tom and Judy Gordon,
a
young attractive couple Carey nows,have been
found
on their patio,each with a bullet in the heed.
The local
police chief, Sylvester Maxwell, wants Corey's
big.
city expertise, but Max well gets more
than he
bargained for.

Theatres

Brought To You Each Week By...

Program Info. Call 753-3314
G.I. Jane
R 1:10 3:50 7:15 9:45
Money Talks
R 1:20 3:20 7:20 9:25
Mimic
R 1:15 3:35 7:10 9:30
Conspiracy Theory
R 1:00 3:40 7:00 9:40
Air Force One

•

E (4 °MORE
BOOK-S-CARD
Fall and Christmas Items
Arriving Daily!
Patchwork Pumpkins • Plush Ghosts
and morel
(All Value Priced!)

R 1:15 3:45 7:15 9:40
Matinee Shows
Saturday &
• Sunday Only!

114k).....
11E5 Timj160
Rent Your Mole, Ai The Morin!

Every Friday Night

B•1 • N•G•0

Early Bird Bingo 6.30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North

Selected Secssonal
Yankee Candles Now

,

50% off

Layaway Your Keepsake
Ornaments Nowt
Only 20% down will hold for 90
days.

(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Sp•olal Cisme
* 91,000 Letter H
Double Bingo Pays
(30 calls or less)
60%, 75% and 90%
$500 Jackpot Every Weak
* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers
and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

Chestnut Hills • Murray

CV.
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Corn Roast at Murdock home

Couple will be married
60 years on Friday
41,

JACK WILSON photos

John T. Murdock, right, and Bobby Grogan roast the corn for the Corn
Roast for members and guests of University Church of Christ held Saturday, July 26, at the home of John and Sue Murdock in the top photograph. This is the second year for the corn roast which was started by
the Murdocks after they retired from Madison, Wis., where this is a special occasion there each year when the corn is harvested. Also shown
In the top photo are Tera Rica Murdock and Rick Murdock. Shown in
the bottom photo are many of the guests being served the corn, hot
dogs, dessert and drinks on the back patio of the Murdock home on
Killdeer Trail, Murray. About 100 persons attended the four-hour event.

61

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Ryan in 1997

Mr. Ryan in 1937

Mrs. Ryan in 1937

Mr. Charles B. Ryan and Dr. LaVerne Call Ryan of 1403 Glendale Rd., Murray, will observe their 60th wedding anniversary on Friday, Aug.
29.
They were married on Sunday, Aug. 29, 1937, in the sanctuary of First Baptist Church, Murray. The Rev. Sam P. Martin officiated. Their
attendants were Charles' cousin, C.C. Hughes and his wife, Minnie Lee Ligon Hughes, and Mrs. Sallie St. John.
The couple has resided in their present home for 40 years of their married life.
Dr. Ryan taught school at Barlow, University of Evansville, Almo, Calloway County High School, University of Northern Colorado, and
Murray State University. She retired in 1982 from teaching in the College of Business at Murray State University.
Mr. Ryan operated airline schools in several states for training airline personnel. He also developed Whitnell Estates and Bagwell Estates.
Their two daughters are Mrs. Pamela Treas and husband, Steve, Murray, and Mrs. Rita Dykstra and husband, Ed, Fort Collins, Colo. Their
one son is Michael Ryan and wife, Jacki, Gallup, N.M. They have six grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
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At Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes'. Up to $300 TODAY!
Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and personal check.
Save more time!Start your MoneyPleee C'ashAdvance
by phone!

The
MoneyPlace„,
513-A So. 12th Si
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

WHAT A PLACE!The MoneyPlace!
Come in Today!9-5 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri. 9.12 Sat
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
.at the big, bold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign.

Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Mayfield; KY
Paducah, KY Union City,TN
(502) 2514500 (502) 575-9900 (901)885-7500

Thursday, Aug. 28
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p.m./Seafood Express.
Calloway County High School's Harbour Youth Services Advisory
CounciU3 p.m./at center, Room 201.
Calloway County High School yearbooks distributed 3-3:15 p.m./gym
lobby.
Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout
registration/5-8 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Weigh Down orientation for Biblebased weight loss program/7
p.m./Christian Community Church.
AA Meeting (accessible)/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Info/753-7676.
Compassionate Friends' Support
Group/7:30 p.m./hospital board room.
Info/762-1274 or 498-8324.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Shoney's
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizen activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.

Thursday, Aug. 28
West View Nursing Home Bingo/3
p.m.
TOPS KY #469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weighini6 p.m/Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Chtpter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans/7 p.m./Legion Hall.
Murray State University Racers open
1997 football season hosting game
with Indiana State/6:30 p.m./Roy
Stewart Stadium,
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.- 10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, Aug. 29
Rachel Marie Fields and Jayson Mahan wedding/7:30 p.m./First Christian
Church, Mayfield.
Dina Lynn Duncan and Randy Hugh
Brandon
wedding/6
p.m./Independence United Methodist
Church.
Murray High School Tigers open football season at Fulton County/7:30 p.m.

Friday, Aug. 29
Calloway County High School yearbooks distributed 7:40-8 a.m. and
3-3:15 p.m./gym lobby.
Calloway County High School Lakers
open football season at Graves
County/7:30 p.m.
Registration for Soccer fall
season/10 a.m.-3 p.m./park office on
Payne Street. Info/498-8992.
"An Entertaining Evening with the
Gang" of Playhouse in the Park/6
p.m./Racer Inn, Murray. Info/759-1752.
New Overeaters Anonymous meeting/
noon-1 p.m./Annex of Calloway Public
Library. Info/767-0341.
Senior Citizens Golf play/9
a.m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m.
West View Nursing Home devotion
with Paul McWherter/11 a.m.; Ice
Cream sale/2:30 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882.

Friday, Aug. 29
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 9 p.m. to midnight for
high school and up. Info/753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
First Baptist Church Senior Adults
leave for Crossville, Tenn./8:30 a.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
LBL events include Evening At The
Prairie/8:30-10 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor Center. Info/1-502-924-2020.
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_••• ALL NEW ••-:
. SEAFOOD BAR
• Bite Sized Shrimp
• Dusted Shrimp
• Shrimp Scampi
• Frog Legs
• Crab Legs
• Crab Bites
• Hushpuppies
• Clams & Scallops
• Shrimp Stirfry
• Steamed Shrimp
• Boomerang Bread
• Vegetables & Much, Much More

•

•
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•
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Includes our All You Care To Eat Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar

FRIDAY B SATURDAY NIGHTS
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New Concord,
Church of Christ Avvikiortil
Celebrating Over 150 Years

glomecoming
Ad former members and residents of New Concord are urged to attend this reunion!

August 31, 1997
Wendell Bloomirtgburg, Speaker
(Minister 1959-1961)

Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Worship 10:00 a.m.
Lunch Provided
Singing 1:30
Afternoon Worship 3:00
Bob Haley, Minister
for more information
(502) 489-2266
(502) 492-8495
(502) 436-2498
10 miles South of Murray, KY off 121
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Classes are scheduled
The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross will
conduct a Bloodborne Pathogen
Class entitled "Prevention of Disease Transmission" on Tuesday,
Sept. 2, at 5 p.m.
A CPR Re-certification Class
will be Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 7
p.m.
There will also be a Community First Aid & Safety Class conducted on two Monday nights,
Sept. 8 and 15, from 6 to 10 p.m.
Persons must attend both nights.

Hairdressers may earn continuing education hours by taking
these classes; however, these
classes are open to the community as well.
If you need any of these classes, come by the Red Cross Office in Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray, to register. Office hours are 9 a.m. to
noon and I to 4 p.m.
For more information call the
Red Cross office at 753-421. Red
Cross is a United Way agency.

Today
New On The Market

Mr. and Mrs. Crawford in 1997

Mr. and Mrs. Crawford in 1937
MLS 13500215

*Country Living On An Acre Plus •40 x 50 Workshop
•3 Bedroom/2 Bath
•Fireplace
*Double Garage
•Sun Porch
Listed At $134,000
For Private Showing, Call
Bob Perrin 753-3509

Couple will be married 60 years on Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Crawford of Murray will celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on Monday, Sept. 1.
They were married on that day in 1937 in Murray.
Mrs. Crawford, the former Mildred Suiter, is the daughtere late Fred Virgilee Suiter and LuCrete Am Suiter.
Mr. Crawford is the son of the late John Crawford and Mattie S,,ow Crawford.
They have one daughter, Mrs. Lucretia Thompson 'and husband, Gary and one son, Donald Crawford and wife, Berneice, all of Murray.
Their four grandchildren are Jason Thompson and Chad Thompson or Murray, Kevin Crawford of Hazel, and Sherry Gish of Henderson.
Their three great-grandchildren are Adam Crawford, Kennedy Crawford, and Carlie Gish.

REYS
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Mum's The Word
This Season!

Murrayan will be featured on radio program
Schimmels, and Joe White.
Mrs. Lough and her family are
new to Murray, having moved
her from Simsbury, Conn., a few
weeks ago.
She and her husband, Tom, and
14-year-old son Kyscr have
joined First United Methodist
Church, Murray. Mr. Lough is a
member of the faculty of the College of Education at Murray State
University and Kyser is a freshman at Murray High School.
Mrs. Lough taught elementary
school for 14 years prior to the

The Focus on the Family radio
program with Dr. James Dobson
will feature a "Back to School"
broadcast on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 2 and 3.
This program consists of teachers, parents and students who
share special first-day-of-school
memories.
Featured guests include Murray
resident Posy Lough, Guy Dowd,
Carolyn Forte, Cheri Fuller, Joy
Mahaffey, Fern Nichols, Lindsey
O'Connor, Kathy Peel, Debbie
Quigley, Steve Russo, Cliff

birth of her son. She stated her
home business, The Posy Collection (custom-designed counted
cross stitch kits for historic museums) so that she could be at
home.
Because of her home business,
she was originally invited to be a
guest on a Focus on the Family
radio broadcast along with Lindsey O'Connor, author of Working
at Home: The Dream That's Becoming a Trend, to share ideas to
help other moms who might want
to start a home business. That

SERVICE NOTES
NAVY PETTY OFFICER
1ST CLASS DAVID L. GAUTREAU, son of Vicky L. Gautrcau
of Kirkscy, recently received the
Navy and Marine Corps Achiivement Medal.
Gautreau was recognized for
his outstanding achievement

while serving as leading petty officer aboard the nuclear powered
aircraft carrier USS Abraham
Lincoln.
He was singled out for the
award because of his superb initiative and contribution in helping the command fulfill its

mission.
Gautreau currently serves at
Navy Recruiting District, Omaha,
Neb.
A 1989 graduate of Fort Calhoun High School, Fort Calhoun,
Neb., Gautreau joined the Navy
in February 1990.

1300 Johnson Blvd • 759-2001

4" Mums

particular program has been reaired several times.

$250
$500

8" Mums

When the "Back to School"
broadcast was first put together,
previous Focus on the Family
guests were asked to participate
including Posy Lough.

Field Grown Mums

$700

*Visit our website
in September
Mon-Frt 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Closed Sunday 8
Closed LABOR DAY

"I enjoyed the opportunity ,to
reminisce about the influence of
her early teachers, her own teaching experiences, and the memories of putting Kyser on the
school bus for that first day of
school," Mrs. Lough said.
This program will be on
WAAJ 89.7 FM at 9 p.m.;
WVHM 90.5 FM, noon or 7 p.m.;
WGCF 89.3 FM, 9 a.m.

Hwy 94E • Murray
759-4512

Labor Day Weekend
Sale

Now thru Monday
Labor Day Hours: 10-4

Transitional Fall
Collection

All Coats &
Raincoats

by: Liz & Co • Villiager
• Northern Isle

Daniel Forrest Butler, M.D.
Family Practice
Isjoining the medicalpractice of
Primary Care Medical Center
Medical Arts Building,Suite 480W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, Ky.42071
For appointments call

502-759-9200

30%

20°4'30% Off

Off

All Fall Shoes by:
Entire Stock
Bras & Girdles

Nicole • Annie • Life Stride
• Bianco • Tala

23% Off

20°I0 off

Selected
Sleepwear by:

Early Fall Dresses

Shadowline • Williow Creek
• Mystique Intimates ,

1 3 Off

coni

s a family practitioner, Dr. Daniel Butler assumes responsibility for
ii nuous,comprehensive care of all members ofa family. He is an
Ashland,Kentucky native and a graduate ofthe University of Kentucky
School of Medicine.
Dr. Butler has been the Chairman of the Department of Family Practice
at the Oschner Clinic in New Orleans for the past eleven years. The
Oschner Clinic is one ofAmericas largest and most prestigious clinics with
more than 425 physicians on staff. Prior to beginning the family practice
program at Oschner, Dr. Butler was the Chairman ofthe Department of
Family Practice at the University of Alabama in Huntsville.
He is certified by the American Board of Family Practice and is a fellow
ofthe American Academy of Family Practice.
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MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Yves St. Clair • Claudia
Richards • Lauren Lee

Handbags
25%

1 4 off

Off

does not include Marc Chantal

•••

Hanes too
Hosiery

25°h Off

Accepting New Patients - Call 759-9200
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Wilkins'piano students present recital

DAR honors charter members

Piano students of Margaret Wilkins were presented in a recital recently at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University. Pictured, from left, front row, Mallory Cunningham, Beth Lee of Paris, Tenn.,
Alex Norsworthy, Hailey Dean, Lauren Gibson, Lindsey Smith; middle row, John Lee of Paris, Tenn., Ashley
Shropshire, Shellie Wilson, Ellen Hayman, Jonathan Ray, Keela Evans and Mrs. Wilkins; back row, Jason Lee
of Paris, Tenn., Ashley, Jessica and Lauren McKendree, Krisy Whitfield, and Shane Smith. Not pictured are
Olivia Evans of Mayfield and Travis Manning. Special recognition went to Ashley McKendree, Dana Parker,
Brandon Sharp and Jerry Hamblin for participation in the Kentucky Music Teachers Association Spring Keyboard Festival. McKendree and Hamblin received ratings of superior and Parker and Sharp received excellent
ratings. Shellie Wilson, Lindsey Smith, John Lee, Jonathan Ray and Ellen Haymen also were recognized for
participating in the KMTA. Ellen Hayman was recommended by KMTA adjudicators to perform in the Elementary Audition Recital in October at Bowling Green.

The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution hosted a recent luncheon honoring Mrs. Lome Doyle, Mrs. Virgil Grogan,
and Dr. Halene Visher.
Each of the three honorees are
charter members and are the only
charter members who are currently members of the chapter.
The luncheon was held in the
private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A special program about "The
Flag" was presented by Brad
Walker, Eagle Boy Scout. He is
the son of Ronnie and Wanda
Walker.
The luncheon was the kick-off
celebration for the local DAR
chapter's golden anniversary
year. The chapter held its organizational meeting on Sept. 3,
1947, in the home of Mrs. Warren Swann. During the first year,
22 members joined and since
then over 105 women have belonged to the local organization.
The three honorees have each
provided years of dedicated service and responsible leadership to
the local chapter.
Mrs. Doyle was selected as
2nd Vice Regent and chairman of

friday and saturday, aug. 29-30 only

off
sale prices

all
athletic
shoes
all
Levi's Jeans
r

MARY SUE HUBBARD photos

Charter members of Captain Wendell Oury Chapter, NSDAR who were
recently honored by the chapter at a luncheon are,,from left, Mrs. Loreto
Doyle, Mrs. Virgil Grogan and Dr. Halene VIsher.-The chapter Is celebrating Its Golden Anniversary during 1997-98.
the Magazine and Genealogical
Records committees when the
chapter organized. Since that
time she has served at least eight
erms (three years each) as registrar and various terms as chaplain, corresponding secretary, historian, and librarian.
At the present time, Mrs.
Doyle remins instrumental in assisting those completing thier
NSDAR application papers and
encouraging new members.
Dr. Visher served as 1st Vice
Regent during the organizational
year and again in 1982. She was
elected 2nd Vice Regent for four
terms and for many years was
chairman of the Conservation
Committee because of her interest in and deep personal commitment to the conservation of the
natural resources.
During the chapter's early
years, Mrs. Visher lived in
Washington, D.C., working for
the government. She also taught
at the University of Indiana following her stay in Washington,
D.C. Upon her return to her
hometown of Murray, she again
took an active role in the chapel.
The third honoree, Mrs. Virgil
Childress Grogan, has continually
served in various elected offices
attending her first chapter meeting in 1948. Those offices inelude Chapter Regent from
1950-1958 and again in 1961 and
1994; 1st Vice Regent for seven
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Brad Walker
years; recording secretary for 14
years; historian for three years;
registrar for three years; and trcasurer for 15 years including the
present time.
Anyone interesting in becoming a member of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter, NSDAR,
may contact Mrs. Verona Grogan,
regent.
The next meeting of the chapter will be Saturday, Sept. 13, at
2 p.m. at University Church of
Christ. Elizabeth Gottfried will
present a program on "Preservation of Photographs."

A seminar on "Excellence in
Ministry" will be held at Christian Fellowship Church, U.S.
Hwy. 68, Briensburg, starting
Thursday, Aug. 28, and continuing through Saturday, Aug. 30.
The purpose of the seminar

will be to help people find their
ministry in their local church.
Thursday and Friday sessions
will begin at 7 p.m. and Saturday
session at 9 a.m. There will be no
charge.
The public is invited to attend.
For more information call
1-502-527-8369.
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Skillern girl
born Aug. 18 Austin Lane
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Skil- Kemp is born
lern of 1620 Kirkwood Dr., Mur-
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ray, are the parents of a daughter,
Sarah Grace Skillern, born on
Monday, Aug. 18, 1997, at 10:08
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured
20% inches. The mother is the
former Lisa Smith. A sister is
Olivia Kay Skillern.
Grandparents are Mrs. Lorene
Smith and the late O.W. Smith of
Paducah, and Phil and Mary Skillern of Jacksonville, Fla.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Kemp Jr. of
Lynn Grove are the parents of a
son, Austin Lane Kemp, born on
Sunday. Aug. 24, 1997, at 12:36
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 11 ounces and 21 inches.
The mother is the former Emily
DeBoer.
Grandparents arc Mary Ellen
and Jim DeBoer of Murray, and
Bob Sr. and Martha Kemp of
Lynn Grove.
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Need Room
For Your
Stuff?

EASTSIDE BP
STORAGE
EXTRA $5 SAVINGS CANNOT
BE COMBINED WITH ANY
OTHER JCPENNEY OFFER,
CERTIFICATE OR COUPON
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sale prices end Is enact** Friday and
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Sale excludes Value ROM IMirns. Special
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center •(502)759-1400 • Mon -Sat. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. — Sunday 12:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.

1 1 x30 - 10 ft. Door
10x10 - 8 ft. Door
5x10 - 3 ft. Door

753-6266
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Kappa Department installs officers for year

KAPPA DEPARTMENT photos

Duski Wilson
and Daniel Hale

Wilson-Hale wedding
scheduled on Sept. 14
Duski Wilson of Nashville, Tenn., and Daniel Hale of Mayfield
announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Robert and Patsy Harrison of
Centerville, Tenn.
The groom -elect is the son of Gerald and Jean Hale of Mayfield. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Vela Lamb and the late Leroy Lamb and the
late George
Katherine Hale.
Miss Wilso*tended Mississippi State University. Mr. Hale, a graduate of Murray State University, is employed at Columbia PineLake
Hospital, Mayfield.
The couple will be married Sunday, Sept. 14, 1997, at Las Vegas,
Nev.
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Logan Zazz
Parrish born
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dale Parrish of Murray are the parents of
a son, Logan Zazz Parrish, born
on Friday, Aug. 8, 1997, at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
13 ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is the former
Nora Wyatt. Two sisters are
Tyiesha Crouse Cavalieri and
Andrea M. Paschall.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Miles of Del Rio, Texas,
and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Parrish of
Rt. 1, Dexter. A great-grandfather
is Osro Butterworth of Murray.

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club installed new officers and
gave attendance awards at its last meeting. In top right photo, Margaret
Yuill, right, past president of MWC, installs new officers, from left,
Laura Lohr, secretary, Evelyn Wallis, chairman, Jane Barnett, treasurer,
and Danette Jones, vice chairman. In top left photo are members with
perfect attendance, from left, front row, Dorinda Craig, Carolyn Marcum,
back row, Sue Allison, Lynda Chaney, and Jane Barnett. In bottom
photo, Rita Ford, right, outgoing chairman, presents gavel to new chairman, Evelyn Wallis. The department will open the 1997-98 club year
with a meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Names will be tabled for new members. Hostesses will be Karen Isaacs,
Carolyn Marcum, and Dru McKinney.

TEEN ACTIVITY CENTER
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Opens August 16th, 1997
at the

University Branch
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GRAINT113 OPENING
We welcome you to our new store. We carry a fine line ofjewelry.
toys, household products, microwaue and overt proof pottery. Rexall
health products, beauty aids and much more at special low prices.

YMCA
,
1,\
: 1510 Chestnut
&II
IY7;
St., Murray
t
753-4295

Gifts Galore
At The 99' Store

\

Southside Shopping Center • 815H S. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071 • Phone (502) 753-0953

Come Cell-ebrate.

White girl is
born Aug. 20
Jeremy C. White and Keisha
D. Crass of 1213 North 16th St.,
E-1, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Breanna Kiera White,
born on Wednesday, Aug. 20,
1997, at 4:59 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
five ounces and measured 20
inches.
Grandparents are Carol Crass
of Nashville, Tenn., Joe and
Cindy Crass of Murray, and
Jackie and Ann White of
Madisonville.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Mildred Horn and Homer and
Ruth Crass, all of Murray. Greatgreat-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hayden Morris of Murray.
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Murray.

Join

us at our new store in
Grand Opening festivities beginning August 28 through the weekend.
30 minutes a month free for life.
Sign a one-year agreement and you'll get an extra 30 minutes of night and

weekend calling a month, every month, for as long as you stay on that plan.
PLUS
• 30 minutes of home GTE long distance a month, also for life
AND choose two of the following:
• 30% off any accessory
• 3 months free Voice Mail

PUBLIC
NOTICE

• 3 months free Mr. Rescue" Emergency Roadside Service
• 30 days free GTE Internet access

Now Accepting

Alterations
For Ladies, Men
& Children
All Types of Sewing
.Hems *Zippers

Free gifts, food and fun!
Come by Thursday, August 28 at 11 am and meet Murray
State head basketball coach Mark Gottfried. Plus, register
to win 2000 free minutes and other great prizes.

'Sleeves 'Waists

All-In-One
Sewing Center

753-3444

305 N. 12th Street
759-3301

95 Chestnut SL

Industrial Road • Murray
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
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Promise Keepers to host rally

BILLS

Area Promise Keepers are holding a local organizational rally Sept.
4th at 7 p.m. at Trace Creek Baptist
Church in Mayfield to prepare for
traveling to the Stand in the Gap
Sacred Assembly scheduled for
Washington, D.C. Oct. 4th. Promise
Keepers is a nationwide organization of men dedicated to living
according to Biblical standards.
The local rally will provide information on the Oct. 4th national
event, aid local Promise Keepers in
making transportation arrange-

BILLS

BILLS
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $1101mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
1-800-228-9052
Homeowners Only

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPOQAltON
Hours 7am - Open
Loans Shown
Based on 1199% 20 yr
Twm at 1239% APR
DRE L IC 001220973
(AD058)

S

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

55

Holland Motor Sales

SUBSCRIBE

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

ments for the national event and
help the national organization get a
better idea about how many Promise
Keepers from Western Kentucky
will be attending the Sacred Assembly on the Capitol Mall in
Washington.

TOWN OF BROOKFIELD, cause a disturbance like that. She
Wis. (AP) — The police call it
was loud and boisterous and used
road rage. Jaclyn Netzel says it
profane language. It was primarwas just a pregnant moment.
ily a road rage thing."
Netzel, 19, was cited for disorThe police report said Netzel
derly conduct for allegedly
was trying to turn right when the
smacking a man after a traffic
driver behind her started honking
dispute. She pleaded maternity.
and finally drove around her.
Netzel told the officer that he
Netzel and Gary Schachel, 51,
couldn't understand what she did
exchanged obscene gestures as he
Saturday "because when a fedrove past her.
male is pregnant, they are more
emotional than normal," the poThey met up again at a nearby
lice report said.
gas station, where Schachcl
"I don't care if you're pre- called Netzel a vulgar name. She
gnant or not," said Officer Da- got out to confront him and
niel R. Neumer, who reviewed slapped him after they argued,
the case Monday. "You can't the report said.
"41\40

•

A donation of newspapers by The Paducah Sun to a special class at West
Kentucky TECH Is helping students prepare for the workplace. More than 100
students in Instructor Norlta Youngblood's workplace readiness class have
been using newspapers donated by The Paducah Sun to study market and
job trends. Youngblood has also used the newspapers to discuss how to
apply for jobs. Pictured is Terry Landon of Kirksey In the West Kentucky
TECH Students In the Workplace Readiness Class.

"
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Panel cannot resolve
Cuban claim against U.S.

WEEKEND HOLIDAY' 14
SPECIAL VALUES

We are going all out for the next few days to bring prices lower than low.
Our store is packed, our warehouse is wall to wall furniture that must go now.
SHGP: Thursday 8 a.m. - 0 p.m. • Friday 8 a.m. - 0 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Sunday 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Monday IQ a.m. - 4 p.m.
2 Piece Living Room Suites

Oak TV Stands

Sofa & Chair •8 Colors to Choose From

Swivel Base • Glass Doors • Reg. $288

'39900

•

144u

Sectional with
Side by Side Recliners
8z Sleeper

White Sofa with
Matching Chaise
Lounge

Sofa and
Love Seat Sets

Burgundy Cover • Reg. $2899

Now"149911

2 Piece • Reg. $1349

Starting At

Now $688Qa

$488°°

Bench Craft
Recliners

Sofa by England
Corsair

Black Entertainment
Center

Choice of Colors

Coils in Cushions • Reg. $899

Curios on Each End • Reg. $899

$288'

Now $5991)11

•

488u

Dining Room Furniture Galore.

I

All must be sold.
We need room now. All in
stock bedrooms will be sold
immediately at some price.

GENEVA (AP) — The "El
Nino" weather phenomenon brewing in the Pacific Ocean may be
the largest climate event of the
century, setting off an unprecedented number of global disasters, world climate experts predicted Tuesday.
Scientists at a three-day
U.N.-sponsored conference estimate the El Nino system developing now — likely to last into next
spring — shows all the earmarks
of equaling or exceeding this century's strongest occurrence,
which hit in 1982-83.
El Nino is a warming of the
waters off equatorial South
America which causes climate
abnormalities around the world.
Its •name, a Spanish reference to
the Christ child, comes from the
historic Christrnas-time arrival of

Box Springs & Mattress Sets
5 Brands to Choose From

Serta • Southerland • Corsicana
•Namaco • Dreamline
2 Piece Sets Starting At

• 1

•
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.: ....
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$9900

We Want To Sell Gut Quick.
Come Name Your Price!

tit

GENEVA (AP) — A global
panel on biological weapons
failed Wednesday to resolve
Cuba's claim that the United
States sprayed a crop-killing
plague of insects on the island
nation.
But representatives of the nations that signed a treaty banning
biological weapons decided to refer the matter to their experts and
report back in a month, said British Ambassador Ian Soutar, who
headed three days of talks.
Soutar said two things were
clear: The United States did send
a plane across Cuba on a flight to
Colombia last October, and Cuba
is now suffering from an infestation of an insidious insect known
as thrips palmi, which originated
in Asia.
"But on the basis of the evidence before the meeting, it was
not possible to draw a direct
causal link," said Soutar.
The United States maintains
the State Department plane was
carrying only fuel for the flight
and had nothing to do with the
insects, which it said might have
migrated naturally from elsewhere in the Caribbean, where
they have been found in recent
years.
Cuba says the insects have
spread to more than a dozen
crops in several provinces.
The head of the U.S. delegation, Donald A. Mahley, said he
would have liked for the meeting
to have decided immediately that
there was no link between the

.
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:
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Open
Sunday 1-4
Monday
Labor Day
10-4

BESTWAY
FURNITURE & MATTRESS

Open
Sunday 1-4
Monday
I.abor Day
10-4

302 North Main Street • Benton, Kentucky
VISA
•
(502) 527-2400
ormi,
morto •

,e

•

kl•seci •

United States and the insect infestation, but that it was understandable that many nations
wanted more time to study the
facts.
"We presented a great deal of
information," Mahlcy said.
Cuban Deputy Foreign Minister Maria de los Angeles Florez
said Cuba was happy with the
agreement.
"We are satisfied because
what we requested was a full mechanism to continue the investigation of the issue and to find a
solution," she said.
Soutar said he would aim to
get a ruling by the end of the
year.
Cuba brought its claim under
the 1972 Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention, which bans
the development, production and
stockpiling of bacteriological and
toxin weapons. It wag a test for
the 1972 treaty even as countries
are considering how they can put
teeth into the accord that is meant
to ban germ warfare.
The biological weapons treaty
was approved at the height of the
Cold War at a time when major
nations were unable to devise
such inspection procedures, but
also regarded germ warfare only
as a distant possibility.
Now negotiators are trying to
figure out how to give it the powers that were built into the postCold War treaties to ban chemical weapons and test explosions
of nuclear bombs.

El Nino may be strongest ever

All in stock dining room & dinettes have
been tagged at huge discount prices.
All must go to make room for new
Fall merchandise.

Bedroom Suites
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Home of M
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Pregnancy leads to ticket
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Local Promise Keepers Volunteer Coordinator Steve McGee says
the local meeting will include praise
and worship time, but a substantial
portion of the effort will be directed
at praying for the national gathering.
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the system's warm waters .in
South America.
The system can cause flooding
or sometimes drought — in
California, searing droughts in
Brazil, Africa and Australia, severe storms in the central Pacific,
and a decline in hurricanes hitting the Southeastern United
States.
Water temperatures already are
rising off Ecuador and Peru, indicating the new system will be a
powerful one.
"It will likely be the biggest
El Nino in 150 years," climatologist Jagadish Shukla said.
"We have never observed such
high ocean temperatures in July
in 150 years. And the only reason
we say it will be the largest in
150 years is because we don't
have any data from before then."

EARN
6.10%
MONTHLY INTEREST
CHECKS NOW AVAILABLE!!!
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE flUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CIIARGES APPLY.
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DEATHS
Devon Allen Schroader

Miss Vonda Jean Russell, 59, formerly of Calloway County, died
Wednesday, Aug. 27, 1997, at 3 p.m. at General Care Convalescent
Center, Clarksville, Tenn.
Born May 22, 1938, she was the daughter of the late Dean Russell
and Dollie Wilson Russell. She attended New Concord Church of
Christ.
Local survivors include two cousins, Mrs. Betty Lockhart and husband, Sonny, and Mrs. Juanita Collins and husband, Bill.
Graveside services will be today at 5 p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church Cemetery.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation is scheduled.

Jack D. Ward
The funeral for Jack D. Ward
will be Friday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale and Alan Martin will officiate. Singing will be
by singers from Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
Active pallbearers will be
Tommy Boggess, Joe Thornton,
Gene McDougal, Allen Russell,
Jim Lawson and Harold Grogan.
Elders and deacons of Glendale
Road Church of Christ will serve
as an honorary group. Burial will
follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to American Cancer
Society of Glendale Road Church
of Christ.
Mr. Ward, 69, St. Rt. 121
North, Murray, died Wednesday,
Aug. 27, 1997, at 12:56 a.m. at
his home. His death followed an
extended illness.
A retired teacher at MurrayCalloway Vocational School, he
was named Kentucky Vocational
Teacher of the year in 1987. He
was a member and former elder

Mrs. Rebecca June Courtney

Miss Vonda Jean Russell

Devon Allen Schroader, 6, Poplar Spring Drive, Murray, died Wednesday, Aug. 27, 1997, at 3 a.m. at his home.
He attended Poplar Spring Baptist Church and East Calloway
Elementary School. He was born Jan. 8, 1991, in Calloway County.
Preceding him in death were his grandparents, Bobby and Doris
Schroader and T.J. Garner, and stepgrandfather, Billy Williams.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Charlotte and David
Williams, his father and stepmother, Robert and Betty Schroader, one
sister, Michelle Schroader, one brother, Trevor Schroader, and stepgrandmother, Mrs. Marianna Williams Turpin, all of Murray; his
grindparents, George and Peggy Burnette, Calvert city; several aunts,
uncles and cousins.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Scott Bivens will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Mrs. Rebecca June Faughn Courtney, 34, Paducah, died
Tuesday.
Aug. 26, 1997, at 4 a.m. at her home.
Born at Paducah, she attended Reidland High School.
Survivors include two daughters, Crystal Courtney and
Amanda
Courtney, Paducah; her father, Ethaniel Faughn, Paducah; her
mother,
Mrs. Hazel Faughn, Mayfield; four sisters, Mrs. Melva
Norphlett,
Mayfield, Mrs. Hazel Browning, Benton, Mrs. Mary Faughn,
Madisonville, and Mrs. Theresa Wyatt, Murray; one brother,
EthanielFaughn Jr., Calvert City; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Clarks River
Cemetery, Paducah. The Rev. Gary Cruse will officiate.
Friends may call at Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah, after noon
on
Friday.

FOUR GREAT LISTINGS

1-800-432-9346
S.

InvevInsents Since 1854

(MUR-CAL REALTY

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
JACK D. WARD

Company

of Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Born Sept. 11, 1927, he was
the son of the late Lennis Ward
and Hilda Jones Ward. One
brother, Bob Ward, also preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mildred (Millie) Rhodes
Ward; one daughter, Mrs. Michelle Mohler and husband, Kenneth, Murray; two sons, Mike
Ward and wife, Hettie, Benton,
and Mitch Ward and wife, Shelia,
Lexington; six grandchildren.

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..772230 - 0.03
Air Products
813/4 - 3/4
AT&T
393/a - 7/to
Bell South
451/4 - 3/,
Briggs & Stratton.483/4 - 1/to
Bristol Myers Squibb.--.751/o + iho
CBT Corp. Ky.s.211/4 B 223/4 A
Chrysler
3S9/10 - I/to
Dean Foods.....- 4474 - 3/ta
Exxon
627/ts - 13/16
Ford Motor
4313/16 + 1/to
General Dectric
6213/to + 3/to
General Motors 637/s - 3/14
Goodrich
417/s - 7/s
Goodyear
62'ho - 3/a
I B M................... 10234 - 1'/2
Ingersoll Rand
619/to - 9/16
Intel.
923/to - 17/s
K U Energy
33f/1s NC
Kroger
293/4 - 3/14
L C & E
223/4 +
Lucent Tech
79'/. - 13/s
Mattel
3315/14 McDonalds ...... 4713/16 - 3/14
Merck
92 Microsoft
133'4 - 15/to
J.C. Penney
59"/It - 3/ta
Peoples First 281/2 B 29'/, A
Quaker Oats
483/s - 'Is
Schering-Plough
48 - 3/14
Sears
S67/14 + 1/ta
Texaco
11674 - 'Is
Time Warner
521/s NC
UST
2813/16 - 1/4
Wal-Mart
359/to •Hiniarcilyons is a market maker in this

Arvy Glen Sims
Services for Arvy Glen Sims were today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Mason Harris and Lindon Ferguson
officiated.
Pallbearers were Kerry Sims, Wendell Wilson, Larry Hafley, Davis
Love, Ted Howard and Ray Murdock. Burial was in Young Cemetery
at Lynn Grove.
Mr. Sims, 71, St. Rt. 94 West, Murray, died Monday, Aug. 25,
1997, at 5:45 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

Stanley J. Buja
The funeral mass for Stanley J. Buja will be Friday at 11 a.m. at St.
Pius X Catholic Church, Calvert City. Fr. Aloyisius Power will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County Memory Gardens with arrangements by Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton, where friends
may call after 10 a.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Pius X Catholic
Church, Calvert City.
Mr. Buja, 74, Oakpark Boulevard, Calvert City, died Tuesday, Aug.
26, 1997, at 9:15 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
One son, Peter Buja, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Johan (Nan) Thomason Buja; one
daughter, Mrs. Margaret Sereda, Lexington; two sisters, Mrs. Helen
Simpson and Mrs. Joan Wisch, Niagara Falls, N.Y.; two brothers,
Joseph Buja, Niagara Falls, and Edward Buja, Berwyn, Pa.; two
grandchildren.

stock
NC - no change in puce

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

40"

HILUARD
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Our Best Investment Is You.
-9 wire. w

753-444
12th & Sycamore • P.O. Box 106
Murray, KY 42071

MLS 2000177
Nice Home - priced to sell - 3 BR, 2 BA,
central gas and air 1996, 2,049 sq. ft. living
area.
Go Wiswell Rd., turn left on Gibbs Store
Rd., right on Camelot, right on Merlin
Dr.

AILS 2000173
Beautiful Setting- This home has 2,310 sq.
ft. - 3 BR, 3 BA, fenced backyard, new roof
1996 and lots more.
Located 1209 Doran Rd.

AILS 2000178
Owner Relocating-New home 1996,5 BR,
3 BA, has all kinds of loving care qualities.
Go 94 W. turn left on Oaks Country Club
Rd., turn right on Ironwood Dr.

AILS 2000164
New-Three bedroom,two bath house, city
water, central gas heat.
Located on Wells Purdom Rd.

For More Information Call
Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444

,ioNs r• • IA••• PIE i4 SPC

Clarence B. Horton
Private memorial services for Clarence B. Horton will be held at a
later date.
Mr. Horton, 68, Roseville, Mich., died Friday, Aug. 22, 1997, at
9.- 20 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Audrey Travis Horton; two daughters, Mrs. Diane Hinkley and husband, Roy, Sterling Heights, Mich.,
and Mrs. Marylynn Hunter and husband, Wayne, Murray; three sons,
David Horton and Douglas Horton, Roseville, Mich., and SSgt. Daniel
Horton and his wife, SSgt. Brenda Horton, with the USAF in Italy;
eight grandchildren including Samantha Hunter of Murray; one greatgrandchild; one sister, Mrs. Mary Knoll and husband, Jim, Farmington, Mich.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Dora Jones, Murray; several nieces
and nephews.

Make

30

Japan gripped by
summer crime wave
TOKYO (AP)- A woman is
arrested after her husband's dismembered corpse is found rotting
is their bathtub. A teen-age coupk is caught trying to rob a bank.
A man confesses to randomly assaulting dozens of young women
with stones, beer bottles, metal
pipes.
And that was just last week.
Japan has an international
reputation for safe streets, but
this summer has been gruesome
- and authorities fear the rise in
violence is more than just a seasonal fluke.
Throughout the summer, headlines have chilled Japanese because of the frequency of the
crimes and the cold-bloodedness

Get an extra 30 minutes a month...
FREE••.forever! Sign up today on any GTE rate plan and
you'll get an additional 30 minutes a month fori as long as you stay with GTE. It's that
simple. 30 extra minutes for life isn't all. You'll also get GTE 24-hour customer service, /
great coverage, and affordable rates. With wireless plans starting as low as $19.95-a/
month, this is the deal of a lifetime!

displayed by some criminals.
In the robbery department, Japan has seen two of its biggest
armored car heists during the past
month. In one, robbers got away
with $900,000. No arrests have
been made.
As for murders, Japan was
shocked in June at the arrest of a
14-year-old Kobe boy suspected
of killing two younger children;
in July by the capture of two men
in their 20s for the grisly murders
of two young girls; and, this
month, by the Bathtub Killing, so
named because that is where
most of the victim's body was
found.
Assaults also have been well
represented.

No activation fee!
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min.
of GTE home
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a
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OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

for life
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Scout troops battle for funds
MARS, Pa. (AP) — Chester
Marburger's good deed — leaving a generous gift to "the Mars
Girl Scouts" in his will —
wasn't as simple as all that.
Nearly three years after his
death, two Butler County Girl Scout troops are still battling in
court for the $29,860 left by the
former postmaster and mayor of
Mars.
The Trefoil Neighborhood Girl
me 1 ft..

Scout group, based in Mars, 10
miles north of Pittsburgh, said it
deserves the money, and that's
where Marburger intended for his
gift to go.
The Keystone Tall Tree Girl
Scout Council Inc., which oversees the Trefoil Neighborhood
group, also claims the inheritance. It contended there is no
legally recognized organization
called the Mars Girl Scouts and

togOVI
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Kim Cooper,left, and June Mumme are pictured above. Their husbands may
be on opposite sides of Kentucky's top football rivalry, but June Mumme and
Kim Cooper are on the same team when it comes to educating women about
mammograms. The wives of University of Kentucky football coach Hal
Munn* and University of Louisville football coach Ron Cooper have
appeared together in a television public service announcement that is airing
this fall across the state. The spot coincides with football season and
National Breast Cancer Awareness Month in October. It was produced by the
Kentucky Cancer Program, which is Jointly administered by the University of
Kentucky and the University of Louisville.
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The dispute has prevented the
lawyer handling Marburger's
$220,000 estate from distributing
other gifts that were designated
in his will.
Butler County Common Pleas
Judge George Hancher scheduled
a hearing Tuesday to settle the
dispute.

2 Days Only
Aug. 29th & 30th

DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) — If
confession is good for the soul,
so is sending back a stolen
40-pound bell clapper swiped decades ago as a college prank.
A contrite letter-writer mailed
the clapper back to Ohio Wesleyan University, saying the
deed has nagged at his conscience for years.
With the clapper's return, "I
can finally live in peace. Do you
know what it is like, carrying that
thing *around all these years?"
said a portion of the letter published in today's editions of The
Columbus Dispatch.
The prankster identified himself only as "Eggplant Bloomingdale III." He said he was an
English major and contributing
alumnus.
During his student days, the
writer said he was among a group
of students that ran track and
roomed together. They belonged
to a secret society, the Muffin
Bloomingdales, he said.
After they stole the clapper
from the bell hanging in Gray
Chapel, the wrath from students
and administrators was too much,
he said.
"It got to the point where we
could not confess our crime," he
said.

Cat in tree
leads to rescue
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio(AP) —
Barbara Miltenberger went up a
tree to rescue a cat but had to be
rescued herself.
Ms. Miltenberger, 46, used a
ladder last month to reach a
stranded 1 -year-old cat named
Scottie. But she needed the help
of firefighters to get down from
the tree.
Prosecutors said she was
charged with inducing panic because she used an aluminum ladder near power lines. The charge
was dropped Monday because
there wasn't enough evidence.
Ms. Miltenberger said she's
still rescuing stranded cats. But
she won't use an aluminum ladder or call firefighters if she gets
stranded.
"Three weeks ago I climbed a
wooden ladder and rescued four
kittens," she said.
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INTEREST UNTIL NEXT YEAR!
JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE SAVINGS!
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Oversize Sleeper Sofa

Rowe Chair
Contemporary
Retail $630

Innerspring Mattre,ss
Retail $949

$344

$497
.....

Lane 3 pc. Sectional

Sofa & Love Seat
Ashley - Brown
Retail $1350

Do

Leather - Vinyl
Retail $4590

$499

Dbl Reclining Sofa
1 0.
604we

Jne
a

Klaussner
Retail $999

$297

Glass Top Table

. And 4 Chairs
Retail $1150

6 pc. Rattan Group

Mame

South Sea
Retail $2899

Floral
Retail $1199

),

,.., , Oak - 32"
$16Y ea Retail $599

$397

,

Queen Size Bed

$599

Sofa & Love Seat
Oak Wood Trim
Was $949

$550

Entertainment Center

Rowe Sofa

f
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$1895

$544
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Cherry - Thomasville
Retail $900

$488

Reclining Sofa

$597

Leather - Broyhill
Retail $1899

$899

Camel Back Sofa
5 Pc Dinette
Thomasville - Burgundy
Natural & White
Retail $1485
$788 Retail $799

fi

$477

La-Z-Boy Sofa
Benton Only
Retail $850

Friday, Aug. 29
"Happy Hour"
4-6 p.m.
Hostess, Rebecca Landoll

$499

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Not All Merchandise At All Locations
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Hostess, Barbara Barnett

Watch Our
Special
TV Show
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PADUCAH SUPERCENTER OPEN SUNDAY 1 TO 5
'onwas1 4 loaning 13
Saturday 11/341 9:30 A.11.
Sunday 8/31 9:30 A.M.
Monday WI 9:00 P.M. .)

OMNI
SUNDAY
1 TO 5

Murray Cable('hairnet 34
Saturday 8/30 9:34) A.M.
Sunday 8/31 9:30 A.M.
Monday 9/1 9:90 P.M.

,U1'LltCIA 1 Lk 3h01 I iinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
100110il CAUERY X FACTORY Ovrar CIA/TER
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
527-3481 • 1-800-599-6224 OpgliZ
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All Wood Bedroom
Vaughn Dresser Marco Chest Panel Bed
Retail $1899 $1197

Open pally 10 In 7• Sunday 1 to 5 • Friday 10 fa 8

Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.

713 Olive St.

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th Si.
(502) 753-1492

sfroi/7lLE4E7m

flemill
&gm

OPEN NOOSE

504 Lynnwood
(Off Sytemore behind Murray High School)

SUBSCRIBE

1111101IS

UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY, KY

Bell returns
to Ohio school

More people emigrate from
Mexico than from any other
country, mainly to the United
States.
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that all Butler County troops are
part of the Keystone council.
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McClard's Towing
207 S. 7th St. Murray
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Banking
On Laker
Pride!
Dee's Bank
of Hazel

LAKER
FOOTBALL

At Gatti's.
Stop by before
or after the
game for our
-AB-You-Can-Eat
Pizza- & Pasta
Buffet!

Chestnut St.

753-6656

Member FDIC

GOOD LUCK LAKERS
is a good agent! An

wm—oAutoCarel
Center

[., ,

independent State Auto
agent is dedicated to servicing the customer. You get
personalized attention to
all ‘'otir in-,nrance needs.

,lar 0,raios NAPA Paris

ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY/photo

The 1997 Calloway County High School Laker
football team.

UNNINGHAM
AUTO
REPAIR

McNutt Insurance

Calloway County (0-0)

"rho oklast
Indapanciant
repair shop In Murray"

Graves County (0-0)

In Murray...The Best Motel Value

DAYS INN
The Best Value Under The Sun.
FREE SERVICES
45 Channel Cable
-Local Phone Calls
'Swimming Pool
•Refrigeratrxs/Mocrowaves
-HBO 8 HBO 2 '

-Extended Comp. Breakfast
-Jacuzzi Rooms
-Work Zone Rooms
'Al! TVs 25' Remote Control

DAYS INN QUALITY ASSURANCE
* TOP-RATED 5 SUNBURSTS *
753-6706
Toll Free Reservations 1-800-DAYS-INN
517 S. 12th •(Hwy 541 S.) • Murray

$2.
00
OFF
Full

Service

Reg. Price $21.95

I 102 South 12th St. Murray I

759-3278
Ws Feature

•

NAI

QUICK!

16,1174rAr

LUSE,:

PEOPLE WHO
USE VALVOLIKNOWNE.
MEIN

Back to School Special
$1999.00

Complete Systems
shirting at
51499.00. All
systems have a
3-year parts and
labor warranty
and includes
a 1 hour
training session.

Complete Multimedia
System
200MMX
17" SVGA Monitor
32MB RAM
24X CD-ROM
And Much More .

HAWKINS
AWK INS
PIF.:F A PC H

RESEARCH

COMPUTER STORE & TRAINING CENTER
1304 Chestnut Street, Ste E. Murray KY 420 7
502-757001 ntto ,www.nowtinsreseorcr..c.D—

Lakers, Eagles game will
feature two new offenses
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
When the Calloway County Lakers play their season
opener Friday night in Mayfield, they'll have more than
just first-game jitters to contain.
For the first time in four years, the Lakers will do
battle with the Graves County Eagles.
Even though the Eagles are coming off a dismal 2-8
season a year ago, Calloway will face a different kind of
Graves County team in 1997, especially on offense.
To improve an unproductive offense, head coach Jay
Buckley and his staff spent the summer converting the
Eagle offense from the wishbone to an option-oriented,
passing attack.
"They're running a(n) (offensive) set similar to the
offenses Air Force and Army run," said first-year Laker
head coach Joe Stonecipher. "That type of offense always has somebody in motion. It's designed to be deceptive. With the proper personnel, it can be a really
good offense."
While the offensive style has been known to give
some defenses headaches, Stonecipher feels confident in
his team's abilities.
"What we're going to do is try and concentrate on
playing basic defense," he explained. "We have to get
to the right areas and not get caught up in all of the
confusion. We're going to take the front five and go after them."
According to Stonecipher, another change the Lakers
will see is a smaller Graves County squad.
"From what we've seen, they're not as big as Graves
County has been in the past," he said. "But when you
have young kids like they do, you tend to be that way.
You don't have to be great big with that kind of offense
anyway."
While the Lakers will be occupied with chasing down
the Graves County offense, the Eagles will also have
their hands full with a new Calloway offense.

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 69
years.

Tlm Scruggs, FICF
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd 1 Maple, Murray
753-4377

4

of the World

life Insurance Society
470M,.' Omaha *.e.Drasks

Dan McNutt, AA!

Aug. 29, 1997 — 7:30 p.m.
War Memorial Stadium, Mayfield

Woodmen's one-year and
10-year Term Life insurance
plans offer renewable protection
at affordable rates. To find
out more, contact:

k Woodmen

t..rnlerk

urtthirt, MeNutt)

118 S. 5th St. • Murray • 753,4451

at

619 South 4th • 753-6831
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Tackle A Pizza

PARKER
FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY
753.5273

701 Main Strata

Stonecipher and his staff have changed their offensive
philosophy to a power running game.
But despite changes for both squads, Stonecipher expects nothing more than a tough game from Graves
County.
"I don't think there's going to be any surprises.
We've looked at their scrimmages and they've looked at
ours. I don't see either team having an advantage,"
Stonecipher said.
Getting a game's worth of experience under their belt
will be important for Lakers, Stonecipher said.
"I think we need to play a game and see where our
strengths and weaknesses arc," he said. "We're very
young experience-wise. It is vitally important for us to
get off to a good start, especially with anew offense.
But right now, we're anxious to get this seaon started."

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
Don Henry
State Farm
Insurance Agency
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Office:
763-9935
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753-1540
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J.T. LEE
Jeweler

Greg McNutt

"A cut above the rest"
•Toro Wheel Horse

•Cub Cadet

'Simplicity
'Grasshopper
'Holland Grills

GO TEAMS
MOW DOWN THE
COMPETITION
Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 8-1
101 Industrial Rd. • 753-2925

The Essential
Day Spa
"Murray's 1st Full Serrice Salon"
• Massage Therapy • Facials
+ Hair Care • Nailcare
+ Aromatherapy • Sugaring
•AVEDA & OPI Products

Gift Certificates Available
301 N. 12th St. • Murray • 767-0760

-1.1-E7. , Eastside
Fill up with us before
you go to the big game!
Full Service &
Self Service
Have A Great Year!
119 E. Main • Murray
753-6266

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Calloway County's Only
Home Owned & Operated
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

Jewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design

Supporting Our
Home Teams

"Wiser, Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
Dixieland Center
On Chestnut St.• Murray, Ky • 759-1141

GO LAKERS

VISA • MASTERCARD • DISCOVER

201 S. 3rd St. • Murray • 753-2411
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Jordan re-signs with Bulls
6

File photo

Michael Jordan has reioined the Chicago Bulls for another year, signing a contract
believed to be worth between $36441 million.

By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Michael Jordan all
but demanded the Chicago Bulls be kept
together for another run at an NBA title.
Of course, he can get away with those
kinds of things.
His leverage? The threat of retirement.
But Jordan's coming back. And he's
commanded another huge salary to lead
that bid for a sixth championship of the
1990s.
Money is not the only object — at least
not for a man who has been making millions in off-court endorsements for years.
Jordan can now preside over what
might be a last running of these Bulls. He
agreed to a one-year deal after a quick
Las Vegas meeting Tuesday with team
chairman Jerry Reinsdorf. His return was
announced Wednesday.
"Jerry and I have a special relationship
which enables us to work cooperatively. I
am committed to Chicago and to winning.
So is Jerry," said Jordan, who is in Las

Vegas this week to run a fantasy basketball camp.
"I'm delighted and excited to be back
again. I look forward to helping bring
another NBA championship to Chicago,"
he said in a statement.
The Bulls did not comment Wednesday
on the value of the contract that follows
Jordan's record $30.14 million deal last
season.
He was believed to be asking for at
least $36 million. Some reports say the
contract is for $38 million, with incentives pushing it all the way to $41 million, although a source said that figure
would appear to be high.
A nine-time scoring champion, fourtime regular-season MVP and the MVP of
the NBA Finals five times, Jordan laid out
requirements for returning, and a major
one was met earlier this summer.
Threatening retirement, Jordan said
he'd only play for coach Phil Jackson.
And Jackson — also after a face-to-face
meeting with Reinsdorf — agreed to a

National League

The Associated Press
Two games, two thrillers. If
the Atlanta Braves and Houston
Astros meet in the playoffs, it
could be quite entertaining.
A day after Javy Lopez homered to give Atlanta an 11th-inning
victory, Jeff Bagwell connected
for a two-run shot in the 13th,
sending Houston to a 6-4 win
Wednesday night.
"Last night, we had our
chances, but we didn't come
through," Bagwell said. "Obviously, this is a big win. We really
worked hard for this one."
In this series between division
leaders, Houston rallied from a
6-0 deficit in Tuesday's opener
before Lopez won it.

III See Page 3B

High School Sports

Braves-Astros series
offers feel of playoffs
Houston gets 6-4
win in 13 innings

one-year, $6 million deal.
Jordan also said he wanted a promise in
his new deal that his good friend and
teammate Scottie Pippen, who was nearly
traded in June, would remain with the
Bulls.
It is not known if that assurance was
granted. Reinsdorf had said earlier he was
not inclined to make that guarantee to
Jordan.
Pippen will make $2.7 million next season in the final year of an eight-year contract. It is his future free agency, as well
as the fact that he turns 32 in September,
that had the Bulls considering a trade.
General manager Jerry Krause has said
it would be Jackson's final season with
the Bulls. Pippen will probably not be
back after 1997-98, and the team might
look to rebuild, meaning Jordan's future
after one more season is unclear. He will
be 35 in February.
"After sitting down with Michael, it

Tiger, Laker golfers
face Heath at Oaks

This time, the Astros scored
twice in the ninth off Mark Wohlers, who blew what would have
been Greg Maddux's leagueleading 18th win.
"Nobody's perfect," Maddux
said. "It's going to happen
occasionally."
In other NL games, Los
Angeles beat Pittsburgh 9-5, New
York routed San Francisco 15-6,
Florida edged Chicago 4-3, Philadelphia tripped San Diego 7-6
in 12 innings, Colorado beat Cincinnati 7-5 and St. Louis stopped
Montreal 4-3.
At Turner Field, Bagwell hit
his 35th homer after Paul Byrd
(3-3) hit Craig Biggio with a
pitch. All 10 teams between the
teams this season have been decided by one or two runs.
John Hudek (1-2) won and

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray's and Calloway
County's boys finished behind
Heath in high school golf action
at Oaks Country Club
Wednesday.
Heath finished with a team
score of 157 while Calloway
came in at 162, one stroke ahead
of Murray.
Meanwhile, Heath's girls defeated Murray 129-150.
For Calloway, David Perlow
finished at 39, T.J. Fike and
Brian Lounsbury both shot 40s
and Josh Harcourt and Gus Jones
had 43s, though only one counted
Calloway's T.J. Fike tees off at
Oaks Country Club during Wednesday's match against Murray
and Heath.

• See Page 3B

in the team score.
For Murray, Heath Brown had
a 39, Trey Long shot a 40, Zak
Rayburn had a 41 and Wesley
Alexander shot a 43.
Heath's Kyle Anderson had the
day's low score at 36.
In girls' play, Robyn Myhill
shot a 43 for nine holes for Murray. All other Lady Tiger players
played six holes, with Lindsay
Lawson shooting a 35, Deidra
Hughes turning in a 41, Heather
Blalock had a 45 and Lauren
Hines had a 47. Nikki Orzine
lead Heath with a 41.
On Tuesday, Murray and Calloway hosted Graves County and
Marshall County at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
Graves emerged as the winner
at 150, followed by Calloway at
III See Page 3B

Griffey, Mariners ready for trip to Coors Field
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Ken Griffey Jr. is about to find
out something that his son and
father already know — Coors
Field can be a fun place to visit.
Griffey and the Seattle Mariners take their pursuit of the AL
West title to an NL ballpark tonight, opening a two-game series
against the Colorado Rockies.
"I've never been there. When
do I have the time to go there?

I'm an American League ballplayer," Griffey said. "My son,
Trey, has been to Coors Field. He
likes Dinger."
While Trey enjoys the Rockies' mascot, Griffey and the rest
of Seattle's power-packed lineup
might like trying to hit clingers in
the Mile High air. The Mariners
have hit 49 home runs in August,
one behind the team record for a
month set in June.
Ken Griffcy Sr. is well aware

what hitters can do at Coors —
he was Colorado's batting coach
in 1996. Ken Sr. is now Cincinnati's hitting coach; the Reds
were in Denver this week, and he
planned to stay in town tonight to
watch Ken Jr. play.
Edgar Martinez, Alex Rodriguez and Paul Sorrento each
homered for Seattle in a 9-5 loss
Wednesday to Boston. The Mariners held their two-game lead
over Anaheim, which lost 10-4 to

Cleveland.
In other AL games, Oakland
outlasted New York 8-7, Baltimore beat Kansas City 7-3, Toronto trounced Chicago 13-2,
Minnesota downed Detroit 2-0
and Texas defeated Milwaukee
7-1.
The third and final period of
interleague play begins tonight
with four games. In addition to
Seattle-Colorado, Anaheim is at
San Diego, Oakland Visits Los

Angeles and Texas is at San
Athletics 8, Yankees 7
Jason McDonald hit a single
Francisco.
that skipped past New York right
By Friday, all 28 teams will be
involved in interleague action, fielder Paul O'Neill for a threebase error, giving Oakland the
with the final matchups of the
winning run with one out in the
regular season scheduled for
ninth inning at the Coliseum.
Wednesday night.
The AL holds a 66-64 edge tti
McDonald lined a shot off Jeff
Nelson (3-6) that took one hop
over the NL after games in June
and got past O'Neill.
and July. Attendance averaged
O'Neill threw up his hands in
34,083 for the first 130 interleague games, about 21 percent
above the overall season average. • See Page 3B

Quarterbacks highlight UK-U of L battle
a

Tim Couch

just going to go out there and do whatever
it takes to get my team to win."
Redman takes the same approach to the
game.
"I'm not really playing Tim Couch,"
he said. "I'm playing Kentucky's defense. There is a lot of hype and hopefully
it will bring Kentucky football a little bit
higher."
Redman had the luxury of a redshirt
season coming out of Male High School
in Louisville, where he passed for a
national-record 57 touchdowns as a senior. He passed for 7,665 yards and 102
TDs during his career.
Last season, Redman broke into the
starting lineup in the seventh game, pass-
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ing for 1,773 yards and eight TDs. He
broke school single game records for attempts, completions and yardage marks
when he hit 35-of-63 passes for 400 yards
against Southern Mississippi.
"I think there's more pressure on me
this year than last year," Redman said,
"but I feel more comfortable and relaxed
with the offense."
Couch set national records in career
completions (872), passing yardage
(12,104) and touchdowns (133) at Leslie
County High School at Hyden, Ky., but
last year was anything but stellar for the
6-foot-5, 216-pound athlete.
IN See Page 38
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Couch, Redman avoid comparisons
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's
Tim Couch and Louisville's Chris Redman say it won't be anything personal
when their teams meet on Saturday.
The sophomore quarterbacks were Parade magazine's national high school
players of the year — Redman in 1994
and Couch in 1995 — but they're shying
away from any individual comparisons in
the season opener in Commonwealth
Stadium.
"I really don't look at it as a personal
battle between me and Chris," Coital
said. "I know Chris is a great quarterback
and I wish him the best of luck, but I'm

and
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time
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Chris Redman
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▪ Astros-Braves...
FROM PAGE 2B

Ii

Jose Lima got two outs for his
second save. The game ended at
12:38 .a.m. EDT and included a
30-minute rain delay in the 11th.
"Any time you can win a
game is good, especially at 12:30
at night," Bagwell said.
Derek Bell's run-scoring single
put Houston ahead 4-3 before the
rain delay, but Greg Colbrunn hit
an RBI double with two outs in
the bottom half.
"Oh well, you're going to lose
some like that," Braves manager
Bobby Cox said.
Dodgers 9, Pirates 5
Mike Piazza homered twice
and drove in six runs as visiting
Los Angeles won for the 11th
time in 15 games and increased
its NL West lead to VA games
over San Francisco.
Piazza had a run-scoring single
in a three-run first against Steve
Cooke (9-13), then hit a three-run
homer in the second. He added
his 31st in the ninth, a two-run
shot off Matt Ruebel.
Dennis Reyes (2-2) allowed
four runs and eight hits in 6 2-3
innings.
Mets 15, Giants 6
Jason Isringhausen (1-0), making his first start since last Sept.
17, won despite giving up five
runs, 11 hits and six walks in five
innings at Shea Stadium
He allowed 17 of 29 batters to
reach base safely, but got the win

when the Mets rallied for five
runs in the fifth inning and
scored eight more in the seventh.
Brian McRae's two-run triple
highlighted the Mets' fifth as
New York won for just the sixth
time in 18 games. Julian Tavarez
(5-4) was the loser.
Marlins 4, Cubs 3
Darren Daulton hit a two-out,
two-run single off Terry Adams
(1-8) in the ninth at Chicago as
Florida won for the sixth time in
eight games and opened a fivegame lead over San Francisco in
the NL wild-card race.
Cubs shortstop Many Alexander helped the Marlins by making
errors on consecutive plays.
Robb Nen (9-2) pitched two
scoreless innings for the win, retiring Scott Servais on a groundout with runners at second and
third.
Phillies 7, Padres 6
Curt Schilling became the first
pitcher since Dwight Gooden in
1984 to reach double digits in
strikeouts 15 times in one season.
After wasting a 6-3 lead in the
ninth at Veterans Stadium, the
Philadelphia won it on Kevin
Stocker's 12th-inning single off
Jim Bruske (3-1) for its first fourgame sweep in two seasons.
Schilling allowed three runs
and six hits in six innings, struck
out 10 and walked two. He raised
his strikeout total to 264, tying
Seattle's Randy Johnson for the
major league lead.

•Jordan...
FROM PAGE 2B
was quite evident in our conversation that both of us continue to
care very deeply about the Bulls
organization, its fans and where
this franchise is headed," Reinsdorf said in the team release.
"That made Tuesday's discussion easy. Now we can turn our
full attention to bringing a sixth
championship to the city of
Chicago."
Reinsdorf now must deal with
the decision of whether to sign
another member of the last two
championship teams. Bad boy
forward Dennis Rodman, the sixtime NBA rebounding champion
who missed 27 games last season
because of suspension and injury,
is a free agent.
He certainly will not get the $9
million he received last year.

"My main desire is to re-sign
with the Bulls," Rodman told the
Chicago Sun-Times this week.
"Our next order of business
will be Dennis," Krause told the
Chicago Tribune, adding that he
hoped to start negotiations next
week.
About an hour after the Bulls
wrapped up a six-game victory
over Utah in the Finals in June,
Jordan was strong in his opinion
on the team's future.
He said the Bulls earned the
right with what they had accomplished — 72- and 69-win regular
seasons and two more titles — to
come back and defend, no matter
the cost to Reinsdorf.
Jordan was pretty mucn unstoppable in the series victory
over the Jazz.

•Couch, Redman...
FROM PAGE 2B
As a dropback passer, he
wasn't suited for Kentucky's option attack. He completed just
32-of-84 passes for 276 yards and
one TD.
"It was a tough time for me,"
Couch said. "I don't think it really hurt my confidence. I've
never been one to lack confidence in myself and my abilities.
But it was hard to deal with, not
being out on the field where I
hoped I would be."
Couch hopes to excel this season playing for first-year coach
Hal Mumme, who has installed a
wide-open passing attack for the
Wildcats.
"It's kind of like going out in
your backyard and having a big
time with your friends, just
throwing the ball all over the
place and having a good time,"
Couch said.
Mumme said Couch has been
an excellent pupil during spring
and preseason practices.
"I think he's done a great
job," Mumme said. "First of all,
he's mastered our offense. He did
it very quickly in terms of learning it, the terminology and what
we wanted on each play, things
the quarterback has to know."

Louisville coach Ron Cooper
believes this is the season that
Redman will come into his own
as a quarterback.
"This is his third year,"
Cooper said. "This is the year for
him to separate himself and be
something real special. This time
next year I think Tim Couch will
be the same way."
Now the former prep phenoms
are ready to show what they can
do this season.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
Couch said. "It's been a long
time coming for me. I really feel
like this will be my first game in
Commonwealth Stadium because
I've never really got to go out
there and do the things I can do
before a home crowd."
Redman said, "I'm looking for
big things from myself and hopefully I'll be able to come out of
my shell a little bit."
And they wish each other well
— to a point.
"Hopefully, we'll bring some
national exposure and get things
rolling around here," Redman
said of the season opener. "He's
a great quarterback and I'm sure
they're going to be successful in
the future. Other than the first
game, I really wish him well."

•Golf...
FROM PAGE 2B
152, Murray at 153 and Marshall
at 163.
Fike had Calloway's low score
at 35, followed by Jason Haley
(38), Lounsbury (39) and Perlow
(40).
For Murray, Drew Holton had
a 36, followed by Ben Willis

FROM PAGE 2B
disgusL then ran to retrieve the
ball near the wall. McDonald
kept running and made a headfirst slide to beat the relay.
Oakland's Dave Magadan had
his first five-hit game since 1987.
Matt Stairs, Ernie Young and
Magadan all homered off Hideki
Irabu, who lasted only 3 1-3
innings.
Indians 10, Angels 4
Matt Williams hit a three-run
homer and a three-run double
during a 10-run fourth inning,
leading Cleveland to victory at
Anaheim.
Williams tied the major league
record for RBIs in an inning.
Matt Stairs was the last to drive
in six, doing it on July 5, 1996,
during Oakland's 13-run first inning against the Angels.
Allen Watson did not allow a
hit for three innings before the
Indians broke loose in the fourth.
Marquis Grissom hit a grand
slam and Williams capped the
burst with his double off Shigetoshi Hasegawa.
Rookie Jaret Wright (5-2) was
the winner. The 21-year-old
right-hander is the son of former
Angels pitcher Clyde Wright,
who was in attendance.
Red Sox 9, Mariners 5
Nomar Garciaparra singled on
the first pitch at Seattle, extending his hitting streak to 29 games,
and later hit another single and

TIRES

MADE IN
THE U.S.A.

(next to Century 21)
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400 Industrial Rd. • Murra • 753-1111
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97 Chevrolet 5-10

.

97 Chevrolet Cavalier 2D

753-9627

MAJOR LEAGUES
Atlanta
Ronda
New York
Montreal
Philadelphia
Houston
Pinky rgh
St Lass
Cum nnab
Chicago

Stock
#97418
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•
#
#
e
•

State Farm insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Los Angeles
75 59
560 San Francisco
73 60
549 14
Colorado
64 70
478 11
San Diego
62 72
463 13
Wednesday*. Gams.
PhiladeboNa 7. San Diego 6. 12 innings
Los Morels 9, Pittsburgh 5
N.Y. Mete IS, San Franosco 6
Florida 4, Chicago Cubs 3
Colorado 7, Cincinnati 5
Houston 6, Atlanta 4, 13 innings
St. Lou. 4, Montreal 3
Thursday's Games
Florida (Brown 12-8) at Chicago Cubs (Clark
10-7), 120 am.
Anaheim (Dickson 13-5) at San Diego (Menhart
0-2), 405 pm.
Houston (Kilo 17-3) at Atlanta (Haag* 17-3),
640 p m.
Montreal (Paniagua 0-1) at St Louis (An Bones
8-7), 706 p.m.
Seattle (Obverse 6-8) at Colorado (Ailed° 7-9),
805 pm
Oakland (Rigby 0-5) at Los Angeles (Nano
12-10), 905 p.m.
Texas (Van 11-9) st San Francisco (Darwin 0-1),
905 pm
Friday's Games
Atlanta (Srnoltz 12-10) at Boron (Sets 12-10),
605 Rm.
PhladelpMe (Green 3-2) at Detroit (Blair 134),
695 pm
Chicago Cubs (Gonzalez 10-6) at Cleveland
(Kershaw 12-5), 605 pm
Montreal (Perez 11-10) at N.Y Yankees(Goodin
7-4). 6 35 p m.
N.Y Mete(Mai 6-10) at Bellmore (ICarrierieck1
9-5), 635 p.m.
Fiends (A Leiser 114) at Toronto (Person 5-9).
6.35 pm
Pittsburgh (Loalza 10-8) at Miteraukes (Karl
9-10). 705 p.m
Houston (Garcia 5-8) at Chicago White Sox (Eyre
2-2). 7.05 p.m.
Cinonnab (Toinko 6-5) at lAnnesola (Rodriguez
2-4), 7.05 p.m.
St Louis (Stottlemyre 12-9) at Kansas City (Pills.
lay 3-7). 705 pm
Seattle (Clouds 1-2) at Colorado (Wright 6-10),
805 pm
Oakland (Haynes 2-3) at Los Angeles (Valdes
910), 906 pm
Anaheim (1411 6-11) at San Diego (Smith 5-4).
905 pm
Texas (Mang 1-1) at San Francisco (Gardner
12-7), 906 pm.

.
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ref, Seattle, 31; RPalmeiro, Baltimore, 31
Rune Batted In
TIAaninez, New York, 124; Grittey Jr,

Seattle, 120; Salmon, Anaheim, 107; FThomu, Chicago, 104; JuGonzalez, Texas,
104; O'Neill, New York, 104; ToClark, Detroit, 96; Belle, Chicago. 96.
Pitching (15 Decisions)
Clemens, Toronto, 20-4, 833; RaJohnson, Semis, 17-4, .910; Moyer, Seattle,
14-4, .778; Enckson. Baltimore, 15-5, .750:
Dickson, Anaheim, 13-5, .722; Mussina,
Baltimore, 13-5, 722, Radke, Minnesota,
17-7, 709

101, Sala, Chicago, 101; &chats, Colorado, 101.
Pitching (15 Decisions)
Neagle, Atlanta, 17-3, .850; KIM.
Hous-

ton, 17-3, .860; GMaddus, Atlanta, 17-3,
850; Estee, San Francisco, 17-4, .910;
PJIAanomz, Montreal, 15-6, .714; Juden,
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Rune Batted In
Galarraga, Colorado, 117; Bagwell,
Houston, 110; Gwynn, San Dego, 105;
LWalker, Colorado, 103; ChJones, Atlanta,

Ale' II/I

$15,362.00
— 2,363.00
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
0 AS 11 H Pct.
124 496 75 189
382
128 475 116 178
375
124 447 52 159
356
94 324 74 137
346
121 406 06 135
331
109 379 50 125
330
124 465 65 147
314
123 451 64 142
315
126 437 76 136
311
132 519 121 161
310
Home Rune
LWalker, Colorado, 37; Castilla. Colorado, 38; Bagwell, Houston, 35; Galanilga,
Colorado, 34; Piazza, Los Angeles, 31;
Bonds. San Francisco. 30, Sou, Chicago.
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Serving the Nashville Area
4301 Hillsboro Road
Nashville, TN 37215
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Compare The Quality - Compare The Price.
OPEN
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'See me for all your famdy insurance needs.'
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/ Leather, comfort group & more

Jane Rogers Ins.

6°
P5hi adelphia (Green 3-2) at Detroit (Blair 13-6).
6 05 p m
Chicago Cute (Gonzalez 10-6) at Cleveland
((4ershiser 12-5), 606 pm
Montreal(Pow 11-10) at N.Y Yankees IGOOden
7-4), 6.35 pm.
N V Mats (141clii 6-10) at Belernore (Karreervecki
9-5). 6 35 p m
Florida (A Leder 8-9) at Toronto (Person 5-9).
635 pm
Pittsburgh (Loaiza 10-8) at lailwaukes (Karl
910), 705 pm
Houston (Garcia 5-8) at Chicago White Sox (Eyre
2-2), 705 pm
Cincinnati (Tone° 8-5) at Minnesota (Rodriguez
2-4). 705 pm
St Louis (Stonliernyre 12-9) at Kansas City (Pins* 3-7). 795 pm
Sean* (Clouds 1-2) at Colorado (Wright 6-10).
8.05 p m
Oakland (Haynes 2-3) at Los Angeles (Valdes
9-10). 905 pm
Anaheim (Hilt 6-11) at San Diego (Smith 5-4),
905 p m
Texas (Mang 1-1) at San Franclem (Gardner
12-7). 905 p.m

e

Orioles 7, Royals 3
Rafael Palmeiro hit a solo
home run in the fifth inning, then i
Stock
e
hit a tiebreaking grand slam in , #97297
"2.9% APR
Adrxj.a..._-__
Up to 48 No.
the eighth as Baltimore beat KanOnly 3 Left at
"
"mmlsrw...
c . 4r.snalliew
____ .i
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sas City.
I
This Price
. WAC
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0
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The host Orioles averted their
first two-game losing streak since %
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$10,405.00
mid-July. They have won 10 of i
'Discount
i
- 1,406.00
#
#
12.
•
# A/C, , Caatlette, more
12 0 N00
Palmeiro's fourth career slam
'Your Price eel•1 I"
came with two outs off Hector /
Carrasco. Palmeiro, with 31
home runs, became the first Bal- 5
Stock
e
IN 411.",
timore player with 30 in three i
"2.9% APR
#97625
•
--7---,
,----,
straight seasons.
Up to 48 Mo.
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Chili Davis became the eighth
e
This Price
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i
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.00
Kirk Gibson in 1991.
/
e
'Discount
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Blue Jays 13, White Sox 2 i NC.cassette & more
,
Your Price 1 IF/7
i
Joe Carter tied George Bell's 0
team record with 202 home runs
as Toronto topped Chicago at
Stock
%
_...eiraniStin
SkyDome.
"2.9% APR
,
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Up to 48 Mo.
Carter has 377 homers overall, i Only 1 Left at
e
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/
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This Price
0
WAC
on the career list.
e
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2.00
o
*Discount
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Oakland, 34; JuGonzalez, Tex, 32; Bun-

(38), Clint Hampton (39) and
Rayburn (40).
The teams are now off until
Sept. 2, when Murray competes
in the Henry County, Tenn., Invitational at Paris Landing while
Calloway faces Fulton County
and Marshall County at Benton
Country Club.

his 25th home run.
Garciaparra's two-run homer
keyed a four-run rally in the fifth
inning that put the Red Sox ahead
Stock
i
for good at 5-3. •
#9e 7475
/
Garciaparra is nearing the ; Only 1 Left at
longest hitting streak by a rookie, ; This Price
o
set by Benito Santiago at 34 in
i
1987. The longest hitting streak ,
MSRP
in Red Sox history is 34 by Dom •
e
*Discount
/
e
DiMaggio in 1949.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored

American Leegue
All Times CDT
East Division
W
I. Pct. G8
&Amore
84 45
651
New York
78 53
595 7
Boston
67 67
500 194
Toronto
64 67
489 21
Detroit
71
61
462 244
Coattail Division
W
I. Act
GB
Cleveland
68 61
527
Miwaukee
66 66
500
Chicago
65 67
492 4'4
tannest:4a
54 77
412 15
Kansas City
53 76
411 15
West Division
W
L PG1. G8
Seattle
74 50
556
Mahar!!
72 61
541
2
Texas
63 70
474 11
Oakland
53 80
396 21
Wednesday's Gems'
Texas 7. Milwaukee I
Batezin 9. Seattle 5
Bellmore 7. Kansas City 3
Toronto 13, Chicago White Sox 2
Mnnesola 2, Deed' 0
Cleveland 10, Anaheim 4
Oakland 8. N V Yankees 7
Thursday's Gaines
Chicago White Sox (Navarro 9-12) at Toronto
(Clemens 20-4). 11 35 am
Kansas City (Reseda 8-10) at BaNmore (tausma 13-5), 206 pm
Anaheim (Dickson 13-5) at San Diego (Menhan
02), 405 pm
Seattle (Obverse 6-8) at Colorado (Ailed° 7-9),
805 pm
Oakland ((ligby 0-5) at Los Angeles (Nomo
12-10). 9 05 p m.
Texas (Vert 11-9 at San Francisco (Damen 0-1),
905 pm
Fridays Games
Atlanta (Snot? 12-10) at BoMon (Sete 12-10).
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Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

:
o
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24 Hour ServIce

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

CAR WON'T
RUN?

CALL #1
McClard's Towing
207 S. 7th St. Murray

753-9132
NrioNNI.Weeersra_51

Compliments o

David L.
Harrington

FOOTBALL

$225
Tue

Shell
622 South 4th

LAKE
STUDIO

To All Our
Football Teams
Have A Great Season!

"DON'T DRINK
9 DRIVE!"

Hwy. 94E • Murray • 474-2308

Sat.,

Neon
Mini

Glass*
4f4.
ALLISON PHOTOGRAPHY/photo

NURSIt
INSU

Tour Automotive Glass Headquarters
Insurance Claims Welcome!
Commercial * Residential Replacements
24 hr. Commercial Emergencies
Free Estimates
717 8. 4th St.
753-1#27

Murray High (0-0)

,1111

at

f•-

759-4979
(S. 12th) Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray

MOila"
renA
PAINTS

Fulton County (0-0)

Open Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m.
Close 9:00 p.m.
Fridays open til 10:00 p.m.
Sunday 7:00 a.m. - Close 8:00 p.m.

Phone 753-9131

MURRAY
AUTO
PARTS

iNAPAO
1300 N.
12th St.
753-4424
Don't let the
competition, Bug you!
Good Luck This Season!

GO!
FIGHT!
WIN!

111111

4NN

SER ALL
TERMITE & PEST CONTROL CO
1604 Hwy I21N. • Murray • 753-6433

Tigers begin playoff push
with early district game

Life Insurance Societ•
Ho,e. Mice Ogristr Nctora•ka

'free

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
The Murray High Tigers will have to put their best
foot forward right out of the starting blocks in 1997.
Instead of starting with cross-town rival Calloway
County, the Tigers will open the season against district
foe Fulton County Friday night in Hickman.
"This will be a big, big challenge for our team," said
Tiger head coach Rick Fisher. "This is one of the most
important games we'll play this season. We're playing
for playoff spots right away. This is a must game for us
already."
Starting the season with a district game will be new
for the Tigers. However, Fisher said the new schedule
helps both Murray and Fulton County.
"We did this for two reasons," said Fisher. "It has
helped out both of our schedules. It has certainly helped
us fill some holes.
"We've had some success in the past, and people
don't want to play us. Our kids cannot overlook this
team. The game with Calloway (next week) doesn't
mean that much to us, as far as the district's
concerned."
The Pilots, picked to finish second behind Mayfield
in the Class A, District 1 standings, come into Friday's
opener off a 3-7 record last season and a third place district finish.
Murray enters the 1997 campaign after an injuryriddled 5-6 season. The Tigers finished second in the
district race.
While both teams expect to be much improved from
1996, Fisher said many questions still remain unanswered for the Tigers.
One of those question marks looms in the backfield.
"We've lost a lot of our speed from last year," said
Fisher. "There are a lot of problems we need to address.
"Fulton County has a veteran team. Our kids have to
control their emotions. We'll have a lot of jitters and

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Proudly
supporting
our Tigers
for the
past 69
years.

PARKER
FORD

LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273
701 Main Street

^
-Ww.1111WWWW

some untested players, but we have to come out and hit
them hard. That's the key to Fulton County games," he
added.
According to Fisher, one key for the Tigers will hinge
on the play of the team's senior class.
"We've got a good bunch of seniors," Fisher noted.
"It has taken them a while to realize their leadership
role. We feel good about our seniors. They have worked
hard to prepare for this season."

ioca'

-Self Service •Fuil Service
•Major Brand Oils
Citgo Card. Marx Credit Cards 8 Amencan Express Accepted
'Quality Service at Competitive Prices'

South 12th • Murray • Monk Stallons, Mgr. • 753-1615

James D. Parker
Woodman Bldg.
3rd 1 Moot*, Murray
753-8548

of the World

Jerry M
Insu
753

Aug. 29, 1997 — 7:30 p.m.
Sanger Field, Hickman

Woodmen's commitment to its
members has led to a centuryold business strategy of financial strength and stability. To
find out more about Woodmen
insurance contact:

Ok Woodmen
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The 1997 Murray High School Tiger football team.
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Larry, Faye & Kina Hurt

County Attorney

(
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(Al 3)

West Kentucky
Properties
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ETH

Principal Broker

Managi

Even though many questions linger, Fisher said the
best remedy for the Tigers will be to get on the field.
"It's been a long summer, and the kids get tired of
doing the same old things day in and day out," he said.

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

Don

"It's time for them to get out on the field and start having fun. I think we've made more improvement in practice this week than we have all summer."

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

D8D
PLUMBING

GOOD LUCK TIGERS

Residential • Commercial
•Service Repair

UNNINGHAM
AUTO
REPAIR
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We Int wle 0...Me NAP. Pans

Darren Howard

Da

"Th• oldest
inclirpendent
repair shop in Murray"

Tele/Fax 753-4736
619 South 4th • 753-6831
MOVIE WORLD
J.H. Churchill
SUPERSTORE )
Funeral Home
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
All Movies
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Karen Isaacs, Owners
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

TO PLACE
AN AD

P1i1D1SaY ACI.1
$6.25 Column Inch
40% Discount and elm,
oces Discount 3rd Run
(.413 Ai Mat Run WW1 4 Day Plod)
$2 25 per column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Card of Thanks
Legal Notice
140
Notice 150................ .

010
020

CALL 753-1916

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale

240

Appliances
liorne Furnishings

270

260

025

Personals

155

040

160

050

Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found

165

Antiques

285

060

Help Wanted

170

Vacuum Cleaners

290

070

Domestic & Childcare

Lawn & Garden

300

090
100

PO5113011 Wanted
Business Opportunity

IsacilsalaiLIQ.Errpsal

110

A S2.X tee will be required,* make
any changes to ad offer deadline.

Reader Adt
30C per word, $600 minimum
1st day.6c per word per day for
each additional consectifive
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads
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Farm Equipment

310

195

Heavy Equipment

320

Instruction

200.

Sports Equipment

330

120

Computers

210

Firewood

130

For Sale Or Trade

220

Musical

Public Notice
Auction
Sat., Aug. 30
8 a.m.

Neon Beach
Mini Storage
812.1/thitnell

Buildings #B-19, B-22
B-51 & 0-26

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care
Wrth
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

For fro.
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local claim service-

020
Notice

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753 6981

COVER LETTER PROBLEMS? This educator will
organize it for you in under
an hour, $1500 $2800
write/type (Call Cris)
767-9195

AVON I am here tor all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436 6026 ask for
Tonya inclisIseep
EiALK to School Sale at
STATE LINE WESTERN
WORLD & State Line Feed,
Hwy 893 West, Hazel, KY
502-492-6144 Jeans,
shirts, boots, hats belts,
billfolds, Jewelry, pro rodeo
equipment. tack & Nutrena
& Moorman feed
9 30am 6pm Mon -Fri,
9am 5pm Sat Turn west at
caution light in Hazel then
1 8 miles MSU Student
Discounts
BETTY'S Bridal Cottage
Wedding gowns, Brides
maids & Special °cession
dresses Located 1 mile
northeast of Puryear
Watch for signs beside the
Big Apple Cate Call
901-2473959
FREE Pregnancy Tests
fehouse 753-0700

Mobile Homes

For

Mobile Home I,ots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
Want To Rent

...and other exciting digital graphics services,
including photo retouching, custom
heirloom tinting, and web site design!

CALI. TODAY! 502-436-2438

$3

$2

Bethel Gardens

FOUND Male black Lab
puppy about 6mos old on
Poplar St Very loving &
sweet No collar 753-5778

Specializing

Weight Loss Classes
Thurs. 10 a.m. & 8 p.m.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
cause, the mind can cure.
FREE CONSULTATION

What the mind can

ill

Mrs. Ann f
Reader &

Advisor 4,
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
'(give advice on Business Marriage and Love Affairs
•Bnng Your Problems to Me—I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
208 S. 12th Street
For Appointment Phone
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 787-0508

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
It you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages tor $4003 policy
ace so
age 55

MALE
1" 6'
14 '8

FFJAALE
5920
'0 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE GO UP
age
ago
age
ace

60
65
70
75

'750
21 78
27 31
38 77

1309
15 54
19 33
28 le

Premiums guaronteed NOT to ,ncreas•

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4190
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-000-456-4199

FOUND Young adult female, tan & black, Tabby
Cat, 17, miles from town on
94W 753 2177 pm
FREE to good home Male
black Lab puppy, about
6mos old Very sweet &
smart Will make a very
companion
good
753-5778

ARBONNE
INTERNATIONAL- Pure
Swiss Skin Care District
Manager expanding sales
team in Murray area Start
your own home based busi
ness for under $5001 Flexible hours. Mercedes program, free trips, unlimited
income potential Call
Katherine Morris,
502-753-5339 days,
502-759 9566 evenings
ASSISTANT computer
store manager needed Du
ties will include phones
sales checking computers
n and out for service invo
icing and related paper
work Contact Gale Hawk
ins or Eric Carlson at Hawkins Research 1304 Chest
nut St, Murray, KY or call
8am-6pm Mon Fri and
9am 2pm Sat at 753 7001
ATTENTION, TRUCK
DRIVERS! No expert
ence? No problem, Get
hired trained
Earn
$64500 a week! No con
tract required one call does
it all It's your future Call
800 616 5055
AVON Are your bills
mounting? Need help? Become an Avon Representa
five & earn the extra cash
you need to help you get
ahead 1 800 SELL AVON
or (502)7670779 inclisls/
rep

Campers

430

Real Estate

460

DAYIALIES, HOSTA

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

Used Truck'

Home Loans

510

.

.......

435

Lake Property
Lots For Sale

440

Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

060

$1

Lost
And Found

500

420

For Rent Or Lease

b -DRIVERS, OTR
McClendon Trucking now
hiring' Company drivers
earn up to 34c with fuel and
safety bonus Owner operators earn 82e empty or
loaded Call 800 633 0550
ext SWK

94 East 2 miles follow signs. 753-2993 --,
';'?)•,'
.44

In response to existing and anticipated
employment opportunities, applications
arc now being accepted for production
operator positions for our Mattel/Murray
facility on the following shifts: 4:30
p.m.-3:00 a.m., Tues-Fri (10 hour shift),
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., Sat, Sun, Mon (11.5
hour shift),6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m., Sat,Sun,
Mon (11.5 hour shift), Noon to Midnight,
2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour shift), Midnight to Noon 2-3-2 Schedule (11.5 hour
shift). Starting pay rate is $6.39/hour with
a top rate of $9.1 1/hour after 24 months.
Individuals would be full benefits eligible
after a 90 day probationary period. If
you've got what it takes to work with the
world's best toynnakers, please contact:
Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150

Murray

liresiView
HURS , NG

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View Nursing Home's a supenor rated, 174
bed Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray Calloway County Hospital The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality resident care Nurse aid certification preferred but not
required Pay commensurate with experience Certified nursing assistant training program available.
West View otters excellent benefits including
health and life insurance and paid vacation and sick
days
Full time positions are available on all shifts
Please obtain an application in the business office
or contact Gwen Pruitt. Staff Development Coord
nator at 767 3665
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 15th STREET

NAMPA", KENTUCKY 42071

Vehicles

495

360

Deli help needed
experience preferred
hut not necessary.
Apply in person
Owens Food
Market
1407 W. Main

Sport

Yard Sale
Public Salc

400
410

450

Help
Wanted

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Used Cars
Vans

340

CZECH STUDENT- Scandinavian, German, European, South American, a-DRIVERS, OTR Don't CAR haulers wanted ExAsian, Russian exchange lust dream about more mo- cellent pay/ benefits Call
students attending high ney 33c cents per mile 615758-5539, Corky
school Become a host (including tarp pay), drive 423 577 2969, Tammy
family/AISE Call 800-SI- '94-97 Kenworths,
Mon Fri Sam -4 30pm
sleepers, full air ride rider
BLING WWW sibling org
program Average 10 COO a CHRISTMAS AROUND
Home
HOUSE of Clothes Open month 6 paid holidays and THE WORLD
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5
more, Call 800-635-8669 based party plan opportun
ity Ideal second income
Nice consignment doting
ext K1107
Commission plus bonuses
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens leans, a-NEWSPAPER JOBS- Free training No investsweaters, sweat shirts, We operate a resume ser- ment Serious calls Also
parties!
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy vice for Kentucky newspap- booking
left on 464, 5 miles Call ers for editors reporters, 800 264 2166
photographers and adver489-2243 or 753-6981
tising sales people interPEACHES Tree ripened & ested in sobs with Kentucky
Well
established
table ready! The Dale Bre- newspapers No cost Most
Auto
Dealership
mer Orchard of Metropolis newspapers require or
plan to continue bringing nalism or communications
looking for Men
their peaches to Murray, degree or equivalent newsand Women Sales
selling near the Wal-Mart paper work experience
Consultants. You
Supercenter on 641 North Send resume to Job Openwould be responsiWe plan to deliver on Satur- ings, Kentucky Press Assoble for generating
day August 23rd & each ciation, 101 Consumer
Tuesday, Thursday & Sa- Lane, Frankfort, KY 40601
new
customers,
turday thereafter ail mid
selling
with
consulSeptember, Sunday after- BOOKKEEPER/
tative
approaches,
ADVERTISI
NG
noons are always a possiand follow-up with
bility Now picking BISCOE ASSISTANT- Full-time
past customers. Re& CRESTHAVEN early position in Shelbyville. KenELBERTA, ELBERTA tucky Requires data entry,
tail sales experience
QUEEN & SWEET SUE accounting skills, computer
a plus but not resoon ENCORE, the last experience in word & lotus,
quired. Send
. repeach of the season will and strong organizations'
sume to:
ripen in September this skills Send resume to
year. For special orders, Steve Wheatley, PO Box
P.O. Box 1040T,
call the
orchard 549, Shelbyville, KY 40066
Murray, KY
1-618-524-5783
EOE
42071
WANTED 5 HOMES IN
YOUR AREAI To display a
brand new space-age siding Set up close to factory
nr
1
4
1
,
1
-21F
cost' Lifetime guarantee!
Call USA Distribution:
800-337-0584
Pick Your Price On
040
Roommate
Wanted
Lining Out Sale
Pre-dug & ready for fall planting!
COLLEGE girls looking to
DON'T MISS THIS SALE
roommates 1402 Hughes
Special Hours 9-6 Aug. 20-23 & Aug. 27-30
St Call Carol at 474-or
354-6373

ETHICAL HYPNOSI
S
In

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 470
370 Commercial Property for Sale 480
380
Pets & Supplies 485
390
Livestock & Supplies 490
365

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent

<

ANTIQUE PHOTO RESTORATION

Rent

060

Notice

ANNUAL Labor Day
Weekend Sale at The
Hitching Post in Aurora
Discounts to 40% Sat, Sun
& Mon 10am 7pm
502 474 2266

In Memory
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
...Mobile Homes For Sale

280

190

020
Legal
Notice

180....... .......

ADJUSTMENTS

520...

Boats & Motors

530

Services Offered

550

Produce

.560

Free Column

570

Wanted

Advertisers are requested
to check the first insertion
of !heir ads for any error.
Murmy Lodgew I Times will
be responsiblefor only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections
can be made.

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 730 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Doodllnes we 2 cloys
in advancol

060
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

PRODUCE CLERK
MANAGER
Experience preferred
but not necessary
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040 Z
Murray, Ky. 42071

DRIVERS< OTR Singles
and teams needed Competitive pay, medical benefits, assigned conventionals Minimum 22. 6 months
T/T experience Call Roadrunner Distribution today'
800-790-1888

COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated Apply at 408 N 12th
St No phone calls please
EOE

DRIVERS REGIONAL
OTR- Getting the home
time you deserve?
Weekends home, 31 cpm
guarantee, assigned petes,
93% no-touch freight, no
NY City, excellent benefit
package Minimum requirements, age 25, class A
CDL. 2 years OTR experience or 1 year experience
& be a driving school graduate Howell's Motor Freight
800-944-0585

COORDINATOR of Social
Services Qualifications
Licensed Social Worker in
the State of Kentucky with
at least one years' experience working with persons
with mental retardation
Please apply in person at
Ouhvood, Highway 109
Dawson ,Springs, KY
502-797-3771 EOE
DAYTIME help needed
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 75-3-2334

DRIVERS- Trans States
Lines business is booming'
We need youl North sectional & OTR 1 StudentsTuition reimbursement up
to $30001 800 527 9568
www transstates corn
EOE

DRIVER, ARE YOU TIRED DRIVER- Up to 35c a mile
OF LONG HOURS & LOW to start plus up to $700 a
PAY? Roehl has a top 10 week orientation payl Great
pay package per The Na- hometime and assigned, all
tional Survey of Driver conventional fleet 0/0's
Wages by SignPost Great welcome Boyd Bros
home time 95% no touch 800 543 8923 EOE
Solo or team, van or
flatbed Talk to our drivers
ELECTRICAL Construc800 4 6 7 6 34 5
tion Supervisor- Design/
WWW ROEHL NET
build electrical construction
company is seeking conDRIVERD/OTR CONstruction supervisor for
NECT TO THE FINE LINE 1
local lob sites in the Murray
No NE/Canada/NYC No
area Applicants must have
touch freight Guaranteed
previous industrial/ comhome policy Min 23, 1
mercial electrical construcyear OTR, CDL w/HazMat
tion supervisor experience
800-848-0405 EEO
Send resume in confidence
to PO Box 1040-M, MurDRIVER- Not getting the ray, KY 42071 Competitive
wages and benefits are ofmiles or pay you want? 1
Leader in miles 2 Average fered EOE
1,850 miles a trips 3. Top EXPERIENCED tobacco
line equipment Exper- cutters 435-4424
ienced drivers! owner oper
ators Covenant Transport EXPERIENCED night cook
8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 3 9 4 , wanted Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel, KY Apply
888-MORE PAY, Gradu
in person
ates 800-338-6428
DRIVERS- Arctic Express
an Ohio based company is
seeking company/regional
& OTR tractor trailer dnv
ers Pay up to 35 cents per
mile plus benefit package
Must have Class A CDL
with hazmat Call Dave or
Lisa at 800 927-0431
EOE
DRIVERSI- Company drivers up to 40 cents Owner/
Operators 867, cents
Must have 1 year OTR and
be 23+, Call Heartland Express at 800-441-4953
DRIVERS
Company
drivers/owner operators
$50051000 sign on bonus!
Van, flatbed, dedicated sin
gles or teams No expert
ence? No problem Train
ing available' Builders
Transport 800 762 1819
DRIVERS NEEDED Get
Hired! Get trained! Get
paidl No experience
needed No cost CDL training available if qualified
Get home most weekends
Call 800 528-3237
DRIVERS NEEDED, No
experience necessary
Earn $600 a week, plus
benefits Get hired, trained,
and CDL in 20 days Lodg
included
in g
800-467-3806
BS Insurance with optional
dental bonuses and much
morel Cardinal Freight,
800-346-1542 Joe. CDLA
DRIVERS No hiring com
pany drivers, owner opera
tors UP Program avail
able Call Dal Jones
800 3 2 1 9 7 3 4
www wwexpress corn

EXPERIENCED waitress
needed Apply at Pam's,
410 Main No phone calls
please
FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS Has immediate
openings in your area
Number one in party plan
Toys, gifts, Christmas,
home decor Free catalog
and
information
800-488-4875
FULL time position
Wanted for Lube
Technician/ Service Consultant Apply in person at
Purdom Motors Inc. Murray. KY 502 753 2787
GENERAL contractor is
seeking experienced carpenters as well as laborers
for a commercial pored in
West Tennessee Wages
governed by TN Prevailing
Wage Scale Send work
history & qualifications to
-Carpenters', PO Box
1802, Murray, KY 42071
Include contact info with
correspondence
HAROLD
IVES
TRUCKING- Is hiring drivers Training available Experience pay up to 28c per
mile Now taking owner operators 80e loaded or
empty Call 888-367-4837
INEXPERIENCED' Free
CDL training, pre hired by
company Guaranteed Job
if qualified, based out of
your area. $500 $700
weekly, benefits package,
800-455.4682, then dial
200

MANPOWER TEMPORARY SERVICES We have
IMMEDIATE lobs to meet
your skills NOW HIRING
tor the Murray area Please
DRIVERS Over the road call (502)443 5557 or 3555
35 states Flat with sides Park Plaza Drive Paducah
late model convenbonals 3 for placement EOE
years experience Start
30e 33e a mile 4 benefits
Call 800 444 6648

DRIVERS OTR Averitt Er
press for you, for your tarn
ply Home weekly start at
up to 30e a mile top pay
34e a mole family medical
dental & vision Insurance
$19 a week profit sharing &
401K 800-886-4753 EOE

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

Card of Thanks
(We would like to express our deepest,
heartfelt thank,i to each and every one cl
you for all the prayers, visits, thoughts,
gifts and food during the illness and
death ofour loved one. We also wish to
send a special thanks to Continue Care,
Cal Staff and the (factors at MurrayCalloway County Hospitalfor the e.ttru
care of not only the patient, but the
entirefamily. It means so much to know
people care. May God bless all.
'The Family Oj
5oyce Ncutint Smith

r— Classifieds
I--- Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

/ ALPINE
)0ckrordrc6cpw

Clarion

.

4C AIL IRL Jot.

OP II ICI

Tapes
CD'
s
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixleland Center

753-0113

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
25 yrs.

In

Btoiness

Formal Wear and Limousine
Algallihr•
AUGUST SPECIAL
Wedding Gown & Veil Sale
Sites 4-30 & Up
Call for an appointment
1-1018-367-6757
304 Main Street
(502) 753-1300
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 759-4713

HALEY'S
Sci UglyPuck
LTA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Child Care Subsidy Director — Direct and
implement a child care subsidy program in the
Green River, Pennyrile, Barren River and Purchase (34 counties) area districts. Master's degree in
Child Development or related field or BS degree
with at least five years successful work experience
with children and families is desired. Must possess
excellent writing, organizational, interpersonal
and communication skills with a strong computer
background and math proficiencies. Candidate
must have a working knowledge of Kentucky
Child Care Regulations and the ability to understand and use statistical data. Office based in
Owensboro, KY.
Child Care Subsidy Area Managers — Coordinate and supervise child care advocates with
emphasis on a child care subsidy program in either
the Green River, Pcnnyrile, Barren River or
Purchase areas Must have working knowledge of
Kentucky Child Care Regulations, strong organizational and supervisory skills. Degree in social
work, child development or related field with
experience working with children and families
desired.
Child Care Advocates — Interview and take
information from parents or day care providers
determining eligibility for subsidized child care in
assigned 3 counties of the Green River. Pennyrile,
Barren River or Purchase area districts. Computer
and communication skills a must. Associate or
Bachelor's degree preferred. Ability to deal with
public. Candidates must have strong math skills.
Excellent benefits and competitive salaries. Travel
and own reliable transportation required. Mail,fax
or e-mail resume to Executive Director, Audubon
Area Community Services, Inc., 1800 West Fourth
Street, P.O. Box 20004, Owensboro, KY 423040004, E-mail RonLogsdon@AOL.COM Fax
502-686-1614 Deadline August 28.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/FID

5.

68

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

060

THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 1997

060

190

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted
MURRAY Middle School
Position Position Available Director, MMS Kids'
Company
Hours
3 00-6 00 M-F during
school year Eight hour day
during the summer program Qualifications 1 Must
be 21 years of age 2 Must
have a high school diploma
or GED 3 Must meet orie of
the following criteria Master's degree in Early Childhood Education, Bachelor's degree in Earty Child
hood Education, Associate
degree in Early Childhood
Education, Chad Development Associate (CDA) plus
one year of verifiable paid
experience working with
children, Diploma in Child
Development Services
from Kentucky Tech, Three
years of verifiable full-time
paid experience working directly with children in a
school-based program.
early childhood development program (Head Start),
or licensed Of certified child
day care 4 Works well with
children and adults 5 Pos
sesses excellent organizational skills 6 Patient arid
has a sense of humor Responsibilities Hire staff
Monitor and meet all Type I
Day Care requirement Determine policies, rules, and
procedures Manage the
budget and keep all records Assist in program
development and management Must become certified in CPR and first aid
Monitor and order supplies
(food and materials) Provide a monthly expense/
income statement to the
Board of Education Where
to Apply Murray Board of
Education Deadline September 5, 1997
NEWSPAPER GENERAL
MANAGER- Lead a seven person staff in a challenging work environment at a
Northwestern Kentucky
weekly with TMC Strong
news of advertising background required Send resume to P0 Box 160,
Cynthiana, KY 41031
NOW hiring full & pan time
cooks at The New Seafood
Express Apply in person
between 21 4pm at the
Olympic Plaza
NOW hiring all shifts at Mr
Gatti's, 804 Chestnut

Artkess
For kW

POSITION available for
person with Master's Degree in Psychology Send
resume & salary require
ments to PO Box 202,
Paris, TN 38242

WOR
K
FROM E
HOM

SALAD Bar/ Hostess, Dishwashers minimum age
16, prefer 18. Mainly
weekends, Reliable trans
portabon crucial Apply in
person at The Brass Lan
tern, Aurora 5pm Wed
Thur & Fri

1-800-210-5289

SIRLOIN Stockade Now
hiring asst manager
Apply in person anytime
SIRLOIN Stockade Now
hiring grill cooks and daytime dishwashers Apply in
person
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has a sales position avail
able Job description coy
ers misc office duties,
clerical work, data entry &
customer follow up Call
759-1600 after 2pm
THE National Scouting Museum is accepting applications for custodial help
Please come to the office of
the museum and submit an
application No phone in
quires please
THE Spouse Abuse Center
needs volunteers to help
with centers programs
Now is the time to apply for
our upcoming training
seminar Classes will cover
all areas of the centers
functions Many Jobs to
choose from Deadline to
turn in applications is September 15th and may be
obtained by calling Anita at
443-6001 Child care provided if we have advanced
notice
WENDY S now hiring night
time closers and day time
sandwich makers Must be
able to work weekends
Speak to manager when
you apply

070
Domestic
8 Childcare
CERTIFIED in home day
care opening September
1st Ages birth to school
age Preschool, loving environment Provider with
trainig and references Call
Melinda at 759 3176 for
interview

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Potential $2500 part time,
$8000 full time processing
insurance claims for health
care providers Software
purchases required Financing available Call
800 722 SAMS

Standing Timber
Dover, TN

Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights & Weekends 615-232-6872
or 615-232-7879

Farmington Mini Storage
"Back To School Special"
5x8
10x10
10x20

Call

II

`20/mo
530/mo
'45/mo

345-2748 or 762-4483

miles N. on 11‘‘y. 121
its Worth The Drive!!
(3 month minimum)

st4.
* BOAT & Al
STORAGE
Monthly Rentals

436-5075
Junction of Hwy. 94E & 280

COMPUTER INTEL 486
DX-75 24 Meg Ram, 850
HD, Quad CD Rom, Color
Inklet Printer Loaded Software + Extra Parts $1000
OBO, or trade for Vehicle
(502)247-8837
140
Ward
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753 9433 day
or night

10 x 12 Units
Now Available

492-8238 759-5475
f

GOOD barely used man
ual treadmill for sale Call
759-9215,$125

FLEXSTEEL 5pc sectional,
leo recliner Very good
condition $450 474-8737
SOFA, loveseat & 2 matching wing back chairs, bur
guncfy & teal stripe like new
$600 1 piece entertainment center
Call
753-2753 after 6pm

CASH paid for good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray
QUEEN or king size mattress in good condition
753-3096
WANTED Riding mowers
that need work 436-2867

22FT flatbed trailer, $500
1 800 207 3866
3PC bedroom suite fullsize. microwave cart, papasan chair, moped- street
legal, recliner 753 4243

500 GALLON propane tank
with 65000 BTU cir Heater
with blower, regulator, copper line and vent pipe All
for $700 Philco standard
refrigerator, excellent condition, $100
Call
502 474 8040

Lawn &
Garden
CLAY Pots- large & small
plain & decorative, strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, con
dote planters, bed baths &
more Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center
STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones Assorted
sizes and colors Also, potting soil, top soil, peat &
cow manure Play sand.
mulch & spagnum peat
available Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center

Heavy
Equipment
1994 40 GOOSENECK
trailer, 2 car hauler $7.500
502 767-0557

(iRAND

NORDICTRACK Pro ski
exerciser 2yr old like new
$285 Call (502)759 4656

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL/
CHURCH CHRISTIAN
WEDDING- Gatlinsburgs
original (since 1980)
Photography, music, flow
ens, limos, Jacuzzi suites
fireplaces Love Walk
Brick Rev Ed Taylor
800 - 346 2 779
http Payee gatlinburgchap
els corn
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT OLD-FASHIONED
WEDDING Smoky Mountains near Gatfinburg, overlooking river, horse-drawn
carriage, cabins. Jacuzzi,
ordained ministers No
tests or waiting Heartland
800 448 8697 (VOWS)
a-A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING- In the Smoky
Mountains Gatlinburg's
Little Log Chapel Charming, romantic Borders na
Donal park A dream wed
ding to fit your budget
800 554 1451 SCP
GET MARRIED Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels Christian
services, complete arrangements, honeymoon &
family cabins, Jacuzzi,
breathtaking views Wedding Chapel 800 893-7274.
Vacation Lodging
800 6 3 4 58 1 4
http www vic corn ishoplin
&chapel/chapel htrn

Mobile
Horne* For Sale

SMALL utility
492 8723

trailer

FOR Sale 1995 mobile
home 16X80 Belmont, 3br,
2 bath, Ch/a. set up in
Riviera Court $24.800
753 7535

AVAILABLE immediately
1BR, handicap accessible
unit Call 759 4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts,902 Northwood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity

MOBILE HOME LOANS
5% down refinancing
equity loan Free sellers
package, land or home
loans Green Tree Finan
cial 800 221 8204 or
800-554 8717
280
Mails
Homes For Rent
14X60 2BR, stove & re
frigerator, private lot Jo
nathon Creek, $325/mo
436 5560
2BR trailer No pets References needed
Call
753 9866

Made
Horne Lots For Rent

MOBILE home space off
Coles Campground Rd
767 9435 767 9435 Avail
ale nowl

14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath all electric, central
heat & air Call 435 4235,
leave message
14X70 HOLLAY Park, 2br.
1 bath Call 753-4381. after
6pm
1973 DOUBLEWIDE, vinyl
siding house windows and
trim Call 759-3104 after
3 30pm
1983 12X60 CLAYTON
2tx, 1 bath, stove, refrigerator, central h/a. skirting,
deck & pole $5500
492-8815, after 5pm
1985 FLEETWOOD
14X70, excellent condition
1974 Comodore, 12X65,
extra good condition Set
up & ready to move into
753-9866
1986 14X50, gas heat,
central air, service pole &
underpinning 753-8487
1988 FLEETWOOD
14X50 2br, window a/c
good condition $2500 obo
Call with questions
217-892 5956 leave
message
199728X68 Franklin, 3br, 2
full bathrooms Call
753 7934, after 4pm
CUSTOM order or buy from
our huge selection of quality built, energy efficient
homes Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Hwy 79 E
Pans, TN I 800 642 4891

Sept
7th
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Lee Ann Orr
Kristin Michelle Boggess
Nellie Malys & the late John H. Malys
Velda Alton
Della Boggess
Hilda & Joe Miller
Mickey & Carita Boggess
& the late Milford Orr
(Actual photo size will he 2x2'14)
Send photo, names ofgrandparents,name ofchild,(maximum
of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for return of original photo
and payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Bring in by September 3 (12 Noon) to be
published September 6th.
•

• COUPON
Please insert my grandchild(s) photo in your paper.(Photo
enclosed.)
Name of Child

Name of Grandparents

PORCELAIN daw foot tub
492 8723
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Coy
sirs 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489 2722

Apartments
For Rent

LARGE lot off Kirksey Hwy,
$754no 489-2440

270

0

LOG HOMES- Standard
models availabln or design
your own Free brochure
Honest Abe Log Homes,
3855 Clay County Highway, Dept CK, Tennessee
38575 800 231 3695

MAC tool box $1100 obo
345-2914 after 5pm

WOODED 1 acre mobile
home lots North of Murray
Call 767-9435 or 742 4435

t..7
i

DRYWALL tools for sale
753 2627

LONG bed Toyota top
fiberglass
brown
474 0116

MOBILE home Sots for sale
5 miles north of town
767 9435 742-4435

Show off your grandchildren by inserting
their photo in the Murray Ledger & Times,
Saturday, September 6, 1997.
..
1111111.1r"

ALUMINUM screen/ storm
doors white (2), 31 x79 Still
in carton 753-5231

CARPETING, 2 years old,
like new, 114 x13'4
114 x154 and 12'4 x22
753 5231

COUNTRY living at Bethel
Estates Mobile home lots
for sale Financing available to qualified buyers
Call 767 9435, 742-4435

320

Mobile
Homes For Sai•

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available
753-5585
2 OFFICE or retail spaces
available in downtown
area Contact Tony at
753-2552

KENTUCKY Lake Lake
land Westly Village, lb(
apartment, utilities in
cluded rent based on income 62 & older, or handl
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888
LAKE FRONT CABIN.
Furnished, utilities included, wiboat dock.
$45/night, $260/wk.
$500/mo
Call
502-436 5099
NEW 3br 2 bath duplex,
refrigerator, stove, microwave, aid furnished
753-7903 or 753-7813
leave message
NICE 1-2 & 3lor apts or
3-4br house whvasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St '/531252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NOW taking applications
for 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments Mur Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
VERY nice 1 & 2br apartments with central h/a, wid,
dishwasher, trash pick-up
& lawn care provided 11
miles from Murray toward
Mayfield on 121 lbr starts
at $315/rno No pets Deposit & references required
762-4483 8am 4pm,
345 1/48 after Spin
380
Houses
For Rent

OFFICE SPACE 1025 SO
FT ACROSS FROM CAL
LOWAY CO JUDICIAL
BUILDING
CALL
753 6279, AFTER 5PM
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753 9621

1

2BR A frame in Almo
Washer/ dryer hook up.
stove & refrigerator turn
ished Large yard Refer
ences & deposit required
$350/mo 435 4035, after
4pm
2BR appliances gas heat,
2 bay shop on 14 acres,
possible pasture with shelter Close to town in South
west school district
753-9468 evenings
2BR. central hie, stove, refrigerator & dishwasher
furnished No pets 5 miles
east of Murray References
& deposit required Call
753 8943

8

2BR houses in Murray &
Lynngrove lease & deposit
required 75.3-4109
3BR 1 bath No pets Central air with inground pool
Stove & dishwasher $550
deposit, $550 rent References & lease required
Available
now
(314)965 0143 Also have
2br duplex
3BR 2 bath 5 miles from
new basketball stadium on
121 Gas heat, $450 plus
dep 759.4696
3BR brick, carport, refriger
aitOf. cew & garbage dis
posal $400/mo $400 de
psoit No pets 753-8981
3BR brick in Hazel
$350imo plus deposit & re
ferences 435-4027

- A Wonderful Address

8

112 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786
MIRAIII111011111

SMALL business or office
space Utilities paid
753-6106 or 753 3258

Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lots
Located on corner of Johnny Robertson Rd.
& Squire Rd., Murray, Ky.
Lots For 1500 sq. ft. homes or larger. AU city
utilities within
mile of city limits. Lots
starting at S15,000 & up. Curbed & paved
roads will be completed before Oct. 1st. For
more info call'
753-9950-7-4 p.m., 759-18211.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.-9 p.m.

SMALL street front office
with storage room at 100 N
5th All utilities included
$250/mo 759-4727

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

santallsilnallflanir

753-3853

mb Brothers

Apartments
For Rent
1BR apartment across
street from MSU Has
washer & dryer, stove refrigerator, central h/a No
pets Deposit required lyr
lease Available Sept 1st
$325/mo More info Rogers
Enterprises 753-5140

Tree Service

502-4.36-57441
.1.-800-54411-15.26.2
LICE.NSED & INSURED free Estimates
21 Hr Service
Hedge Truvviwig
Tree Spraytrig
04191 C
rLvi
;Tree 4 Stump
Rem.ovol

Tree Tronsung
Clearusp Service
hal LOW of
Eq.upmeou

AMP
SAT
A TI
AS
11

FANTP
From 11.1
Miles.(
Miles.. I
Procee(
Jones F
17

Trac

OLI

Traci
REI

Quaid), .Seri r

1BR apt 14 blocks from
campus stove, refrigerator, gas heat $210/mo Deposit No pets 753 5992
1BR apt $250/mo plus de
posit 753-5592
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Custom Woodworking

1 ROOM efficiency near
MSU Partial utilities furn
ished Coleman RE ,
753 9898

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

2BR duplex in Northwood
1375/mo 7594406

• Drop by and see our showroom
409 StJhRI.RY M ,RRAY /Bor,,nd Bunny EPA4Ci
5940

•

Virr
Cent,

2BR duplex apt central h/a
ired hook-up Available
now Call 753-4640
2BR duplex redecorated &
remodeled No pets New
carpet gas heat no appliances Available now
References & lease to
wired $400 security depo
sit $400 rent Also have
3br, 1 bath house
(314)9650143

-

LAMB BROS

ROOFING

2BR partially furnished
$250/mo 1yr lease to
quired Water, sewer &
trash disposal included No
pets 767-9037

3BR 3 bath large 2 car
garage executive type
$700/mo 1549 B Mocking
bird Dir2bt 1'4 bath $500
155113 Mockingbird Dr
Available Sept 1st
753 5344

LARI

TI

159

2BR duplex all appliances
very nice area perfect for
family or students
$450/mo $500 security de
posit 753-9240

2BR upstairs apt, 4 miles
on 121 S $285/mo plus
deposit 489 2296

Enclosed is $7.00 1st picture,$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed envelope for return of picturei

2 3BR
d hook up ap
pliances furnished No
pets Lease & deposit re
quired References re
quired.
Available after Aug
20th 753-4181 days
489-2181 nights

AKC registered Rottweiler
pups, 8wks old, 1 male. 3
2/3 BEDROOM brick, new 3BR vcgas heat. low utilifemales.
$ 1 50
carpet w,c1 hookup, shade
ties, nice home 605 Syca(502)436-5377
No pets $435/mo Call more, $450/mo plus dep
LARGE fireproof building, 753-6931
759-4696
excellent location Four
overhead doors, natural
gas, office, plenty of park41111111116i
ing car wash pit, three
L.40.4FALtudikvaahamwd
phase power, extra storan&
jite46
7
.1
rMa4lay essagewotio
age Available 8 1-97 or
sooner $375/mo rent,
$375 deposit 404-I N 4th
St Phone 753-3018 to
have call returned
-

SMALL office space
753 4509 or 753 6612

ALL steel buildings, 40X26
was $4680 now $2980,
40X57 was $8918 now
$5618 Other sizes avail
able
Chuck
1 800 320 2340

AM F M Cassette with interface for CD changer Brand
new, fits Chrysler products
753-5231

1 ACRE 4 acre mobile
home site off Coles Campground Rd 767 9435,
742-4435

12X56 2BR, CH/A, stove &
refrigerator $3800
492 6151

240
Miscellaneous

ANTIQUES piece or es
tates Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 or 753-1418

MATTRESSES Smith
Mattress Factory
502-851 3160

SOUTH 641
SECURITY STORAGE

$200

STACK washer/ dryer for
sale 753-2987

Paying Top Prices

Mathis Bros. Lumber

TRAILER 6X42
753-8981

MYRTLE BEACH, SC
Seagate village spacious
newly renovated homes
near many area amenities,
ideal location Great lease
rages even include all prop
erty
upkeep
888-781 2511

FOR Sale- Tunturi Rowing
machine $225 Preoor Ski
machine $325 753 0090

WHITLOCK TRAILERSDO YOU NEED IMMEDI5'X8' till- $299, 5'X10' bitATE INCOME'? I need help,
GUNS, buy, sell trade
$335, 6X10' tilt- $365,
complete training program
436-5650
6'XI2' tilt- $450. 6'4-X16'
Kentucky based company.
tandem
NORDICTRACK Pro ski
$ 59 5
24 hour recorded message
(901)642-8420
exerciser, 2yr old, like new
888 298 3836, extension
WOLFF TANNING BED $285 Call (502)759-4656
500 $30 fee
Tan at home Buy direct
SALES AND SERVICE
and save' Commercial or
220
REP Like automobiles
home units from $19990
employment opportunity,
Low monthly payments
Musket
local territory You must like
Free color catalog Call to
working with your hands
10PC black Ludwig drum
day 800-842-1310
$40,000 base . bonus.
set with Zildlian cymbals
benefits Call toll free
$1500 437-4441 or
8883462217
437-4432

NURSES Aide Work all
610 Tanglewood
shifts as needed, not a HOME Cleaning plus Car
Wood gate
full-time position Must be pet Cleaning Reliable free
Oak entertainment, RCA
flexible & dependable
estimates 759-1264
19- TV, antique baby
Pleasant atmosphere and
bed, antique clock,
good working conditions
French dresser, small
Call Glada Dodd, 753-7109 IMMEDIATE in home daychest, etagere, dorm refor an appointment Fern care openings available
Call now to reserve your
fngerator, rain lamp, set
Terrace Lodge EOE
spot 753-3193
of 6 Ray Harms wildPART time afternoon I will stay with elderly, sick
flower prints, exercise
3pm 9 30pm Apply at Anytime Call 753-4590
bench, roller, household
Lambert Vending 411 N info
Irc Christmas items, la4th, Murray
dies clothes & fabric.
WILL do house cleaning or
502-753-5677
PLUMBERS & Carpenters baby sitting nights Call
Up to $8 50/hr or more with Betty 474-2131
152 CU ft upright deep
benefits Apply in person,
Mid America Homes Hwy WILL sit with the elderly day freeze frost free, $300 42'
641 Bypass, Benton Equal or night Call Mayfield big screen RCA N,3yrs old
759-5708
247-8745
Opportunity Employer

WANTED

Mieceilansous

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE- 850 CASE bulldozer 6 way
30x40x 10, $4,323. blade
$10 000
40x60x14, $7,786, 502 767-0557
50x75x14, $10.591
50x100x16, $14,240.
60x100x16, $16,707 Mini
storage buildings. 30x160
32 units. $13.944 Free brochures Sentinel Buildings, BODY In Motion exerciser
492-8723
800-327-0790 ext 79
STRAW for sale $1 75/
bale 489-2436, it no an
saw leave message

1E1

210
Fans
Equipment

121

B 6 S Trucking 6
'Septic Tanks 044'
New Driveways 8. Roads or Repairs
Burn Out Cleanup
New Septic Systems & Repairs
All Backhoe Work & Hauling
Gravel, White Rock, Fill Sand

(502) 474-8267

TD 15
Ford,
Rotary
Rotary
B' St/

IC,8

-

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Absolute Estate
Auction
I4'ith proceeds going to charity- the late Mr. & Mrs.
George Patterson, as their last of many kind acts left
their home and many antiques to New Pathways for
Children. This home provides shelter & care for children
- supported by local and state Churches of Christ.
These holdings will be converted to cash at auction.

re

Aug
days

or

Almo
ok-up,
r turnReferlulled
after

Auction time 9:00 a.m. Saturday, August 30, 1997

1318 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky

5 heat,
aores
sheiSouthitrict

Near 12th & Main & very near Murray State University
this 5 bedroom, 4 bath, brick home is ideal for University living or for being close to everything in Murray.
What a location! A detached 2 car garage, carport &
storage building Real Estate sells at 12:00 noon
with
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Houses
For Rent
4BR, 2 baths, nice bock,
central ha Students welcome Appliances *id
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
NEW 2br.2 bath Maximum
2 occupants Taking applications
527-9920.
759 5026
SPACIOUS 2 story home
with 3br, 2 baths, garage,
central hie wall to wall
carpet, full basement large
eat in kitchen,lease + deposits required Near university, available immediately
Appointment only
753-5523

-No minimums & No reservationsCREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
520 $40rmo 759-4081

A partial listing of personal property includes:
ANTIQUES - 100+ pieces of fostona "American-, 3 old Edison
phonographs w/homs, cyclinder phonograph records in onginal boxes,
knockdown wardrobe, 1920 trombone,coffee gnnders. V ictonan marble
top tables, full size high back bcd, steamer trucks, sideboard, parlor
tables, pie safe w/old paint,oil carriage light, WWII uniforms,Ike jackets,
I800's sheet music, Eastlake dressers, jewelry, Aladdin lamps, sewing
machines, many advertising items, 1911 calendar, mesh purse, many
beautiful old frames-some with prints, WWII communications equipment,old books,JFK record, 1931 & 1946 MSU Shields, V ictonan castor
set, shaving mugs & moustache cups. German plates, fountain pcns,
stereoscope w/lots of cards, Norman Rockwell prints, Victorian pickle
castor, wooden wall telephone, 1935 Studebaker shop manual, 1942
Hudson owner's manual, other old car items, nice old quilts, old linens,
tatting, vintage clothing, monax American Sweetheart depression glass,
several lots of old Chnstrnas items, old sewing box, 5 stack barrister
bookcase, vintage microphones, clocks, old L&N notebook, nice old
quilts, childrens games, collection of straight razors, old electnc fans,
collection of old woodworking planes, wool rugs. Victorian folding
chairs, old pottery, stoneware, antique kites, 2 old oak doors w/beveled
leaded glass, 2 Victonan hanging parlor lamps, old iron & glass wall
lamps w/reflectors, several foot stools, Victorian furniture of all types,
hundreds of old marbles, lots of old vacuum tubes & testing equipment,
vintage lawn mowers, ruby glass - MANY more items not listed
HOUSEHOLD - washer, dryer, chest freezer, upnght freezer, several
television sets, Kirby vacuum,lots of 35mm cameras & equipment,filing
cabinets, transistor radios & asst. recorders, kitchenware, pots & pans,
appliances.
GARDEN SHOP - air compressor, garden tillers, wheelbarrow, hand
tools of all types, dnll press, snow blower, grinder, bench vises, sanders,
tool boxes, wet/dry vacs, worktables, workbenches, Craftsman edgers,
metal shelving , hundreds of trays of hardware items
This is truly an auction you won't want to miss -from hardware
to glassware, it's all here. An opportunity to help a wonderful
cause, buy some fine antiques, and purchase one of Murray's
most strategically located properties.
Teem as Real Elate 15% down day of sale - Waxer at closing ratan 30 days.
Terms on Personal Property - Complete sealtarent day of sale.
,

Conpool
$550
Refer
wired
now
r have

340

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI and
Richard Farris - Auctioneers
Max R. Dodd - Broker
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (502) 492-8796
Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sale rake precedence
over all printed materiJ1
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( A.nscoit.x.rirm AL;CTICOW)
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13th AT 10:00 A.M.
A TERRIFIC CALLOWAY COUNTY FARM
A SHORT DRIVE NORTH OF MURRAY, KY.
11
li...
Aelkal= IFIK
FANTASTIC LOCATION!! ACCESSIBLE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS!!
From Murray, Take Hwy 641 N 8 Miles To Hwy 1346, Proceed E 5.4
Miles. Or Take Hwy 94 NE 11 Miles To Hwy 1346, Proceed W 2.8
Miles.. From Aurora Take Hwy 94 SW 2.5 Miles To Palestine Ch Rd.
Proceed W 2.7 Miles...From Hardin Take Hwy 80 E 4 Miles To Fred
Jones Rd. Proceed S 2.7 Miles..SIGNS POSTED!!

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753 7536
NOW availablel lyr lease
No pets Deposit required
lb( small $225 lbr large
$245 2br small $225 2br
large $285 2br Inc Ht $275
All apts party furnished.- At
Almo 5rni N Murray 4br. 2
bath house, $535 2br, new
duplex $400 Ph 8am 5pm
Mon Fri 753-4937
370

SITES

Marketable Timber - Meadows - Creeks
ENJOY PEACEFUL COUNTRY LIVING
Tract AID - 24 Acres Fronting Goodwin Road
RECENTLY RESTORED COUNTRY HOME
_
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Three Bedrooms - Two Story Frame
Vinyl Siding • New Roof • Insulated • Custom Kitchen
Central Heat & Air • Thermal Windows • Enclosed Porches
NEAT CLEAN - READY TO MOVE INTO!!
HOUSE SHOWING SUNDAY, AUG. 31ST
2:00 P.M. ILIINTIL4:00 P.M.
Lead Palo' ,old Be Present In Any Home Built Prior To 1978 Make Your Inspection Prior To
Sep' 'r" *i, ir Will Be Peouved To Sign A Disclosure Waiver For A 10 Day P,C Sale Inspect, r,
LARGE VINYL SIDED SHOP - GAS HEAT - CONCRETE FLOOR

OPEN
FROM

THREE FISH PONDS WITH DOCKS - BROOD POND
DEEP WELL WITH IRRIGATION TYPE PUMP
FRESH LINES TO ALL PONDS - 4" DRAIN LINES
1 5"ArsOlOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 10:00 A.M.-

RC

FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466
-THE SELLINC3 MACHINE.-

RC

CALL FOR OETA II_ El) OROCOILIRE
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Big
Yard Sale
10 miles on
94E
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. til ?
Yard Sale
1109 Elm St.
Fri., Aug. 29th
& Sat., Aug. 30th
7 a.m.-?

GOOD commercial lot at
Midway, 270'on highway 1
Acre $25,000, 171 acres
$37,000, 2 acres $45,000
Tel 759 1345, 759 1301,
489 2808

clothes, toys,

AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies. $125 AKC Ternor
puppies, $225 Shots &
wormed 502-382-2331
AKC Golden Retriever
pups with Pedigree, $150
247-6052
AKC registered Dalma
lions Sire Dame puppies
Shots & wormed
759 1868
AKC registered Beagles,
tricolor, first shots &
wormed, excellent hunting
stock Field Champion
bloodlines 5100/ea
753 8813
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
FOR SALE French Toulouse Geese & Ducks
Good pets or ideal for
ponds & creeks Call
753-6911

MALTESE puppies AKC
registered Ready now'
$250 753-5628
PURE bred German Shepherd pups Males $125
Females
$ 1 00
502 623-6929.
SIBERIAN Husky pups
AKC registered grey &
white, black & white Blue &
brown eyes 759 0687

knick-knacks,
shoes, etc.

Yard Sale
8 mi. east on
Hwy 94
Fri., Aug 29
Antique sew mach.,
books, fireplace insert, tea pot collection, vase collection,
guns, Ford tractor,
bushhog, computer,
software, lots of misc.

Reel
ECM'

4 Family
Yard Sale
816 N. 19th
Thurs. & Fri
28th & 29th
Dolls, household
items, jewlery,
misc. tools & much
more.

Yard Sale
51 Locust
Grove Rd
Fri & Sat
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
No Early
Birds!
, Lots of misc

items

5 Party
Yard Sale

1988 DT International 466,
tractor, 1955 Series single
axle Wine 6cyl Turbo
diesel, 210hp 10 speed
transmission Road Ranger
12,000 pound front, 23.000
pound rear, stationary 5th
wheel, aluminum wheels
11/225 tires, mud flaps,
S S Quar fenders. dual 50
gal tanks, chrome grille
and bumper, new "Imeronpaint, air shield and ride
nice interior, exterior sun
visor $18,000 Call
(502)759-4700 or
(502)489-2969
1995 102 BARRETT aluminum ground load livestock
trailer, 40'X8 5', 35.000
pound load, dual tandem
with 3 cutter gates like
new
$18,000 Call
(502)759-4700 or
(502)489 2969
LIVESTOCK cattle feeders. mobile,(2)two ton (1)
four ton model Excellent
condition, rarely used two
ton is $800 four ton is
51000, come by and inspect Call (502)759 4700
or (502)489-2969

1 ACRE to 93 acres near
Alma Heights Most any
way you want it from
$1200/acre and up
502 436 5099
3+ ACRES restricted
shared well 3 Miles from
Murray 753-5231
3 ACRES on paved Rd
Call 436-2045
5 ACRES north of town
beautiful building sites
Great place for horses to
graze 753-7836

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
VERY nice brick 2br du
pies, 2*/: yrs old central
heat & air, garage Call
759-1668 or 436-2487

26R Lakefront home in Pa
norama Shores New central gas heat & air, gentle
sloping lot to water,
$119,900 Ready to sell
759-4696
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
Wooded acres, 5 minutes
from Kentucky Lake Ma
tore trees private road
apprx 12 miles east of Mur
ray, 540.000 hem Will not
divide Serious inquiries
only please Call 474-8704
after 5pm or leave
message

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off loading dock,
Murray Ledger & Times.
If questions, call 753-1916.

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, August 29 at 5 p.m.
At 1357 West Broadway in Ma)field, KY
Anna L. Cook, Owner

Children
&
adult
clothes, toddler &
youth beds, books,
glassware and lots of
misc.

Yard Sale
1005 Olive St.
Off 12th St.
Friday 9 a.m.
Selling house have
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, springs, mattress, baby bed, couch,
quill, dishes, glassware,
dining room, chairs, end
tables, decorations, pictures, chest, toys, misc.

This nice 2 bedroom brick - one bath - living room - dining room - kitchen large laundry room - nice sewing room or 3rd bedroom - attached single car
garage - central heat & air - storm doors & windows on a nice size lot at the
corner of Lincoln & West Broadway. This property will absolutely sell to the
highest bidder.
We will have open house Monday. Aug. 25 4:30 to 6:30. Come by & look this
property over.
Terms: 10% down selling price day of auction. Bat in 30 days will passing of
deed.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker • 435-4011
Dan Miller Associate & Auctioners • 435-4144
Collect°r
items

Yard Sale
94 E to 280 then
1f2 mile past Miller
Golf Course on left.
Follow signs.

Fri & Sat
7 a.m.- ?
Lots of stuff for everyone. Including clothing & helmets for
dirt bike fans,

Garage Sale
1705 Johnson Blvd.
(off Doran Rd.)

Fri., Aug. 29
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Sat., Aug. 30
8 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Royal blue bedroom set
(headboard), desk, bookshelf, curtains & comforter
setibedskin, good sheet,
shelves, bike & etc.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Yard Sale
1 1/2 mile out 94E
on right

Fri • Sat • Sun • Mon
Furniture, tires, fishing
equip., vcr tapes,
fresh vegetables. teenie beanie, glassware
cokes, books. clothes,
Barbies, learn logo
shirts

Yard Sale
'Only One This Year

704 Poplar St.
Fri. 7 a.m.-?
Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Lots of clothes all sizes,
glassware,
furniture,
baby clothes & stuff,
books, sewing machine,
lots of antiques, suntan
bed

Your Ad

Could
Be Here!
Yard Sale
Friday, Aug. 29 • 8:00 a.m.-?
600 Olive Street
Beautiful 6 panel folding screen, office chairs,
one desk chair like new, two beautiful board
room chairs with arms, three neat sleek
waiting room chairs, 6 drawer chest, 6 lag
table, two 3 leg tables, bamboo Bentwood
rocker, two '50s chairs, beautiful rattan high
back chair with new cushion, neat end table
with drawer, lamps and more

v.
,•

Lake
Property

Fri. & Sat
Aug. 29 & 30
1600 Sunset Blvd.

Livestock
k Supplies

1208 LBS OF BURLEY TOBACCO POUNDAGE
Will Be Auctioned Separate From The Land!!
Effective 1998 Season - FSA Farm # 3637
Amount Indicated Is 1997 Quota!
Tobacco Base Must Be Paid For In Full Sale Day!'
Buyer Must Meet Calloway Co FSA Requirements & Stipulations'

JPANIES R. CASH
7E:AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER j
J

Yard Sale
Fri. 8 Sat.
Aug. 29 8 30
108 Furches Trail
94 W, 5 miles from
town, lit house on left
on Furches Trail.
Books (hardbook & paperback), clothes, household
accessories, some furniture, dishes, kitchen items,
linens purses, shoes, costume jewelry
Cancel in case of rain

Lots of stuff -

SHARP!

TD 15 Dozer' Ford 8000, Ford 601, A Farmall Tractors •'88
Ford, '78 Chevy Pickups. PTO Digger • Seeder • Pond Scoop • 12'
Rotary Cutter • Box Blade • Hay Fork - Lift Pole • 6 1/2' Disc • 5'
Rotary Cutter • 39" Woven Wire • Barb Wire • 8' Treated Post
- 6' Steel Post- Farm Wagon • 16' Bumper Trailer- Snapper Mower
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE.,1

410
Yard
Saki

Commercial
Property for Sale

1 7 Miami Trasectss 3r eciorrilblirszatimas
Tracts Of 2-3-4-5-7-17-19-24 fir 33 Acres

OUTSTANDING BUILDING

£00

7B

THURSDAY, AUGUST 28, 1997

1ST & 2ND MORTGAGES
100% financing with acceptable credit, 95% mobile home loans, pay off
land contracts, selfemployment, past bank
rupts OK, all credit considered Apply by phone
Greve Coeur Mortgage Associates.Inc
800 627 0745
CASH
FOR
HOMEOWNERS Credit
problems understood No
application
fees
888 244 9908 Kentucky a
direct lender, not a broker
Debt Consolidations,
Home Improvements Land
Contracts Bad credit ok
"CASH' Immediate 5$ for
structured settlements and
deferred insurance claims
Wentworth
J G
800-386-3582
CREDIT
CARD
DEBTI-Stop harassing
phone calls Eliminate or
reduce interest Cut pay
merits up to 50% Non
Profit Debt Consolidation
Co 800-2298027
DEBT CRISIS? We can
help Debt consolidations
up to 580.000 Consolidate
bills into one easy payment
Low interest Reasonable
payments Quick results
800-748 0759
MORTGAGE LOANS Quick and easy bill consolidation, home improvements, cash out refinance
land contract payoffs
Bankrupts and bad credit
Ask for Jennifer Knowles
Mercantile Mortgage Corn
pany of Louisville
800-237-3901
TIRED OF CREDITORS?
Free debt consolidation
App
with services
800 755-1740

Anti
%es

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Aug 30th 1997 10 a.m.
At the home place of the late Mrs. Sina Harreson. From Murray,
Ky take Hwy 121 North to Beech Grove Rd. From Mayfield, Ky
take 121 So. through Farmington. Turn onto Beech Grove Rd
follow to auction.
Old battery radio - old oak breakfast set - 3 drawers chest - bookcase - old
picture & frames - fancy needle work - old dresser base - old straight chairs maple bed.5 drawer chest - old wood lamp table - old wood hi chair - old easel cedar box - spool leg table - telephone bench - old trunk - old hi back rocker -(3)
antique children rocker - knee hole desk - 3 piece bedroom suit - costume
jewelry - dome clock - green eyed cat- what not items - occupied Japan pieces marble base lamps - George Goodman stone jug - unusual cast iron half flower
basket door stop - quilt rack - old manual typewriter - floor lamp - old office
money safe - milk bottles - old kerosene lamps - old Rayo lamp - (20)good old
quilts - old quilt scraps - hook rugs - cook books - vanity lamps -old cupid doll bridal basket - carnival glass - Peuter plates & cups - depression pieces - amber
pieces - hob nail pieces - stem glasses &. fruiter - fine water pitcher & glasses silver plate tea set- set of china -pitcher & bowl set- large mantel vases -granite
pieces - castiron - old vinegar crute - reef bowls - hand stretched vase - set of
mixing bowls- Swanee pieces - glass bowl w/silver ring -nice large punch bowl
w/cups and large glass ladel and large catch tray - Christmas platter - other old
glass & china - stereo - 331/3 records - small ref- upright freezer - washer &
dryer- microwave - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans - butcher knife set &
holder - stool - portable phone - brass items - color t.v. - tape recorder & tapes vacuum cleaner - meat grinder - blankets & bedspreads - electric sewing
machine - stone items file cabinet- smoker grill - wood brace 8c bits,- old beam
scales - old tiller - wheel barrow - 14 H.P. Murray riding mower - #6 sylage
chopper- nice 1989 Delta 88 Oldsmobile 4 dr - old Christmas decorations and
much more.
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch
available. Plenty of parking space - shade & chairs. For more
information & your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in kl &

TN

"My Salta' Doesn't (o%1 It Pays"

LABOR DAY AUCTION
Monday, Sept. 1, 1997 • 10 a.m.
At the Dan Millar Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From
Murray,Ky.take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield take
Hwy.121 South through Cold water,turn south onto Hwy.1836.
Follow to auction.
Approx. 60,000 sports cards - 6 string guitar - old picture & frames mantle vases - bird pitchers - cake plate on stand with glass dome hand painted teapot - magazine rack - card table & chairs - large brass
items - Bamboo powder dish - green mixing bowl - kerosene lamp -old
dining chairs - 2 nice old hanging lamps w/glass prisms - set of office
telephones 'straight chairs - old coins - old quilts - table cloths - towels
& linens - large lot ofgood clean material - sewing items - commercial
sewing machine - stereo w/records - color t.v. - couch & odd chairs love seat - exercise equipment - rattan chairs - 3 very nice lamp tables
- nice Warm Morning gas heating stove - stone dishes- wall plates cast iron pieces - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - set of
cookware - 9 stack chairs - 220 air conditioner - office desk & chairs Sears 10x30 power telescope - push lawn mower - 4 drawer chest battery charger - power tools- security systems - carpenter tools -357
Ruger Blackhawk .32 auto. - 9 MM auto. - 380 auto. - 25 auto..SW.38
Rev. • S&W Copy 32 Rev. - Llamo 45 auto. - Colt 22 Rev. - Marlin 22
mag. B.A. - Rem. 572 pump 22 cal. - Stevens favorite hi standard 22
auto. - Univ. 30 cal. M.I. carbine - Marlin M336 30-30 - Univ. M. 94
30-30 - Savage 30-30 pump - Mil. 8 MM Mouser -410 single barrel Win M-120 youth all chokes 20 ga. pump. Win. M140 12 ga all chokes
- Win. M1400 MK 12 ga auto. - Mossburg 20 ga. pump - 20 ga. B.A.
repeater - 50 cal. rifle new- 44 cal. Remington - M.Rev. 12" B new and
much more. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

1
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•-•••-•

1 ACRE building lots, some
wooded lots 742-4435,
767-9435
2 ACRE lot for sale in
Kirksey. Call 753-2627.
V. ACRE lots for sale 6
miles North of Murray
753-2592
LARGE, beautiful lots in
Crossfield. All utilities.
Starting at $18,000 Phone
753-5541 or 753-5630.
LARGE wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Dr in Campbell
Estates Ideal for house
with walk-out basement
Cam 753-3903
LOTS! We have the location, price & size to fit your
lifestyle All w/city utilibes
Contact Kenny or Valor*
753-9950 AM or 762-0009
PM

2BR brick house on 80
acres. Big block barn for
workshop or livestock.- Located on Browns Grove Rd.
Will sell all or separatly.
474-8384.
460
Homes
For Sale
1601 PARKLANE Dr. Spacious 3br within 1 mile of
MSU, 'A of MHS. Hardwood floors, kitchen/ family
room combo, new central
h/a. $74,500. 767-0361.
2100 SQ ft 3br. 2bath,2 car
gorge. 1500 sq ft sfibp
759-9835
2BR, 1 bath, hda with gas
heat, white vinyl siding
house with carport. 6 Lots
with trees, 2 outbuildings,
access to Ky lake.
502-436-5591.
38R, 2 bath brick, 1350 sq
ft. $48,500 5 miles west of
Murray. Call 489-2449.
3BR, 2 bath home. Less
than 1yr old. 6 miles North
of Murray_ Has jacuzzi in
master bath. Ventless fireplace in living room.
Kitchen & dining room. Plus
breakfast nook. All kitchen
appliances included. 2 car
garage. On % acre. Priced
Id sell at only $92.000
753-2592.
BY Owner 3br, 2 bath
brick, next to Oaks Country
Club in Oaks Estates
$117,000 767-9442

530
Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

1992 RED Lumina Z34, 1
ARCHITECT designed.. PRICE Reduced! 4br, 24
double entry doors, split bath, family room, den, owner, 80xxx miles, fully
bedrooms for privacy, 20X28 bonus room, loaded, $9,000 Excellent
country WOWS, easy COM- 3,000sq ft heated 3 cat condition Call 435-4513
MUN.. never been lived in...
carport, 30X50 finished 3pm-8pm
$139,921. Call Barbara on work shop w/2 baths, st- 1993 CORVETTE convertithis residence with such ables, stocked pond. Set- ble, 40th aniv
edition, triple
dramatic features. Century ting on 8.5 acres of mature burgundy, 40,XXX miles,
21, 753-1492.
shade and complete pri- very kept & clean. Must see
Kirksey. 2 miles to appreciate $23,503 Call
ATTRACTIVE residence at vacy in
off Hwy 464 (502)759-4700 or
1555 Oxford, Canterbury west of Kirksey
Estates Features 4 bed- turn left on Mangold Lane (502)759-1204
rooms. 3'4 baths, formal then turn right on Sundrop
living room, formal dining Lane (only house at end). 1996 CAMARO RS convertible, white 436-2269
room, family room, Grand- $135,500. Serious inquires
mother's quarters, eat-in only after 4 .30pm at 1996 MAZDA MX 6, white,
kitchen, double garage, 489-2056.
tinted windows, 15,XXX
plus boat room. Screened
miles, V6 automatic,
470
porch, beautiful wooded lot.
$18,000 or best offer
Amenities throughout.
759-4300
Motorcycles
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLSI3001022. 1979 HONDA 500, custom,
$700 obo 1982 Honda
BY Owner: cozy 3br brick
900, very fast, $975 obo
Vans
on
acre in Hazel with 436-2102.
ask for Ben
central h/a, refrigerator,
1991 CHEVY C-20 van,
stove, cl/w, newly remod- 1990 BLASTER, good con- 65,XXX miles, full power
eled. $55,000. Call dition Asking $1600
Very good shape
(901)642-0291.
753-6063
474-0116
CHARMING 4br, 3 bath, 1997 HONDA CR 250,
500
conveniently located near used less than 2hrs
Used
hospital & school, $79,500. 759-5339 SWIMS Inquires
Trucks
Ph 759-9439.
Only!
PRICE REDUCED! 3br, 2 1997 POLARIS Explorer 1967 STEPSIDE Ford pickbath, brick ranch, 2146sq tt 400 4X4, brand new, 1XX up, runs good, $750
753-2479, 519-6316
on 5 acres, 5 miles south- miles, excellent condition
west of Murray_ Hardwood 753-6044
1985 CHEVY 1 ton truck
floor under carpet, tire
waincoln welding machine
excellent
Dirt
Bike,
YZ
SO
place, cedar lined closets.
Will sell w or w/o welder
New workshop, mature condition. New cylinder, air 753-0838
shade & fruit trees, filter, front tire, chain and
$126,000 obo. 1164 Fur- rear sprocker, and more. 1988 DODGE Dakota, V6,
$750. Call for more info 5sp $2200 753-2279
ches Trail 435-4522.
753-1326.
1989 CHEVY 4wd, auto,
FOR Sale By Owner: 3br
brick on 1.5 acre lot. Great
350, loaded 759-1083
location at Wiswell Crosssport Utility
1990 CHEVY S-10 Blazer
roads, in view of SW Elem.
Vehicle's
1995 Dodge 1-ton dually,
Immediate possession.
1977 CJ5 Jeep 4x4, $1800 4wd, extended cab
489-2756.
obo Call 492-8836 leave 435-4201 after 5pm
HOME plus 15 acres. 3br,
message
1992 CHEVY S-10 EXbath. Kitchen appliances
TENDED CAB PICK-UP
included. Nicely land- 1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
-Tahoe package. Black
scaped with new roof in '97 white, 155,XXX $8,000
with gray interior, Auto,
Minutes from lake Priced in 753-7433
P/S, P/B, Stereo, A?C, 4 3
the $60's. 354-9232.
1997 JEEP Wrangler, white V-6, new tires, rally wheels
NEW 4br, 2'/i baths in w/tan top, 19,XXX miles, Nice clean truck.
Spring Creek Oaks. Would V4 automatic, $17,000 or $4 ,950.00. Phone
502-875-4050. Dealer
trade for other property. best offer. 759-4300.
Built by contractor.
1996 CHEVY truck ext
490
753-3672, after 4pm.
cab, white, loaded, autoUsed
matic, low mileage, extra
REDUCED! BY OwnerCars
clean. Call 759-8061 or
2117 Brookhaven Dr offers
753-0987, leave message
3br. 2 bath, numerous up1989 Lincoln
dates Central gas h/a, new
roof (both '96). Call
Continental
753-9512.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Bronze metallic,
velure interior,
86,xxx miles, new
tires, excellent
condition.
Everything works.
$6,200

753-4408
Before 5 p.m.
1970 MUSTANG convertible. 70% restored New
paint, wheels, tires Many,
many new parts. $3800
obo. 753-4440, after 5pm.

FOR SALE
1994 Chevy, 46,000 miles, one owner.
Call 759-4851 or 759-9523

1982 CAPRICE 4dr, dented fender, runs good,
$650 753-2479 or
519-6316

Call 753-9164

18' TAHITI jet boat, $2200
753-2165
1992 SEADOO, trailer,
knee board, inner tube
Asking $2200 obo
759-2338
1993 VXR 650 Yamaha
Wave-runner, excellent
condition, complete with
trailer, cover & life jackets.
$2500. 753-4440, after
5Prn,
1994 SEADOO XP Series,
mint condition $2900
759-3089
COMPLETE bass rig
$1000 474-2700

1984 TOYOTA Camry LE,
$1500 obo 759-0651 or
753-4582
1986 CHEVROLET Eurosport, auto, p/w, good fires,
runs well $1600 obo
753-3153 days, 436-5070
or 753-3507 nights
1986 CHRYSLER LeBarron, body in excellent condition, 75,XXX miles, engine needs work,$450 obo
Leave message, 753-9830

Quiet country living. Four bedroom brick,
two full baths, living room, dining room,
family room/kitchen-breakfast. Family
room has bookshelves with storage and
fireplace. Full basement with fireplace,
central gas heat, electric air, 30'x20'deck,
long driveway lined with beautiful maple
trees, 4.43 acres with barn and pond.
Located eight miles from Murray in Coldwater area. May be seen by appointment.

1986 HONDA Accord LXI,
104K miles, clean, one
owner, very good condition
$3,600 759-9874
1986 NISSAN Pulsar,
$1000 obo 767-9362
1987 VOLVO 4dr, 240 DL,
high miles, clean, one
owner,very good condition
Call 753-1436.
1988 CHEVROLET Cava
her. 5sp with air, new tires &
brakes. 354-9899.
1989 PLYMOUTH Sundance, excellent Moving
out of state Must sell! Give
offer (502)247-0814
1990 NISSAN Stanza, 4dr,
76.XXX miles, $4,800
489-2774

A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
mg, serving Murray, Collo
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
Of 492-8737

802 North 18th St.
Murray, Kentucky
3 bd - bath - kitchen - dining - living - utility approx 1200 sq. ft. - 2 car oversize detached
garage - large lot - wonderful neighborhood appliances

Price Reduced To

699900
For appointment call Tony at:
502-247-2440 Daytime
502-2474718 Ni hts

Fairlane 500
Sport Coupe.

Red/white, all original, less than
80,xxx miles, auto,
V-8, air conditioning, bucket seals
with console, fender skirts. Excellent
condition.

ALL types of work Mulch
rock, gutters, outbuildings
brush clearing, tree trim
ming, home repairs 'Link
hauled, etc Reliable and
reasonable City & county
753-2092

Asking $5,500

753-4408
'Before 5 p.m.

Services
Offered

Servkes
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONA L DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging,
mulch hauling. Gerald Carroll, 492-6159.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, tiimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message.

WEST KY Seamless Gutters. Gutters, gutter mainte
nanc.e, gutter supplies.
Free mitres. Phone
753-0279.

I will mow your yard Call
759-4659, after 6pm

APPLIANCE REPAIR MI
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience .BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.

ASPHALT Driv•way
Sealing- Driveways, park- LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
ing lots, discounts to chur- Carpets, Upholstery Free
ches Free estimates Call estimates 302 S 12th
Travis Asphalt Sealing, 753-5827
753-2279
-LICENSED for electric and
BACKHOE Service - ROY gas 435-4358
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

MICHAEL'S Transmissions. Complete overhaul
on late model,. domestic,
overdrive transmissions.
ASE Certified in automatic
& manual drive transmissions Call 753-0152.

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

MURRAY CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANINGBack to school specials.
Free estimates Satisfaction guaranteed. 753-6300

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways box blade
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835
BIBLE Message 759-5177

NEED a new roof or improving the look of your home?
Gutters, siding & small repairs are our specialty.
Concrete resurfacing
systems? Don't tear out
your old concrete, resurface it into a decorative
product such as brick pavers or tile Call Schroeder
Construction for tree estmates 767-9474.

BOB'S Plumbing Service
Al work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, shrub trimming, clean-up, mulch, etc,
etc Insured, Free estimates 759-5353
CARPORTS for cars arid
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

PAINTING. Interior- exterior. Pressure washing Free
estimates. 437-3879.
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

CLEANING Services. 5yrs
Professional Experience
Call 436 2973 or 436-5927

ROOFING- New roofs,
tearotfs, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20yrs experience.
753-5592.

SMALL engine repair
753-0260

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, roofing & electrical.
489-2832
COOKSEY Plumbing Repair & new installation
436-2667

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services_ 'Cleaning- vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur.
niture repair & custom
woodworking. 753 8056

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

Suspects may testify
in Taco Bell case
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Unindictecl suspects in the
1994 Taco Bell slayings may testify against the second man
charged with the four deaths, prosecutors said.
David Housler faces four
counts of felony murder and one
count of especially aggravated
robbery in the deaths of the four
restaurant workers. His firstdegree murder trial is scheduled
for next month.
Special prosecutor G. Robert
"Gus" Radford said Tuesday the
jury will be told when a prosecution witness also is a suspect.
"Our position is that there are
other people involved," Radford
said. But he said there has not
been enough evidence to charge
anyone other than Housler and
Courtney Mathews.
Testimony in Mathews' capital
murder trial indicated that others
may have been involved in the
robbery of the restaurant and the
slayings.
Mathews, a former Fort Campbell, Ky., soldier, was found
guilty last June of four counts of
first-degree felony murder and

one count of especially aggravated robbery. He is serving a
sentence of life in prison without
the possibility of parole.
Montgomery County Circuit
Court Judge John H. Gasaway III
ruled Tuesday that jurors in Housler's case would be selected in
Rutherford County and brought
back to Clarksville for the trial.
He cited excessive publicity as
the reason.
Jury selection will begin Sept.
30 in Murfreesboro, Gasaway
said.
Mathews was arrested two
days after the murders of restaurant employees Angela Renee
Wyatt, Patricia Price, Kevin
Campbell and Marsha Klopp.
Housler was charged as a codefendant 18 months later.
During Mathews' trial, prosecutors said that both Mathews
and Housler entered the restaurant and that either or both of
them could have been the trigger
man.
Radford now says that Housler
never went inside the restaurant,
but served as an outside lookout
and drove the getaway car.

Sailor circumnavigates Antarctica

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

WELLINGTON, New Zealand
(AP) — A French adventurer has
circumnavigated Antarctica, joining a small handful of intrepid
sailors who have completed the
voyage through some of the
world's stormiest seas.
Bernard Espinet, 43, from Perpignon in the Catalan country of
France, sailed back into Wellington on Aug. 18, some 15 months
after he set sail April 28, 1996.
'The 18,400-mile voyage was

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690.
TIRED of wind & hail damage? Get the Smart Roof
Free estimates STOCKWELL METAL ROOFING
7 5 3 - 6 5 8 5
1-800-552-5072
TOM'S WINDOW &
CLEANING SERVICE. For
all your residential & commercial cleaning needs.
Gutter & siding 759-3463.
WALLPAPER, borders &
paint, clean, neat, honest &
dependable, with plenty of
references Call for free estimate Kelly's Wallcovering's Plus. 436-5503.
WEB Site Design & Hosting. Kentucky Webs,
6 5 3 - 3 1 1 4 .
http.//KyWebs corn

"grueling," he said Wednesday.
During the trip, he stopped at
the Chatham Islands, Cape Horn,
Patagonian Channels, the Falkland Islands, South Georgia, the
Kerguelen Islands and Hobart.
Espinet started the voyage with
23-year-old Matt Thorpe as his
only crew member, but continued
on alone when Thorpe found
work in the Falklands.
Espinet left France 15 years
ago for life on the sea.

Do you have sagging or shaky floors?

Problems laths Mess cam be Item
water et nekton seder the house?
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
CALL FOR A FREE EVALUATION

(502)575-4722

eimea tiamigg ow,°
121 Park 6 Sell
Come see the good selection of
cars, trucks, nzotorhomes &
campers. Experience our no
hassle shopping. Call 753-3985
to Park & Sell your vehicle
•

Ceramic Tile • Dry Wall • Drain Cleaning • Electrical Repairs
Specialiring in Bathroom Repairs

tAINt/14V:1\1
759-0337

Over 20 years experience
Local references upon request
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,Aug.
29, 1997:
Do some deep soul-searching this
year,and you will reap the rewards.
People respond to your insights and
inner wisdom. You might need to
change your career, to make it more
suitable for you. Instincts are right
on when dealing with others. You
see them clearly; however, you do
not always effectively communicate
your message. Work on diplomacy
as well as honesty. If you are single,
romance blooms. Still, check out a
new interest carefully. He might not
be able to give you all you want. Be
honest with yourself. If attached,
schedule a lot of free time together.
LEO reads you cold.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so;.1-Difficult.

Do you have water or moisture problems
under your house or in your basement?

NED WALKER

Say

WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves. NEW
HOURS" Mon-Fri, 1-533..
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted 753-0630

STEVE'S Home Improvement, for all your remodeling needs inside & out Ph
759-8645

TELEPHONE SALES
AND SERVICE COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
PHONE SYSTEMS NEW
AND USED BUSINESS
SYSTEMS ELECTRONICS INSTALLATION SPECIALISTS MURRAY
TELEPHONE AND ELECTRONICS 753-7567

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks fencing, pole barns,
sheds, carports Also repair
& rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates
753-7860

ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Inside or
out No lob too small
502-759-9906

AFFORDABLE Homes
Built to satisfaction, see
how competitive we are to
the price of a doublewide
mobile home Free consultation & estimates Call
S&K Construction,
753-7091

531

Servkes
Offered

A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791

AFFORDABLE all around
1995 FORD T Bird LX, V8, hauling,
junk clean-up,
loaded, sunroof, 52,XXX cleaning out sheds, tree
miles 753-6022
work 436-2867

530

Services
Offered

WOVE

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud oil
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
1992 EAGLE Talon, white siding, porches, decks,
loaded, sunroof, cd chan fencing, concrete & mager, white sport wheels sonry And home repairs
Free estimates 767-9118,
83.XXX
Must see!
Elite Building
435-4142

1963 Ford

530

630
Services
Of

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
foundations, slabs, sidew ELECTRIC.
New construcelks, driveways, buildings tion, rewiring,
mobile home
remodeling, repairs, AGC hookups, electrical maintecertified 489-2214
nance and repair. Call any3-D DOZING, backhoe, time. Murray, 762-0001.
septic, & gravel hauling. cell* 519-1592.
Driveways, foundations
EMERGENCY Water Re502-437-4969.
moval 24hrs Lee's Carpet
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, Cleaning 753-5827
stump removal, tree spray- FENCING:
Midway Fence
ing, hedge trimming, landCo. Chain link & vinyl
scaping, mulch hauling & fence
at reasonable
mulch spreading, gutter
prices. 759-1519.
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

1991 FORD Probe GT, new
Michelin tires, battery.
brakes, 72xxx $4800
753-5691

For Sale By Owner

••-•
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Verify information, though
by the afternoon,you will be pleased
with what you hear. A co-worker is
busy, producing results that could
make a difference financially. Encouragement and ample appreciation only spur this person on. Tonight: Be naughty and nice!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Express what is on your mind,
if you want others to understand.
Don't expect someone to get the
message on his own; he is thickheaded. Take care of yourself first.
Make personal matters a high priority. Another likes your idea.Tonight:
Enjoy yourself.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You disagree with someone
aboutfinances, which is frustrating.
Reach outfor others,empower yourself and be direct. A family member
surprises you with an offer of assistance on a key project. Communications flourish later in the day. Tonight: Go with the moment.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** You still have on your rosecolored glasses. Take them off, and
get a better perspective of another.
Money matters need your attention.
Make calls, initiate talks and consult a trusted adviser. Feedback enlightens you.Tonight:It's your treat!
LEO (July 23-Aug._22)
***** Getting past limitations is
key this morning. Let go of what
doesn't work, and go for what does.
Your personality melts barriers and
creates better understanding.Touch
base with needs and long-term desires. You are building strongerfoundations. Tonight: As you like it!

••

•••

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Much is going on behind the
scenes. Think before you leap into
action. Gather information.Later in
the day, when you do proceed with a
plan,another responds in a big way.
You make an imprint professionally
as well. Be as subtle as possible.
Tonight: Mystery works!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Focus on what you want,and
don't get distracted. You will be unusually successful, if you charge
your creative energy into the areas
that mostfulfill you.You might need
to take a strong financial action. A
loved one changes course. Tonight:
Be where the party is.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take the lead, and assume
responsibility. You can make a substantial difference if you follow
through on a career goal. Others,
after initial confusion, will clear the
path for you. Financial changes allow you to take a stand. Tonight: It
could be a late night.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** One-to-one relating leaves
you miffed. Eye the big picture, to
get what you want. Reach out for
others, and look at others' styles.
You can learn from observing.There
is no time like the present; sign up
for a mind-expanding seminar. Tonight: Take off as fast as you can!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** A morning dialogue could
be all right, but you won't achieve
clarity until the afternoon. A longdistance call proves informative. A
boss rewards you financiallyfor work
well done.Keep a hands-on approach
with money and partnerships. Tonight:Lightcandles,and pull shades.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You are pushed to get a lot
done early, and you might not feel
well; by afternoon, you regain confidence. News from a distance is most
rewarding. Others clamor for your
company. A partner is concerned
about your professional image. Tonight: Say yes.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Creativity is high, and you
can make a professional difference.
Honor your feelings with a partner.
Reach out for another, and have a
discussion about a trip or special
news. Fantasize less, and keep your
nose to the grindstone. Tonight: Get
errands done.
BORN TODAY
Filmmaker Sir Richard Attenborough(1923),football player Carl
Banks(1962), singer Michael Jackson (1958)

•••
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Ten years ago
son of Mr. and Mrs. Irving N.
Donna Hemdon, Butch Hutson, Mastera. has completed a cooking
Saundra Edwards and Lori course at Fort Ord, Calif.
Owens are officers of the Staff
Jenny Lynn Wilkerson and
Congress of Murray State Ronnie Wade Newberry were
University.
married recently at Union Grove
Jeffrey C. Garrott, senior ma- Church of Christ.
joring in history at Murray state
Forty years ago
University, was recently apLarry Buxton, Jerry Adams and
pointed a 2Lt. in the U.S. Army Harold Shoemaker of Boy Scout
under the ROTC program. He is Troop 45 received their Eagle
pictured having his bars pinned badges, highest ranking in Boy
on him by his parents, M.C. and Scouting, at a Court of Honor at
Cathryn Garrott.
Murray City Park Aug. 26.
Benita Maddox, daughter of
Danna Gay Shipley and David
Wayne Young were married re- Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Maddox,
cently at First Baptist Church, and Sandra Williams, daughter of
Madisonv ille.
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Williams, atMr. and Mrs. Joseph Gertzen tended a Junior Red Cross Leadwill be married 55 years Sept. 3. ership Training Center Course at
Twenty years ago
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio,
Jerry and Karen Bolls, Char- Aug. 11-18.
lotte McDougal, Eloise Langford,
General officers of Murray
Paulette Hohman and Peggy High School Parent-Teacher AsShoemaker are officers of the sociation are Mrs. A.A. Doherty,
Robertson School Parent-Teacher Mrs. James C. Hart, Mrs. Edwin
Association.
Larson, and Mrs. Frank Dibble.
The Rev. Roy E. Rabatin is the
Fifty years ago
new minister of First Presbyterian
Euris Chaney has been named
Church.
a member from the Faxon-Almo
Lochie Hart writes about her District of Calloway County
first day of teaching school in her School Board. He succeeds Roy
column, "Observations."
Thompson who has resigned, acBirths reported include a boy cording to Calloway County
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Pugh, Aug. Supt. Prentice Lassiter.
A feature story about Alice
19, and a girl to Dr. and Mrs.
Constantine Curris, Aug. 23.
Green Waters of Murray, former
missionary to China is published.
Thirty years ago
Charlie Lassiter, director of She celebrated her 79th birthday
Pupil Personnel for Calloway Aug. 26.
Evelyn Ahart and H.W. (Stub)
County Schools, said 2,280 students have enrolled in the schools Wilson were married Aug. 22 by
the groom's father, the Rev. L.D.
for the 1967-68 school year.
Army Pvi Eddie H. Masters, Wilson, at his home.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Aug. 28, the 240th day of 1997. There are 125
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 28, 1963, 200,000 people participated in a peaceful civil
rights rally in Washington, D.C., where Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
delivered his "I Have a Dream" speech in front of the Lincoln
Memorial.
On this date:
In 1609, Henry Hudson discovered Delaware Bay.
In 1749, German author Johann Wolfgang von Goethe was born in
Frankfurt.
In 1774, Mother Elizabeth Ann Sewn, the first American-born saint,
was born in New York City.
In 1916, Italy's declaration of war against Germany took effect during World War I.
In 1917, 10 suffragists were arrested as they picketed the White
House.
In 1922, the first-ever radio commercial aired on station WEAF in
New York City (the 10-minute advertisement was for the Queensboro
Realty Company, which had paid a fee of $100).
In 1947, legendary bullfighter Manolete was mortally wounded by a
bull during a fight in Linares, Spain; he died the following day at age
30.
In 1968, police and anti-war demonstrators clashed in the streets of
Chicago as the Democratic National Convention nominated Hubert H.
Humphrey for president.
In 1973, more than 520 people died as an earthquake shook central
Mexico.
In 1981, John W. Hinckley Jr. pleaded innocent to charges of attempting to kill President Reagan (he was later acquitted by reason of
insanity).
Ten years ago: A fire damaged the Arcadia, Fla., home of Ricky,
Robert and Randy Ray, three hemophiliac brothers infected with the
AIDS virus whose court-ordered school attendance sparked a local uproar. (The Ray family moved to Sarasota, Fla.) Movie director John
Huston died in Middletown, R.I., at age 81.
Five years ago: The U.S. government mounted two huge relief operations, rushing food and drinking water to hurricane-ravaged Florida
while U.S. cargo planes landed in Somalia with tons of food for African famine victims.
One year ago: Democrats nominated President Clinton for a second
term at their national convention in Chicago.
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BLONDIEE
MAY I HELP FuNNY I WAS ON PAY
YOU?
WAY OVER HERE TO
ORDER A SURPRISE rDINI,
ER PARTY
FOR MY WIPE...

BUT I JUST GOT A CALL. PROM
HER ON MY CAR PHONE' MOW AU.
I WANT IS A SALAMI
)SANDWICH 10 GO
iL ti*

THEY SHOULD OUTLAW
THOSE CAR
PHONES'

me
abOW
)TS,
the
a!It

drtVf

5-2-8
CATHY
THte, OLD PICTURE
I CAN HELP ORGANIZE AND rSEE
EDIT YOUR PHOTOGRAPHS
GOES OUT ...THI5
f
ONE GOES
BECAUSE I HAVE A COOL, OUT!... THIS GOES OUT!
DISPASSIONATE EYE, CATHY ...OUT
OUT!!

DEAR UNHAPPY: I am
unable to determine from your

letter if your husband is "forgetting" because he is selfish or
whether it could be the beginning of senile dementia. But I
urge you to protect yourself. By
all means, find a job. You may
need the income. Also, consult
an attorney to find out how
your husband will provide for
you, should anything happen to
him, in the aftermath of that
prenuptial agreement you
signed. I, too, wonder how you
can believe his promise to take
care of you, since he refuses to
follow through about moving.

1

***

DEAR ABBY: I thought the letter from Ruth A. Davis of the U.S.
State Department regarding consular officers at embassies abroad
was both interesting and informative.
Several years ago, my husband
and I were in Italy with another
couple when our trunk was broken
into. Everything was taken —
including my friend's purse containing her and her husband's passports.
Needless to say, it caused us
untold problems. We had to change
our travel plans to include a visit to
the U.S. consulate in Milan. Fortunately, the hotel we had stayed at
the prior evening had recorded our
passport numbers so we were able
to call and obtain the much-needed
information. Only then could the
embassy quickly issue new passports.
We learned a valuable lesson
that you might like to pass on to
your readers, Abby. Make a copy of
your passport before you leave
home and carry it with you while
abroad, separate from your original
passport.
INFORMED TRAVELER,
ATLANTA

I DO. 8UT
•A9
THE OTHER
*6
EYE IS A
The bidding:
WEEPING
South West
sENTIMEN- 24
Pass
TALIST.
3V
Pass
4 NT
Pass
5 NT
Pass

. . q. . .,

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
BuT youR MAL_ CLASSES
.,Dorst'T P:EGIN Fog A WHILE.
yET
I f<N04..J-• 130T I
lAJANNA E3E1HEAE.
FoR FRoSli

IT's Mg LAST NternAT MEGAFOOD-THEN,I STPRT
PACKING
FOR
SCHoOL

46AK943
WEST
EAST
•6 5 2
•3
V7
11,QJ 10 54
•Q 105
•J 8 7 4 3 2
•QJ10872
*5
SOUTH
•A K Q 104

DEAR INFORMED TRAVELER: Thank you for a helpful
reminder. Another worthwhile
you'd win the club lead with the king safety measure: Record the
and draw two rounds of trumps, numbers of your traveler's
hoping to find them divided 2-2, in checks and keep them separate
from the checks,in case of theft.
which case it would be all over but
*
the shouting.
When East showed out on the
To order"How to Write Letters for All
second round, you'd stop drawing Occasions," send a business-sized, self.
trumps and play the A-K of hearts, addressed envelope, plus check or money
for 63.95 (64.50 in Canada) to: Dear
planning to ruffone or two hearts in order
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
dummy and in that way sew up the Mount Morris, III. 61054-0447.(Postage
is
grand slam.
included.)
Unfortunately,if you played the

hand this way, you'd go down one
rather quickly. West would ruff the
second heart lead and theslam would

go down the drain. Bad luck, you
could say,but let's take another look
and see if you shouldn't do better.
North East
The proper line of play makes
3+
Pass
the contract. It does not depend on
34
Pass
finding the hearts divided 3-3 or 4-2.
5•
Pass
Win the club lead with the king,
6V
Pass
ruffa club with the queen ofspades,
7*
play the four ofspades to the seven,
4•/:
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
ruffa club with the king,play the ten
*ikt/
1
4
.44
of spades to the jack, and ruff the
There is an enormous difference nine of clubs with your last trump,
vr:1
,
1r,;r..., 4
1.
"
1
•
-.. '"
;
.
41
1 between bidding and making seven
the ace.
/4
1
.
7. 4
t
1
4 EEO
in
spades, and going down one at the
Filmes
4.7,.
00.- r ....;.,
;3
i,
•::
Then lead a diamond to the king,
:;"....:-... ._:..i•,',,,
contract— 2,510 points, to be exact. draw West's last trump with
So, if you're in seven spades, as in dummy's nine, and your work is
the present case, it stands to reason done. The 13 tricks you score consist
that
you should try very hard to find of three club ruffs, dummy's four
YOU'RE NCI'Gov& To CO
f3U1 I Wf5NNA E3ETHERE.
the beat method of play.
trump tricks, the A-K of hearts,A-K
PAINTING YOURSELF PURPLE,
lb wATcH THE_ KIPS
Let's
suppose
you
were
GETTIIIG DRUNK AND FALLING
lackadaiof
diamonds and A-K of clubs.
/II
U.IHO
sical about the matter. In that case,
INTO aREAT VATS OF FoAM
That's all there is to it!
AWN,ARE yo0?!
OD
.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
OF COLIRSE
NOT

,

Pete Vi EATING EAR04
'CAuse LioU 61criTA Go To
I AloRK,MICHAEL?

South dealer.

A K 98 3
...OH, BUT LOOK AT YOUR
.1 THOUGHT
CUTE 1.1111E SMILE HERE... YOU HAD A
... LOOK AT THIS FUNNY,
COOL, DISGRUMPY FACE... OH, REMEM- PASSIONATE
BER. THIS SILLY DRESS...
EYE,
MOTHER.
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
to receive 2 pints of blood every two to
three weeks because of myelofibrosis.
How prevalent is this disease and
what is the prognosis'
DEAR READER: 'Idiopathic
myelofibrosis (IMF) is a chronic disease, usually of unknown cause,
marked by fibro§is (withering) of the
bone marrow, anemia and enlargement of the spleen. Probably as a
reaction to bone-marrow failure, alternative sites of blood-cell formation
appear in the liver and spleen.
IMF is often called agnogenic
myeloid metaplasia; it can be a consequence of tuberculosis. X-ray poisoning, polycythemia vera (excess red
blood cells), leukemia and other cancers. The disease is unusual but not
rare.
Prognosis is guarded; although
treatment of the underlying disease
35 Completed
ACROSS
(infection, cancer, etc.) may arrest the
37 Imogene —
symptoms of fatigue and weight loss,
Answer to Previous Puzzle
38 Irate
1 TV's Ludden
many cases of IMF do not respond
40 Biblical
6 Two times
satisfactorily to therapy. Blood transCBS SE MIPES
character
11 Four-leaf —
42 Summer
13 "— Howser,
HOBNOB OMELET fusions may temporarily alleviate the
cooler
M.D."
DISCO CANT anemia. However, there is no stanOZ
43 Colorado city
14 Asner ID
dard treatment.
POR
LEAD KT
45 "— Pan
15 Math term
Alley"
To give you more information. I am
17 26th pores.
ENSNARE EIR
46 Nickel
18 Word in a
ILUY
NOAH DO sending you a copy of my Health
symbol
real-estate
SOMERS MRITES Report "Blood: Donations and
47 TV's Ralph
ad (abbr.)
IA
TAPA
LEAS Disorders." Other readers who would
Kramden
20 — Gay
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
49 Yes(Sp)
21 Three
SNY MANUELA
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
50 —
(prefix)
EB NOON RNA P.O. BOx 2017, Murray Hill Station,
magnetism
22 Security to
NCAA
INPUT ON New York, NY 10156. Be sure to men52 Frog of fame
obtain an
NESTLE ERNEST tion the title.
54 Home
arrestee's
and Olin
release
ETHEL YE DES
DEAR pg. GOTT: My pediatrician
24 Everyone
55 Grassy areas
8-28 © 1997 United Feature Syndicate has just told us that our 6-month old
25 Elisabeth or
daughter has a slight heart murmur.
DOWN
Andrew
4 A Gabor
7 "— is me"
He assures us that this is quite com26 Skidded
5 A Campbell
8 Gandhi ID
1 Bitter
28 Soup servers
mon in newborns and that we
6 Ancient
9 — fruits
2 SA
30 Ms. Bagnold
shouldn't worry about it. But can this
Roman
10 Scary
mammals
32 Cole —
lead to serious heart problems later in
12 Rockfish
garment
33 — Ocean
3 Behold'
life? Are there certain things we
13 Victona
should watch for in her development?
Principal
1
2 3 4
senes
DEAR READER: Heart murmurs in
5
Ell
"10
16 Cylinder
children are extremely common.
19 It's golden
Although some childhood murmurs
21 "How — —
may reflect underlying cardiac disWas Won"
ease (your pediatrician is the best
23 Singer
judge of that), most murmurs are
Ronstadt
entirely harmless. Doctors call them
25 Toil
27 Roman 502
"functional" and they are heard as
29 Post office
"shhh" sounds between the "lub" and
dept.
31 — in distress "dub" of the normal heart tones.
Functional murmurs may persist
33 Antiseptic
until youngsters enter their late
34 California
valley
teens; then, as young people attain
36 "— in the
full growth. the murmurs disappear.
Sun"
As a general rule, murmurs of
37 Panama —
infancy do not represent or lead to
39 Office table
heart disease. They do not alter nor41 Single items
mal development, but obviously, you
43 Expression
of sorrow
and your pediatrician will want'to
44 Mr. Coward
monitor your daughter's growth pat47 A.M. show
tern. Such monitoring is appropriate.
48 Firearms grp
for all children, whether or not they
51 At home
have murmurs.
53 Winningham
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DEAR ABBY: "Mel" and I married two years ago. He was 67 and
retired, a widower after 30-plus
years of marriage, with two children and four grandchildren. I'm
54, stopped working when I married
him, have three children and one
grandchild. Mel and I now live in
the same house he lived in with his
wife.
Before the wedding I asked Mel
if we were going to move. I made it
clear that I didn't want to stay in
his house. He promised we would
move. Bottom line: It's been two
years and now he says we're not
moving. He's happy in this house,
comfortable, etc. I once suggested
that he let me change things
around the house a little. His
response: "What for? Everything is
in its place. Besides, we're moving
anyway."
What shall I do? He does not see
things the way I do because he is
not hurting emotionally. I have
become very frustrated because
even if we talk it out the whole day,
he'll conveniently "forget" and not
do anything about it. Abby, I'm not
getting any younger and if I need to
get a job, I should try to get one
right now.
One other thing: He thinks
money is everything. But I have
proven to him that money is not
everything to me by signing a
prenuptial agreement wherein I get
nothing. However, he always says
he will provide for me when he's
gone, that I will not go hungry, etc.
How can I believe him when he cannot even make good on his word
regarding moving?
UNHAPPY IN
ORANGE COUNTY,CALIF.
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Police search
for manure
dumper

SCOTT NANNEY/tedger & Times photo

Madoka Arita, a Murray State University student from Japan, was recently named as the Murray Rotary Club's
Ambassador Scholar. Pictured (from left) are host counselor Mark Mallnauskas, Betty Boston, Arita, MSU
President Dr. Kern Alexander and Wilson Gantt.

Fears hurting Olympic bid
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) for the 2004 games.
Police even are unsure whether
— A week before the 2004 SumThe International Olympic
the group mentioned in the letters
mer Olympics site is chosen, Committee will decide Sept. 5
— called "We Who Built SweStockholm's hopes of winning
which of five cities will get the den" — really exists or whether
are overshadowed by threats that
games. Other cities competing are
the letters and attacks are the
terrorists will strike again.
Rome, Athens, Greece, Buenos
work of a lone terrorist.
A shadowy extremist group opAires and Cape Town, South
Heckscher declared on Swedposed to Stockholm's bid claimed
Africa.
ish television that his officers
responsibility for Monday's
Stockholm's proposal has been
could give adequate protection to
bombing of Sweden's largest stawidely praised for being well- the Olympics, but conceded it is
dium, the New Ullevi in Gotedesigned and environmentally impossible to guard against
borg. The claim was made in a
conscious. But observers have "completely insane acts."
letter sent from Sweden and resaid that low public support for
Police stepped up their guard
ceived by The Associated Press
the bid is likely to be its fatal
Stockholm's city hall to proat
in London on Wednesday.
flaw — and the growing list of
tect
Mayor Mats Hulth, a strong
The letter, like a previous one, attacks and threats put it in more
supporter of the Olympic bid
complained that holding the jeopardy.
whose life was threatened in the
Olympics in Sweden would be a
What began as an exercise of first
letter.
misuse of taxpayers' money.
optimism and civic pride has deIngvar Carlsson, a former
"We are well organized and
teriorated into fear and frustradetermined. Ask the people of tion. Police have made no arrests prime minister and one of the
Stockholm if they are willing to in the bombings or in eight fires prime advocates of Stockholm's
bid, was clearly frustrated.
see their fair city turned into a
that were set at sports facilities as
war zone. After the 5th of Sep- possible Olympics protests.
"The perpetrators must be
tember no arena in the Stockholm
An exasperated national police very pleased," he said on Swedarea will be safe," the letter said. chief, Sten Heckscher, had to ad- ish TV's evening news. "The
It was written in English.
mit to reporters Wednesday that a discussion has been about criticA similar letter last week said
laboratory machine needed to test ism of police, the Olympic leadthe group was behind the Aug. 8 the substance in the Stockholm ership, Sweden as a country,
bombing of Stockholm's Olympic bombing was broken. The sub- when instead there should
be a
Stadium. Both stadiums are instance had to be shipped to Scot- massive demonstration of support
cluded in Stockholm's proposal
land Yard in London for testing. for Swedish democracy."

Drugs may hurt brain functions
"We don't know if this happens in humans. We took the data
from animals," said the study's
lead researcher, Dr. Una McCann
of the National Institute of Mental Health. "The serotonin is
gone in certain brain areas where
you'd expect to find it."
If the same thing occurs in
people, it could lead to behavior
problems, McCann said.
"Things to look out for are depression, anxiety, memory problems and cognition problems,"
the researcher said.
Philadelphia-based WyethAyerst Laboratories, which
makes both drugs, announced last
week that it will begin a two-year
study of Redux in humans to an-

some of the questions raised
by the animal trials, said Philip
de Vane, the company's vice
president of clinical affairs and
U.S. medical director.

B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
I. Headaches & Dizziness 2. Low Back & Leg Pain
3. Neck-Shoulder & Arm Pain
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Cafe Can Help.
For an Appointment Call 759-8000

NEW LONDON, Conn. (AP)
— Police are trying to develop
some fertile leads in a manure
mystery: Who dumped two buckets of the stuff in City Hall?
Officers have twice been to
William Von Winkle's home,
taking manure samples from his
cows and asking questions about
the City Hall escapade.
"I told them I couldn't talk,"
Von Winkle said Tuesday. "I
told them I had to talk to my
lawyer."
Police would not comment on
whether Von Winkle was a suspect in the City Hall incident,
which happened Monday during a
public hearing.
Von Winkle has pulled stunts
in the past as part of a longrunning dispute with the city about smells emanating from a sewage treatment plant near four rental properties he owns. He
maintains the city should lower
his taxes because the foul odor
requires him to keep rents lower
for tenants.
"These people have a right to
clean air," Von Winkle said.
"And I need the money. I've got
a lot of bad habits to support."

Most major 'waists care insurance
policies cover chiropractic care.
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BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
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DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

A 0' concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
8 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
E
bottom plates
F. et studs, 16 0 C
G 7
Blandev
undersiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

I Self-supporting 21'6
trusted rafters 2 It
0C
.1 '1 plywood
decking
0
IC Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door

O 2x4 fascia

a

aluminum covered
P 200 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe
Hardboard Siding
1 1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' 1 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' 1 CAR (24x30)

REEF TIE MEI MIT 8111111111
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1-800-572-1717

53,525 1 1/7 CAR (12x20)
$4,325 2 CAR (18x20)
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825 2' 2 CAR (24x24)
$5,425 LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

54.025
54.725
$5,125
$5,225
55,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

30-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

4.35% 4.95% 4.90% 5.00%

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.44% 5.01% 4.96% 5.06%

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank

CHICAGO (AP) — Two popular weight-loss drugs have been
shown to disrupt brain function in
animals, but researchers cautioned Tuesday that they don't
know whether any of the 50 million people who take the drugs
would have the same reaction.
Dexfenfluramine and fenfluramine, sold under the brand names
Redux and Pondimin, have been
shown in animals to disrupt
levels of an important chemical,
called serotonin, that relays information through the brain, according to the review of 128 medical
articles that was published in
Wednesday's edition of The Journal of the American Medical
Association.
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1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC.'Equal Housing Lender
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Company officials cite 17 previous clinical trials that have
shown the drugs are a safe treatment for obesity when used in
proper doses. They say the animal data are based on extremely
high doses — sometimes as much
as 10 times what is recommended
— and that there have been no
significant reports of disrupted
brain function.
Both drugs reduce the user's
appetite by stepping up the production of serotonin.
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BONUS BRICK BEAUTY. describes
this four bedroom,three bath home in
Southwest Villa. Bonus areas and
features include large rec room,
study/computer area, ceramic tiled
kitchen and baths and much , much
more. Reduced to $163,900
#3000933

County!

FOUR BEDROOM IN QUIET
NEIGHBORHOOD Reasonably priced for you, this home is near the
University and otters, two baths, living room, good closet space and central heat and air. Priced at $69,500.
#3001006

DELUXE COUNTRY LIVING. De
scribes this four bedroom, three bath
home located in beautiful tree-lined
setting. Nicely maintained and reduced to $99,900. #3000992

Mon.-Frt 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash 8 Carry

zMYERS umber Co.
SOO South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450

- YOU COULD CALL THIS A Country
estate with three bedroom, 3.5 baths
featuring cherry cabinetry, almost
new double heat & air systems, multi
decks & patios & large attached
workshop plus two car garage. Reduced to $115,000 with four acreact &
at $126,900 with 15 acres. #3001017

VINYL-CLAD

A HOME TO MATCH YOUR SUCCESSFUL LIFE STYLE - Expertly
planned 4 BR, 3 BA, Great Room,
formal DR and foyer with hardwood
floors. Family kitchen with lots of
cabinets. Luxurious master suite
with jacuzzi, separate shower stall,
double sinks. This home has it all.
Your money's worth for $225,000.
MIS #3000956

1555 Oxford, Canterbury Estates offers a 4 bedroom,3 1/2 bath home with
formal living room, dining room,
family room 8c eat-in kitchen. The
hardwood floors, steam shower,computer room, screened porch, deck,
sprinkler system and boat room are
only a few of the amenities in this
lovely family home. MLS #3001022

Self-Storing
• Solid Wood —
Core _
• Heavy-Duty Weatherstripping
• Maintenance-free Exterior
• Available in White
• 32" x 81" and 36" x 81"
• Five-Year Warranty!

Model 298-SS

'99.99

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.

.4%

A HOME OF DISTINCTION - Located in Canterbury,you'll fall in love
with this immaculate 4 BR, 2 BA,
brick home. Entertain your friends
around the beautiful inground pool
and enjoy the hot nights on the cool
summer porch. Formal LR DR
family room and rec room, all amenities, quality built and under
$200,000. MIS 03001042

711 Main St.
4
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PARADISE
FOR
CHILDREN,
PRIDE FOR PARENTS describes
this 4 bedroom home on 2lots. Beautifully landscaped backyard with
multi-level deck system overlooking a
18x40 swimming pool and 6x6 hot
tub. Many recent updates to property.
Reduced to $209,000. #3000957

753-1222

Homes FOR 1IVII1G.
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Very well-maintained and spacious
three bedroom home, located on
Keenland. Home features formal living mom & dining room with hardwood floors, large family room with
fireplace, eat-in kitchen and two
baths. The private backyard and two
patios are only a few of the amenities.
#3000975

753-1222
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